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Preface
One of the most shocking violations of the Rights of the Child is the use of
child soldiers. Some 300,000 children work and fight for armed factions every
day. Therefore, War Child called upon individuals, companies, politicians and
the media in The Netherlands last year to help to solve this problem each in
their own way. Initiatives were developed on many levels. Together, they form
a driving force behind change.
Ishmael Beah, former child soldier and author of the bestseller ‘A long way
gone’ wrote about his experiences as a child soldier in Sierra Leone. He
presented his book in The Netherlands on 21 September, the International
Day of Peace. He said:
“In the community I grew up in, music, cultural activities and a sense of community spirit are very, very important. When you are dragged into a war as a
child, your childhood ends immediately. When the war finally ends, it is this
culture that can connect you with the world again. It gives you the strength to
come to terms with the things that have happened to you. It gives you the will
to continue. Children who have experienced war do not want to talk about the
things they have been through. But with singing, dancing and playing together
you can create a sense of belonging somewhere. A new trust arises. You can
go back to the point where your childhood ended so abruptly and build a new
life.”
Another guest at the round-table conference was Sudanese former child soldier
Kon Kelei, now a law student in The Netherlands. Kon and Ishmael are examples
of the work War Child does. War Child gives war children a voice and a platform to make themselves heard so that they can stand up for their own rights.
Many children end up as advocates of peace. They use their war experiences
to bring positive change in the lives of other children. Their stories and the
stories of other children cannot be told enough times. That is why we started
the Child Soldiers Campaign in 2007, because it is unacceptable that there
still are 300,000 children who have to carry on like soulless creatures in their
own countries.
The harsh reality of children in war areas encourages War Child to be completely
dedicated to their situation. Around ten million children are still being confronted
with the consequences of war. They have to flee, they lose their family and they
cannot go to school. Help is essential for their future. A weekly workshop is
sometimes the only thing they have to look forward to; it is the only speck of
light that gives them hope. That is why War Child feels the need to grow.
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In 2007, War Child reached 850,000 children and 130,000 adults. Programmes
in The Democratic Republic of Congo, Colombia, Israel, the Occupied Palestinian
Territory and Uganda were expanded. War Child had an income of almost
10 million Euros and our supporter base grew to 100,000 donors. Another
important event was the Transparency Award 2007. For the second year in
a row, War Child’s annual report was considered the most transparent of all
annual reports of non-profit organisations.
We partly owe these results to the many volunteers, friends, donors, sponsors,
partners, institutional donors, ambassadors and colleagues. My compliments to
you all; your efforts made it possible for War Child to experience many positive
things in 2007.
In order to ensure that the growth process will continue to run smoothly,
we looked for and appointed a new Executive Director. Mark Vogt has
worked for years for ICCO and Doctors Without Borders in, among others,
The Democratic Republic of Congo and Uganda. With his knowledge and
experience the foundation of War Child has been enhanced. Founder Willemijn
Verloop will stay on as the Director External Affairs for another two years in
order to guarantee a smooth transition.
2008 will be the year of further maturity for War Child. The organisation will
cherish what has already been developed and achieved, and new changes
will be implemented where needed. The authority to make decisions will be
passed on from headquarters to the Country Directors. This way, decisions
will be made closer to our target group. In 2008, War Child will also co-operate
more in programme countries with large organisations like UNICEF, Oxfam/
Novib and Healthnet TPO. In 2007, War Child already combined efforts with
UNICEF on several projects. By working together we can be more effective
in reaching more people. War Child will also continue to grow as an organisation. Methodology and specialist training will be developed further in order to
enhance the capacity of local partners.
Working in (post) conflict areas is complex. Most countries in which War Child
works are so-called ‘fragile states’, where danger, corruption and poverty are
high. Let’s continue to make the effort, so that more and more children will have
a successful future!

Maarten van Dijk
Chairman of the Board, War Child
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Summary
The work of War Child
Millions of children worldwide still suffer the terrible consequences of war. In
many cases, they have to flee, they lose their parents and they are forced to
fight as child soldiers on the frontlines. Their childhood comes to an abrupt halt.
War Child feels this is unacceptable and does its best to help these children.
The organisation does this on three levels:
1. by providing direct aid to children and youth;
2. by providing support to the adults in their environment (such as parents,
guardians and teachers) and capacity building of local organisations;
3. by trying to influence local government and communities.
The War Child programmes strengthen the resilience of children. Resilient
children are better able to cope with the difficult situation in which they grow
up. As a result, their emotional and social development will also improve.
War Child programmes
As in 2006, War Child has made an effort to expand and strengthen existing
programmes in areas where there was more need for help from War Child.
In several countries, such as The Democratic Republic of Congo, Colombia,
Israel, the Occupied Palestinian Territory and Uganda, War Child has expanded
its programmes. The existing offices and teams in these countries are thus
being used more effectively.
More children reached
Thanks to these effective efforts and a better planning in 2007 with more or
less the same budget, more children have been reached and more activities
have been done. This year, War Child has reached 850,000 children and
130,000 adults (parents, guardians, teachers and social workers) in 11 countries.
Revised country portfolio
The number of programme countries declined in 2007 with the phasing out
of the collaboration with War Child’s partner World Child Kosova in Kosovo
after eight years. Three years ago, War Child started an ‘phasing out track’ to
prepare World Child Kosova for an autonomous continuation of the programme.
The programme has now been handed over.
Thanks to the increasing financial support for War Child, we can continue to
grow. This is necessary because there are many more conflict areas that still
need to be reached. In 2007, an analysis was made of the new conflict areas
where War Child can start up programmes. In this analysis, the necessity for
help was examined. The distribution of War Child’s programmes in different
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regions, and the balance in security and stability factors of the country
portfolio were then looked into. Finally, we investigated the most effective
way of using our existing programme offices. Based on these criteria, a
shortlist of ten countries was established. In 2008, opportunities to help
children in Lebanon and Burundi will be looked into first.
Important developments in programmes
Enhanced capacity of partners
In 2007, War Child received financial support from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs to enhance the capacity of local organisations. War Child supports
local organisations to increase their capacity in six areas: human resources
management, finances and administration, fundraising, Planning, Monitoring
and Evaluation, ICT, logistics and security. Support in drafting programme
proposals and targets has also stimulated quality improvement of their programmes. In 2007, War Child invested a lot in the way capacity is enhanced
and measured.
More collaboration
In 2007, War Child started more collaboration with big international organisations. With financial help from UNICEF, War Child trained personnel in refugee
camps in The Democratic Republic of Congo and reintegrated former child
soldiers in Northern Uganda. In 2008, the current programmes will be developed
into more structural collaboration.
Education integral part of programmes
In 2006, War Child started non-formal education (literacy, accelerated
primary education and vocational training) as part of the programmes.
In 2007, War Child developed an organisation-wide educational policy. An
expert on education also helped to give the educational programmes in The
Democratic Republic of Congo and Sierra Leone more structure and content.
Education is now part of the programme in most programme countries. New
collaboration projects in this area was also developed in 2007, such as the
Schokland Agreement (Project 2015) on education in conflict areas.
Highlights of the programmes
In The Democratic Republic of Congo the War Child team, employees of partner
organisations and teachers were trained by a War Child specialist in more interactive teaching methods, practical ways to structure teaching programmes and
the contents of the curriculum of ‘catching up education’. The school achievements of their students have improved because of this.
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I DEAL, a programme developed by War Child to give children the tools
with which they can become more resilient, was a huge success in Uganda.
Children participated in a series of creative workshops in which they learned
how to deal with their past and the difficult situation they are presently in.
Parents were involved in ‘parent support groups’.
The results of a large-scale research of 1,200 people in 6 communities in
Sierra Leone show that the programme in which the whole village was
included in the psychosocial reconstruction is effective. Children, teenagers
and adults are more aware of the rights of children and some clues point to
a positive change in adult behaviour. Harmony in the communities has also
improved, respect between adults and young people has increased, people
talk to each other and listen more to each other and mutual aggression has
dropped. A four-year programme started in Afghanistan in 2007, to ensure
that child rights are being improved through physical education and traditional
Afghan games and music. Together with the Ministry of Education, schools
and communities War Child ensures that children – and especially girls and
child labourers – are given the opportunity to participate in physical education.
In 2007, War Child trained personnel of the Ministry of Education. School principals of 26 schools in Herat were also trained in school management. These
training sessions are one of the most successful projects of 2007, because
they contribute to the capacity of the Ministry of Education to manage its own
activities and because they greatly improve the quality of the programmes.
In 2007, an evaluation took place in Sudan. Circumstances in the country are
extremely difficult and children are in desperate need of help. The results show,
however, that the programme has been less effective and less efficient in the
past few years than is desirable, because of, among other things, the great
distances between locations (1700 kilometres between Khartoum and Juba),
the complex political situation (two areas with two authorities), insecurity
(fights in the town centre) and a lack of local management capacity. War Child
has responded to this by hiring more experienced international personnel and
placing them in Juba. By the middle of 2008, a new evaluation will take
place to assess whether these measures have been effective.
Programmes also took place in Colombia, Israel and the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, Sri Lanka, Kosovo and Chechnya.
Development of methodology
War Child has worked on improving the quality and effectiveness of the
programmes. The Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation System (PME) that
was improved last year, resulted in better programme strategies, project
proposals and reports in 2007.
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Development of materials and methodologies
The methods that are being used in different programme countries have been
standardised. This means that the quality has improved and distribution has
been made easier, as has the measuring of the results. Materials in the area of
‘life skills’ (general skills such as co-operating, listening, leadership and conflict
resolution) and child development have been further developed and more widely
distributed. War Child has also developed a training package that links theory
about child development with the everyday practice of local personnel in the
field. This way they can apply their knowledge more easily, which will improve
the impact of their work.
Enhancement of capacity by training
Capacity enhancement of partner organisations and field offices became a more
central goal in 2007. To that end, War Child trained more personnel in country
programmes, such as training in strategy development, ‘rights approach’ (to
structure programmes on the basis of child rights), policy influence, Planning,
Monitoring and Evaluation (PM&E), research into needs, results measurement
and the use of theatre and sport.
Effect of programmes
The Sierra Leone effect measurements became available in 2007. Evaluations
were also carried out in Sudan and Uganda, the results of which are being
used to improve the programmes.
Communications and fundraising
In 2007, War Child called attention to child soldiers in its communication
and awareness raising. The Child Soldiers Campaign began with a press
conference in April. Dutch singer Marco Borsato handed over the report
‘Child soldiers. The shadow of their existence’ to Bert Koenders, the Dutch
Minister of Development. The message reached 672,000 people via television
and 1,5 million people via radio.
The press presentation on the International Day of Peace with Ishmael Beah,
former child soldier and author of the bestseller ‘A long way gone’, was a
highlight of 2007, and reached approximately 1,4 million people. Furthermore,
a strategy was developed for the target group of children, a new website was
launched, War Child won the Transparency Award 2007 and 50 volunteer
information campaigners held 229 presentations throughout the country.
Fundraising
Despite the name ‘War Child’ being widely recognised, the organisation still
belongs to the group of relatively small non-profit organisations. The growth of
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income therefore became an important spearhead in 2007. War Child would
prefer it if all 10 million children growing up in a war could be helped and has
made it clear that help is desperately needed. The organisation has therefore
been focusing on fundraising.
In 2007, 66% (s 6.9 million) of War Child’s total income came from the organisation’s own fundraising among companies and individuals in The Netherlands.
Indeed, 600 companies supported War Child last year. One new item was the
setting-up of a network of ‘Business Ambassadors’, which offers companies
the possibility to be closely involved with an international aid organisation
and be part of an interesting network of companies. The cost percentage
of War Child’s own fundraising was 15%, which is far below the standard
of 25% as set by the Dutch Central Office for Fundraising.
In 2007, War Child organised events for Queen’s Day, Liberation Festivals, the
Friends for War Child concert and on 21 September, the International Day of
Peace. 1138 associations, schools, churches and individuals organised events
for War Child upon their own initiative.
Board and Management
In February 2007, Shula Rijxman (Commercial Director of IdtV) joined the
Board, and Marcel van Soest’s term has been extended by another three-year
term to 2010. Frank Kortmann left the Board at the end of his term (April 2007).
The most important change to the Board was the appointment of the new
Executive Director. On 1 August, founder Willemijn Verloop handed over her
tasks to Mark Vogt. As Executive Director he manages the organisation and
together he and Willemijn Verloop, as Director External Affairs, make up the
Directors of War Child.
Personnel and Organisation
At the end of 2007, 20 expatriate employees and 259 local employees worked
in the programme countries. The average number of years of employment of
expats rose from 1.5 to 2.4 years. This shows that the staff policy which is
focused on long-term employment is successful. In 2007, War Child established
a job rating system for local employees in programmes, managers were given
training in Human Resources and a manual was developed by War Child.
The volunteer policy was also completed in 2007 and a new code of conduct
was established. All personnel, volunteers and external consultants must sign
this code.
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Organisational development
In 2007, War Child made preparations for the decentralisation of the authority to
make decisions about projects from headquarters to the field offices. This way,
decisions will be made closer to our target group. Aid projects will be set up
close to and with our target group, which will also enable Country Directors
to anticipate local changes. The organisation-wide Management Information
System was further developed in 2007. The modules for the financial administration and the personnel administration were developed, set up and implemented.
Risk Management
To limit financial risks, War Child saw to it that income was derived from
various sources and was divided evenly. War Child also mainly concentrated
on recruit-ing as large a number of structural donors and business partners as
possible. The risk of fraud by the organisation’s staff was lessened by carefully
supervised in-house training, by giving clear guidelines for financial administration and accounting, and by checking these procedures regularly. In 2007,
we worked hard on the improvement of our response to security incidents in
the field. This will be assessed in 2008 with the help of an evaluation, a second
simulation exercise and personnel training. In order to mitigate reputational
risks, War Child communicates as clearly and openly as possible. The
organ-isation was also pleased to learn that it won the Transparency Award
in 2007 as it did in 2006.

Financial account
Costs
In 2007, War Child’s income increased by 21% to s 10,374,898. This means
that the organisation almost made the forecast (5% below budget). Income
from War Child’s own fundraising increased dramatically from s 5.3 million
in 2006 to s 6.9 million in 2007 (an increase of 22%). The organisation had
forecasted an amount of s 5.7 million. Income from Friends (regular donors),
events, and corporate sponsoring have all increased. Especially at the end
of 2007, War Child saw an unexpected increase in income thanks to, among
other things, a very successful Friends for War Child Concert. Since there
was only little time left, the organisation could not spend the money immediately.
It will be used, among other things, for project financing in 2008.
Income from funding from the government and others increased by 10% compared to 2006 but are still lagging behind the forecast by 38% (s 1.5 million).
For all planned institutional fundraising proposals, too high a success rate
was forecasted and too little time for processing and approval by the donor.
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Expenditure
Several requests to institutional donors were rejected, and planned aid projects
were cancelled as a result. Therefore, aid costs are lagging behind the estimated budget of s 1,1 million, because War Child cannot spend money unless
it is sure that it will receive the money. The organisation did, however, come
into contact with institutional donors, and several contracts were started in
2007. The majority of contacts will, however, be continued in 2008.
The total expenditure for project activities, preparation & co-ordination, and
communication & awareness raising, which together form the ‘expenditure
on behalf of the objective’, shows a slight rise in comparison to 2006 (2006:
s 8.2 million, 2007: s 8.3 million). A growth of 20% in this budget had been
anticipated, and this brings expenditure to an under spending of 16%. The
percentage of operating costs in relation to the costs for aid was 15%, which
is in conformity with the guidelines. The guidelines set a maximum of 20 %,
while the target percentage is 10%.
Prospects
In 2008, War Child will continue to strive for a peaceful future for children in
(post) war areas. The strategic year plan 2006-2010 will also be reviewed in
order to frame and support further growth and professionalisation of the organisation. New programmes are expected to start in Lebanon and Burundi. This
will be researched further at the beginning of 2008. Enhancing the capacity of
local organisations and War Child field offices will continue to be an important
goal in conformity with the strategic plan. Decentralisation, where field offices
get more responsibility for developing and implementing out programmes, will
be carried out in 2008.
After a very successful 2007, War Child anticipates a 25% growth of its own
fundraising for 2008. The focus will be on the big corporate sponsors and
structural support from private individuals. Research will be done into the
communication needs of supporters in order to connect with them better.
The Child Soldiers Campaign will be continued this year.
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Context, Purpose and
Mission

1.1.

Social context

Ongoing armed conflicts continued to make newspaper headlines in 2007.
The situation in Sudan remained very problematic, violence against civilians
of the neighbouring states Chad and The Central African Republic increased,
while fighting in Eastern Congo and Somalia intensified. There were new outbursts of violence, for example in Kenya during the elections; however, there
were also positive developments in Northern Uganda where thousands of
refugees returned home, and in Sierra Leone where there was a peaceful
change of power.
Tension in Asia, the Middle East and South America
Riots broke out in Asia, while armed conflicts in Afghanistan and Sri Lanka
intensified. The murder of the opposition leader Benazir Bhutto in Pakistan
will have a lasting effect on the region. It was also shocking to see the violent
reaction towards demonstrations of the monks in Myanmar. The situation in
the Middle East remained extremely tense. The deadlock situation of the presidential elections in Lebanon worsened. The division between Hamas and Fatah
combined with ongoing violence, eclipsed sporadic peace attempts between
Israelis and Palestinians. In Colombia, the conflict between guerrilla troops
and government troops continued; there was no breakthrough in the peace
negotiations or any hope for a solution to the dire humanitarian situation of
millions of homeless people.
All these events in 2007 had a huge impact on the lives of millions of children
worldwide. Systematic attacks on schoolchildren, teachers and school buildings
increased in Afghanistan and Iraq. Rapes were the order of the day in The
Democratic Republic of Congo and The Central African Republic. In 2007,
children also had to fight as child soldiers, and many were abused by rebel
armies as porters, spies or sex slaves. Many children have had to flee war
and seek shelter elsewhere. However, children in refugee camps are often
especially vulnerable and an easy target for recruiters from rebel armies, as
in Sri Lanka and The Democratic Republic of Congo. War Child finds this
unacceptable and therefore started a special campaign in 2007.
Child Soldiers
In 2007, worldwide attention was raised for the problem of child soldiers.
This is a special development to which War Child has made contributions in
its own way. In 2007, the Special Representative of Armed Conflict, Sri Lankan
Radhika Coomaraswamy, visited a number of countries where child soldiers
are being recruited, such as Sudan and The Democratic Republic of Congo.
She describes in her reports the gross violence against children and the danger
to which aid workers are exposed, as well as the way in which child soldiers
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can be rehabilitated and reintegrated. Her work and the attention it has
received gave rise to the Child Soldiers Campaign that started in 2007
(please read chapter 6 for more information).
The Machel study
These topics were also discussed in the strategic revision of the 1996 report
‘Impact of Armed Conflict on Children’, better known as the Machel study.
The revision paid attention to the problems of children in conflict areas;
however, it also points to new challenges for the coming years, including
the development of new international standards to prevent severe violations
of child rights. Another important event was the international conference ‘Free
Children from War’. 58 countries signed the ‘Paris Declaration’ and the ‘Paris
Principles’ in Paris with which they committed themselves to the prevention of
the recruitment of child soldiers and their reintegration. The Netherlands also
took part; this enabled War Child to take this matter up with the government.
The long awaited ratification of the Optional Protocol by The Netherlands, which
makes the recruiting of children under the age of 18 illegal, unfortunately did not
come to pass in 2007.
UN study ‘Violence Study’
In October 2007, the ‘Violence Study’ was published by the independent
expert professor Paulo Sérgio Pinheiro for the UN. The report gives a detailed
portrayal of the nature, the extent and the causes of violence against children,
and it also gives recommendations on how to prevent any type of violence
against children. One of the recommendations, the appointment of a Special
Representative of violence against children, was put into action at the end of
2007 by the General Assembly.
Child rights matured
Finally, the International Convention on the Rights of the Child celebrated
its 18th birthday in 2007. The convention explained which rights and duties
children have and who is responsible for their realisation. Almost every country
ratified it, which means that it has to be converted into national law. All stipulations are aimed at enforcing the right to live and a healthy development for all
children, all over the world. This convention is the basis for War Child’s policy
and work. For more information, please go to www.crin.org.

1.2.

War Child’s legitimacy

In addition to shelter, food, health care, and the rebuilding of the economy
and the infrastructure, psychosocial wellbeing is of the utmost importance for
regional stability in conflict areas. War Child believes that the healthy psychosocial wellbeing of children and teenagers is essential for the creation of a
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peaceful society. When children grow up in a safe, stable environment
where their rights are not being violated, chances of them growing up as
well-balanced adults are greater. That way they will be able to avoid or
resolve conflict situations in the future.
Crucial help
The large number of (civil) wars throughout the world made this help indispensable again in 2007. War Child’s programmes are a relatively new domain of
development co-operation; however, it is being considered more and more by
the international community as crucial for the welfare of children that have been
affected by war. Since few organisations offer similar support, War Child can
add value to the implementation of the programmes, as well as to the research
into instruments to measure the effect of the programmes. Both international
organisations and local professionals know where to find us more often with
requests for training, co-operation and research (for more information on cooperation, please refer to chapter 5).

1.3.

War Child’s objective and mission

Statutory objective
War Child’s statutes specify that the foundation helps children who are
victims of armed conflicts. By investing in their wellbeing, the foundation
aims to establish a basis for a peaceful future. It aims to:
• contribute to the healing of the psychological damage children have
sustained through their war experiences;
• alleviate children’s suffering by providing material help in war-affected areas;
• raise awareness of the plight of children in war- affected areas.
Mission
War Child invests in the peaceful future of children living in war-affected
areas. War Child’s goal is the empowerment of children in and from waraffected areas, by means of:
• psychosocial programmes using creative arts and sports to strengthen
the psychological and social development and wellbeing of children;
• creative arts and sports programmes aimed at uniting children driven
apart by war, in order to contribute to a peaceful society;
• creating public awareness of and generating support for the plight of
children in war zones.
War Child is an independent humanitarian organisation dedicated to children,
regardless of their religious, ethnical or social background.
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1.4.

General principles

The aid programmes of War Child have been developed on the basis of theories
about the development of the child, best practices in psychosocial programmes,
the International Convention on the Rights of the Child, other legal and humanitarian frameworks and the organisation’s own experiences.
1.	Every child in the world has the same worth. War Child therefore supports
all children, regardless of their religious, ethnical or social background.
2. The International Convention on the Rights of the Child of the United
Nations and the Optional Protocol of the United Nations regarding
involvement of children in armed conflicts are the main frames of reference
in the work of War Child.
3. Participation of the main parties involved, including children and other
youngsters, guarantee that the programmes are in line with their own
experiences, needs, priorities and means.
4. Protective factors are important for the psychosocial development and
wellbeing of children (please see paragraph 2.3 for the protective factors).
5. Professionalism. The basis of our programmes is found in the social
sciences, creative and sporting methods (theatre, music, sports, games)
and the best practices of aid programmes.
6.	Creating capacity. (Re)creating and strengthening local aid efforts make it
possible to realise the child’s right to psychosocial support. Children and
other youngsters benefit most from programmes that have a lasting impact.
7.	Cultural diversity. Values and customs in child rearing, and ideas about
a child’s development and psychosocial problems are to a large extent
culturally determined.
8.	Communication, information and awareness. In a political and social
climate where the rights and needs of young people are understood
and respected, the rights and needs of young people will consequently
be taken into greater account.
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The work of
War Child

2.1.

The programmes

War Child works in areas affected by armed conflicts. This may be during a
war, but more often after it has ended. To avoid escalation of violence and to
bring warring parties together, a great deal can already be achieved during a
conflict in co-operation with local organisations and authorities, for example
through peace talks or supporting local peace initiatives. Support of local
peace initiatives also contributes to building the peace. When a war is over,
in some cases the society has to be rebuilt from scratch. This entails reorganising army and police, developing government structures, formulating economic
and agricultural policy, mending the infrastructure and starting up social
services such as health care and education. In the psychosocial field personal
and communal ties have to be mended, and social structures and networks
have to be fixed. At a local level psychosocial programmes are therefore of
paramount importance to make a success of the wider, umbrella peace process.
No tents, food aid, medicines
The psychosocial help that War Child can offer only makes sense if the minimal
needs of shelter, food and water have been provided or if other aid organisations can provide them. War Child is not engaged in building encampments
or with the distribution of food and medicines.

2.2.

Programmes on three levels

War Child is dedicated to the improvement of the psychosocial wellbeing of
children and other youngsters. In the aid programmes this is dealt with on
three levels:
1. direct aid to children and young people;
2. support to adults and capacity building of local organisations;
3. influencing policy and informing the public.
1. Direct aid to children and young people
War Child’s programmes support children and young people in their psychological and social development. These programmes take the strength of the
child as their starting point and make them resilient. Stronger children can
cope better with difficult situations. The organisation of these programmes
is described in more detail in paragraph 2.3. Direct aid is divided in creative
activities, sports and education.
a. Creative activities and sports: Recreational and creative activities, sports and
games connect with the experiences of children and teenagers. These activities
provide an opportunity to express emotions, stimulate creative and expressive
abilities and communicative and social skills, give children joy, self-respect,
inner strength and hope for the future. Finally these creative and sporting
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activities promote contacts with peers and can bring children from rivalling
groups together again. War Child provides a safe environment where children
feel free to join in.
In the field:
Partner organisation Taller de Vida in Colombia lets children choose, after a general introduction programme, the means that suit them best, for example, theatre, music or dance. Several
themes are discussed during consecutive workshops, such as child rights, conflict and peace,
emotions, relationships, etcetera. Children learn how to deal with their plight in a playful manner;
they strengthen their identity and work on their future. A series of workshops is usually concluded
with a show or exhibition during which they can show their families and fellow-villagers what has
changed for them.

b. Education
War Child aims at non-formal education concerning the situation of children
in conflict areas. For example, children are taught general skills (‘life skills’)
to learn to communicate with each other better and to solve problems without
the use of violence. They are also taught survival skills such as knowledge
of landmines, aids and drugs. Literacy skills, accelerated primary education
and vocational training are also important tools that offer children perspective.
Education brings structure to the lives of children as well as help and attention
from teachers and contact with peers. Schools are a safe and familiar educational environment.
In the field:
At the beginning of 2007, War Child organised a sports league in Northern Uganda with four aid
organisations to bring children into contact with education through the use of sports. This way,
their chances of returning to school are increased. Many children returned to their villages from
the refugee camps with their families in 2007.They missed school because of the war. Three
hundred schoolchildren participated in this ‘Back to School Football and Netball League’. Eighty
teachers were trained in football and netball regulations, and the goals and ideas behind the
‘Champions League of Northern Uganda’ were also explained to them. After the finals in October
2007, many schools received extra applications thanks to the league. The number of children not
going to school dropped because of the permanent possibility to play sports in school.

2. Support to adults and capacity building of local organisations
The environment in which children grow up greatly affects their development.
Adults who look after children must be able to recognise the child’s problems.
They are the ones who are ultimately responsible for the rearing and development of their children. Therefore War Child organises trainings, discussion
groups and community meetings for parents, guardians, teachers, social
workers and leaders of communities.
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a. Increased capacity
War Child wants to make a lasting contribution to the lives of children. The
War Child programmes are also aimed at increasing the capacity of local
organisations and institutions. War Child supports them with knowledge,
expertise and financial means. The way in which War Child enhances the
capacity of these organisations and the kind of co-operation that we engage
in is described in paragraph 3.2.
In the field:
In July 2007, 60 social workers and teachers of the local partner organisations in The Democratic
Republic of Congo participated in a training session in child centred teaching methods. The goal
was to teach them new pedagogic skills. Children often learn quickly as they go along. They will
develop better when they are actively involved in class. The training programme offered, among
other things, learning by doing, the development of children, how children pick up things, creative
methods, the position of the teachers and the equal treatment of boys and girls. The teachers
experienced themselves how these methods work. The teachers learned how to avoid abstract
terminology and how to make their lessons visual and interactive through practical assignments.

b. Training of paraprofessionals
War Child trains local organisations but also teachers, social workers,
volunteers, parents and guardians in the use of creative teaching methods
and interactive teaching methods with a focus on children.
In the field:
In 1999, War Child started training local volunteers in Kosovo in the field of planning, implementing and evaluating creative workshops. Later on, they were also taught about the development
and implementation of teacher training sessions. In 2003, the group of volunteers decided to
continue as the independent organisation World Child Kosova. Personnel took part in several
training sessions, from creative methods to training in management and the development of
programmes. World Child Kosova has developed its own programmes based on this and they
are able to train teachers, personnel of other organisation and (para) professionals from the entire
Balkans to implement creative methods themselves. World Child Kosova will continue to run as
an independent organisation in 2008.

3. Influencing policy and informing the public
War Child is of the opinion that structurally more should be done to the living
conditions of children affected by armed conflict. War Child tries to influence
authorities’ policies to improve the situation of children and to urge compliance
with child rights.
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In the field:
Around the Southern Sudanese town of Juba, War Child organised the African Child Week in
June to create awareness in the community and the government about child rights. It was also
to ensure that the new ’Child Bill’, the official law for the protection of children, drawn up by the
United Nations, would be passed by parliament for Southern Sudan. After an activity-filled week,
180 participants walked past representatives of the ministries of Social and Religious Affairs,
Youth, Culture and Sport and other different aid organisations carrying banners. Many joined in
along the way. The audience and the media in the football stadium also saw the message of the
children. The week was concluded with a football match between street children and a team of
schoolchildren. The week was hugely successful, with 150,000 listeners and TV-watchers. The
message “Know my rights, respect my rights, so support the Child Bill” hit home.

War Child also brings children in war areas to the attention of the Dutch
public at large by means of publicity campaigns and local activities or large
public information events such as Liberation Day festivals on 5 May and the
International Peace Day on 21 September. More information about this can
be found in chapter 6.

2.3.

Theoretical foundation

In its programmes War Child chooses a positive approach to children putting
the children’s strengths and not their weaknesses at the centre. Young people
have the ability and skills to shape their lives themselves, to cope with adversity,
even when they have experienced armed conflicts or life-threatening incidents.
Some children are better able to function normally than others. However, many
children develop symptoms like nightmares, depressions, outbursts of anger or
powerlessness, difficulty concentrating or lack of confidence, which is a normal
reaction to stressful situations.
Protective factors
When children grow up in a secure, stable environment where their rights are
not violated, the chances that they grow into well-balanced adults are greater.
However, the environment of young people in conflict areas offers insufficient
protection. Due to the consequences of violence more threatening factors
are present for children than protective ones. War Child aims to reinforce the
protective factors. When these factors are strengthened children will be better
equipped to cope with difficult situations. They become more resilient, so that
they can cope with stressful situations better. This is of vital importance for the
sound psychosocial development of children.
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Psychology distinguishes a large number of protective factors. War Child
has chosen five factors to focus on in its programmes. These are:
1. Positive ‘coping skills’;*
2.	Adult support;
3. Peer group interaction;
4. Perspective and a sense of normalcy;
5.	Security and peace.
War Child measures the effects of its programmes on the basis of the protective
factors. In the selection of areas for the start of new programmes and in evaluating programmes, the protective factors are also used as indicators for psychosocial wellbeing.

* ‘Coping skills’ are the skills people employ to cope with various situations or events. These may be both positive skills
(like sharing your thoughts and feelings with others, practising sports or making music) and negative skills (like structurally
aggressive behaviour or drug abuse).
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2.4.

Objectives and activities

War Child has defined nine objectives that contribute to this reinforcement. In
each project from these objectives a selection is made that corresponds to the
situation and the needs. In chapter 4, the objectives for the individual countries
are evaluated.
The nine general objectives are:
1. Increased awareness of and increased support for the rights of children
with their parents, guardians, teachers, social workers, psychologists, the
communities in which they live and the public at large in countries where
armed conflicts occur or have occurred;
2. Increased awareness and support of the psychosocial development of
children with their parents, guardians, teachers, social workers, psychologists, the communities in which they live and the public at large in
countries where armed conflicts occur or have occurred;
3. Increased capacity of (para) professionals (teachers, social workers,
volunteers, guardians, parents) in countries where armed conflicts occur
or have occurred in order to support the psychosocial development of
children in those countries;
4. More opportunities for play and self-expression for young people who
have become the victims of armed conflict;
5. (Re)building of social structures, rituals and traditions in the communal
life in countries where armed conflicts occur or have occurred;
6. More support for peace and reconciliation among children, youth,
their parents, guardians, teachers, social workers, psychologists, the
communities in which these youngsters live, and the public at large in
countries where armed conflicts occur or have occurred;
7. Improved quality of education for youngster in countries where armed
conflicts occur or have occurred;
8.	Enhanced ‘life skills’(such as co-operation, leadership and resolving
problems in a non-violent way) and ‘livelihood skills’ (such as knowledge
about mines, HIV/AIDS and drugs) of young people in countries where
armed conflicts occur or have occurred;
9. Improved protection of children, so that their rights are not violated
(for instance by reducing sexual violence or preventing the recruitment
of child soldiers).
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Selection of Countries
and Partners

3.1.

Where?

When starting a new programme, War Child makes a careful selection of
countries and regions. Analyses of the environment and specific organisationrelated criteria determine the choice.
Selection of new regions and countries
First, War Child makes an analysis of conflict areas to obtain a picture of the
impact of a conflict on the population. For this analysis we use a number of
well-known indices (for example the Human Development Index and the Human
Security Index of the United Nations). On the basis of these indices type, status
and duration of the conflict, the phase of development in the country or region
concerned, the humanitarian aspects of the affected area, such as number of
casualties are charted. This analysis produces a list of countries where the
conflict has considerable impact and where a great need for aid is felt. The
following organisation-related criteria ultimately determine War Child’s choice
for a country or region:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The extent to which preconditions such as a minimum of food, shelter
and water are met;
The security situation;
The possibility to work together with local partner organisations to
guarantee sustainability;
The necessary investments to start a programme;
The availability of potentially suitable staff;
The objective of the programme (see paragraph 4) (the feasibility
and relevance of the objectives are weighed against the strategic
and organisational priorities of War Child);
The presence of other aid organisations and the possibilities of co-operation;
The presence of War Child Canada or War Child UK and the possibilities
of co-operation.
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Choice of countries in 2007
Starting up a programme in a new region and especially in a new country is an expensive affair.
We have to invest in office space, in putting together and training a team of field officers, in
building a network with other organisations and in forming relations with the local population.
War Child wants to handle the available finances with the utmost efficiency and has focused
mainly in 2007, as in 2006, on expanding existing programmes. In several countries, like The
Democratic Republic of Congo, Colombia, Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territory and
Uganda, War Child greatly expanded her programmes.
In 2007, War Child continued to support activities in Sri Lanka through sister organisation
War Child Canada, albeit on a small scale. There are plans to expand this support in 2008.
Although the situation in Kosovo remains tense, War Child phased out the collaboration with
partner World Child Kosova gradually over three years, according to the strategy and has ended
collaboration in December 2007. Research was done into possibly new project countries in 2007.
Based on the criteria a shortlist of ten countries has been composed. We will look at Lebanon
and Burundi specifically during exploring missions in 2008.

3.2.

With whom?

War Child co-operates with the local population and with local organisations
in all its programmes. The more people and organisations are involved in an
aid programme, the more support it has and the longer the effect of the programme will last. Moreover the programmes thus correspond to the needs
of the population and local capacity can be built.
Programme implemented by War Child or by a partner organisation
War Child prefers aid programmes to be implemented by local partner
organisations (mainly aid organisations, but also youth organisations and local
authorities). These are officially registered organisations that have a reasonable
standard of management, finances and psychosocial aid or that can be made
reasonable. In some cases, War Child prefers well-organised partners, so that
many children can effectively be reached, while in others, War Child prefers
organisations that still have the possibility to grow, so that with the support
of War Child they can further build their capacity.
Capacity enhancement of local organisations
War Child supports local organisations in building their capacity in six organisational areas: human resource management, finance and administration,
fundraising, planning, monitoring and evaluation, ICT and logistics, and
security. On top of that War Child aims to promote their programmematic
capacity by helping to develop programme proposals and setting programme
goals and targets. Finally, we assess together how the organisation fits in with
other (local) organisations and authorities.
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Programmes implemented by War Child
In (post) war areas, frequently no adequate local aid organisations have been
established. War Child starts up a temporary programme itself. The programmes in Afghanistan, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, Sierra Leone
and Sudan started in this way, but are increasing implemented by partner
organisations. Local organisations complement War Child programmes with
their activities or adopt, if possible, parts of them. In the programmes that
War Child implements itself, it involves the community as its main partner
and trains volunteers, youth leaders, local aid workers and teachers. In this
way a lasting contribution is assured and no expertise is lost when the
War Child programme is terminated.
Own offices
The War Child field offices develop their own programme strategies within
the general framework of War Child policy and have, for instance, joint
responsibility for fundraising in the project countries.
Kinds of partner
International organisations all have their own definition of the concept of ‘partner’.
In 2007, War Child wrote the paper Partnerships in Post-Conflict Areas, in which
the state of the art of partnerships in (former) conflict areas is defined. This
document has been used to underline and develop War Child’s partner-ship
policy. In 2007, War Child participated in the Partnership Peer Review in
Humanitarian Crises in co-operation with Oxfam-Novib, Cordaid, ICCOKerk in Actie, the Dutch Red Cross, PSO and the University of Wageningen.
This joint research has brought to light several new insights into how international and local organisations can and have to co-operate. The results will be
presented in a publication and a conference in 2008.
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Which local partner is going to implement the programme?
When good local partners are present in a region, War Child requests
project proposals from potential partners. The quality of the submitted
proposals is evaluated (the strategy, objectives and psychosocial expertise,
among other things) and also the quality of the partner organisation itself
(among other things management and financial structure). On top of that
War Child weighs the following criteria:
• Alignment of partner programme and the strategy and objective of
War Child;
• Expertise of the partner complementary to the aid of War Child
(for instance in the field of nutrition, health care or education);
• Level of the programme (see paragraph 2.2);
• Location: active conflict area or a relatively quiet region;
• Target group: for instance street children, former child soldiers,
child refugees;
• Fundraising capacity;
• Size: a large well-established organisation or a small, starting one.
Below are examples of War Child’s most important partnerships. The
programmes are described and evaluated in chapter 4.

Sudan
The community as partner
War Child started a project in the Southern Sudanese town of Juba in 2005.
Large groups of children headed for the sports and games during the ‘play
days’. During these play days the population got to know War Child and vice
versa. War Child starts a dialogue with the children and their parents/guardians
and thus, together with the community, charts the psychosocial problems and
needs of these young people. The community becomes aware of the needs of
their children. War Child can then build the community’s capacity to meet these
needs itself. The population suggest solutions and takes initiative, an important
indicator of development.

The Democratic Republic of Congo
A local community-based organisation (CBO) as partner
War Child chose to support small-scale, local organisations that dedicate
themselves to the community (so-called CBOs) in The Democratic Republic
of Congo. Through psychosocial training they have gained insight into
the problems of children and are better equipped to help these children
adequately. Also, the attitude of parents, guardians and teachers changed
in a positive way due to these trainings.
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Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territory
A local Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) as partner
War Child co-operates with local organisations in Israel and the Occupied
Palestinian Territory. These NGOs have a greater reach than the aforementioned CBOs. They are nationally registered organisations and have
a board and a financial organisation for which they are accountable. The
partner organisations want to promote mutual understanding between
population groups and offer young people an alternative to violence.

Colombia
In Colombia War Child trains partner organisations in psychosocial aid,
management, evaluation of projects and fundraising. They also work
together to lobby for compliance with child rights, for instance in the
Colombian Coalition against the use of Child Soldiers.

Uganda
Sometimes War Child starts a co-operation with an aid organisation to learn.
In Northern Uganda, Echo Bravo is specialised in providing an adjusted education programme for children and young people under difficult circumstances.
War Child has little specific knowledge in this field and creates its own expertise
by means of this co-operation. This way War Child is better able to realise educational activities in other programmes. With the financial support of War Child
Echo Bravo can implement its programme.

The Democratic Republic of Congo
An institute as partner (teacher training, prison, school, hospital)
War Childs makes contact (through partner organisations) with institutions
where vulnerable children are found. The aim is to implement activities with
these children through the institution, to train personnel, or to draw attention to
the rights and the needs of the children. War Child undertakes weekly activities
with children in the prison of Bukavu and stands up for their rights by supplying
legal aid and better living conditions within the prison.

Sri Lanka
War Child Canada as partner
In Sri Lanka War Child Canada works together with two local partner
organisations for a healthy psychosocial development of children, for access
to education and for building peace between various population groups.
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Sierra Leone
A local government as partner
War Child often works together with local leaders (for instance, tribal chiefs)
and local governments to bring attention to the needs and rights of children
among leaders and the authorities. In Sierra Leone the representatives of the
Ministry of Education and of Social Affairs of the districts where War Child is
operating have been invited to be present at events. In this way the authorities
are informed and support for the activities is created as well.

Afghanistan
The national government as partner
War Child worked together with the minister of Education in creating a national
curriculum. War Child assisted in writing the curriculum and in training the
teachers. An advantage of a ministry as partner is that many children can be
reached. A disadvantage is that the introduction of the programme takes a
long time and is limited by bureaucratic and political obstacles.
An international organisation as partner
War Child regularly co-operates with other international organisations to exchange information, to coordinate and fine-tune aid, to more effectively supply
information and influence policy (such as awareness activities in the community,
participation in work groups and co-operative lobbying to make authorities
respect human rights). Another possible goal can be to complement each
other’s activities, as in the case of the International Institute for Communication
and Development (IICD) in Uganda. This partner uses information and communication technology to stimulate sustainable development. In Northern
Uganda children can connect with each other via computers and they can
find information on the internet. IICD and War Child complement each other:
War Child organises the project with the children, while IICD supplies the
needed ICT expertise.

3.3.

How long?

To increase the psychosocial wellbeing of children living in war-affected areas,
long term aid is needed. Consequently War Child programmes take several
years. For each programme country a long-term strategy is formulated and
annual plans are drawn up based on this. Normally this long-term strategy
has three phases: development of the programme, full scale implementation
and phasing out War Child’s share in the programme. In the phasing out
stage the programme is gradually transferred to local organisations.
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Departure
Ultimately, three factors determine the departure of War Child:
1. 	Environment
• The environment has become more peaceful, decreasing the urgency
for aid to children.
• External, unexpected reasons including deterioration of the situation
(resurging conflict, famine, flocks of refugees) or the lack of co-operation
of (local) government.
2. 	Objectives of the programme
• The ability of children and young people to grow up healthily in a
peaceful environment has increased. In practice this is shown by an
increase in protective factors (see paragraph 2.3) versus risk factors.
• On a local level governments, local aid organisations and adults are
more responsibly providing for the needs of children and complying
with their rights.
3. 	Objectives for the capacity enhancement of organisations
• The objectives for capacity enhancement in eight areas
(see paragraph. 3.2) have been reached.
Network
After termination of the co-operation with partner organisations, they are
still part of a worldwide network of War Child partner organisations. This way
War Child can keep in touch with these organisations, albeit often informally,
and they can support each other by exchanging knowledge and expertise.
War Child can also continue to be informed about developments.
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TOTALS

War Child
Programmes
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TOTALS

Adults

Children & Youth

85,939

624,178

233,798
44,400

REACHED OTHERWISE

ACTIVELY InVOLVED

Number of activities carried out in 2006 and 2007

Creative and sports workshops / Life Skills coursesb
Training
Community meetings
Information and awareness activities
Events
Educational activities
Other activities

2006

2007

5,810
1,249
1,493
1,318
608
1,623
2,067

6,632
1,034
1,554
1,457
769
3,596
5,592

Number of children, youth and adults actively involved in activities
in 2006 and 2007

Creative and sports workshops / Life Skills coursesb
Training
Community meetings
Information and awareness activities
Events
Educational activities
Other activities
Total

2006
11,638
7,688
25,354
37,700
53,279
12,070
14,170

2007
16,907
10,168
36,603
44,507
54,156
19,499
91,710

161,899

273,550
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27%

32%

Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb
Training
Community meetings
Information
and awareness activities
Events

5%

17%
4%

Educational activities
Other activities

8%
7%

In 2007, War Child reached more than 850,000 children and 130,000 adults
(parents, guardians, teachers, and social workers) in 11 countries. This year,
s 6,9 million was spent on aid programmes, s 4,7 million of which was spent
via self-implemented programmes and 1,4 million via partner organisations.
s 700,000 was spent on preparation and coordination activities in the Netherlands
and s 770,000 on information and awareness raising campaigns. General
project costs (including audits and exchange of knowledge) amounted to
s 297,000 (excluding administration costs).
Differences between 2006 and 2007
Both in terms of activities carried out as well as the number of people reached
War Child’s projects grew in 2007. Expenditures, however, have remained
practically unchanged. We conclude from this that our operations have
become more efficient. Three remarks are in order:
• The differences between programmes, both in terms of expenditures and of
children reached, are considerable. This is related to the intensity of the programmes. A large-scale play day in Uganda for hundreds of children cannot
be compared to a reintegration programme for a small group of former child
soldiers in Colombia. Local conditions are also relevant. In the Sudan the
costs of aid projects are relatively high due to the distances between cities,
inadequate infrastructure, climatic conditions, etc.
• In 2007, more funds were raised locally (from institutional donors) and therefore the implementation of projects came to depend more on the approval of
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•

these donors. Delays in this approval process resulted in delays in
implementation and, consequently, in higher expenditures.
The increased size of the ‘other activities’ category is attributable to
the fact that new activities were developed that do not fit the report’s
classification. Examples of these include: activities organised in the childfriendly areas set up in Uganda by War Child, which attracted large numbers
of children. In Afghanistan many children were offered educational and play
materials. These kinds of activities cannot be classified as one of the activity
types incorporated in the table and therefore fall under the heading ‘other
activities’. This explains the substantial increase in the size of this category.

In the course of 2007, a long-term strategy was developed for each of the
project countries. The programmes were put on a clear timeline resulting in
improved planning. It also gave cause to reconsider the long-term organisationwide strategy that was drawn up for the period until 2010. Revision is planned
for 2008.
Strengthening
As in 2006, the focus was on expanding and strengthening existing programmes in areas where the need for additional War Child aid was great. This was
designed to increase the efficiency of the offices and teams in these countries.
Nevertheless, War Child has scrutinised its portfolio of programme countries.
The number of programme areas was further reduced after the Kosovo programme was discontinued (see paragraph 4.8).
Thanks to ever-increasing financial support War Child has been able to
grow. This is of great importance as there are still many conflict areas
where the organisation is not yet operating. That is why, in 2007, an analysis
was carried out to select a number of conflict areas where War Child might
start operating in 2008. The analysis focused on a number of issues, including:
• The distribution of programmes in various regions and conflict areas.
• The balance of the portfolio in terms of security and stability.
• The maximum utilisation of existing programme offices.
Decentralisation
In 2007, preparations were made to decentralise the decision-making authority
of projects, transferring them to field offices. This is necessary because it
makes it easier to develop projects locally and in association with target groups.
It also allows for a flexible response to change. The decentralisation process
requires a clear organisation-wide mission, policy and objectives, clear roles
and responsibilities, frequent evaluations and assessments of field offices
and programmes, administrative systems and staff capacities. The supportive
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role of the Amsterdam programme team has been elaborated in more detail,
concentrating on advising line management and strengthening field organisation
capabilities. In 2007, field teams and line management were supported in the
areas of human resource management, security, ICT, finance and administration,
institutional and local fundraising, Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation (PM&E),
and programme development and methodology.
Reference to country sections:
Human Development Index 2007a: This United Nations index is a classification of countries
based on their level of development (in terms of poverty, illiteracy, education, and life expectancy).
b
Life Skills courses : ‘Life skills’ are general capacities such as working together, listening,

leadership, and conflict solution.
c
Planned vs. Actual : This figure indicates the percentage of the planned number of

children, youth and adults that were actually reached (actively involved).
d
Otherwise reached : Otherwise reached means: For training: participants who are guided by,

for example, teachers, local social workers and volunteers. The teachers, social workers and
volunteers are trained by War Child. For information activities and events: children, youth and
adults who have taken part in an event, but have not been actively involved in the organisation.
e
Expatriates : are Country Directors and location managers.
f

Project staff : consists of managers, aid workers, and financial administrators
g
Support staff : consists of drivers, guards, etc.
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Democratic Republic of Congo

Democratic Republic of Congo

4.1.1.

Conflict and consequences

AFRICA

4.1.

Duration of the conflict
1996 – present
Nature of the conflict
Regional and internal war till 2003. Neighbouring countries involved,
including: Rwanda, Uganda, Angola, Zimbabwe and Namibia.
Endemic conflict in the Eastern part of Congo between different local
and foreign fighting militia, some of them still supported by neighbouring
countries, and government forces (FARDC).
Humanitarian aspects
a
Human Development Index : 139 (2006: 167) An estimated 5,4 million deaths, mostly as an

indirect consequence of the conflict (uncertain food situation, no access to health care or relief
1
organisations, etc) Approximately 1,1 million displaced persons (internally displaced persons,
2
3
IDPs) and 400,000 refugees in neighbouring countries.

Child soldiers
4
An estimated 7,000 soldiers . Wide-spread sexual violence.

Country’s current phase
In transition from war to peace / intensive endemic conflict in the Eastern part of Congo despite
the 2003 peace agreement and the installation of a new, democratically elected president and
parliament in 2006. Weak government institutions and legal system. Large parts of the Southern
and Northern Kivu provinces are still particularly unsafe because of the presence of active armed
factions, new armed factions and former militia members in the government army still loyal to other
leaders. The building of a single, integrated government army is a slow and inefficient process.

4.1.2.

Problems

Throughout the country, the war has led to a serious deterioration of the socioeconomic situation. People scarcely have access to health care or education.
4,7 million children (nearly half of primary school age children) do not go to
school. The unsafe situation in the countryside means there is little agriculture
and therefore little food. This has led to exceptionally high mortality rates.

1
2
3
4

IRC Mortality Survey, January 2008
Internal Displacement Monitoring Center, website: http://www.internal-displacement.org/8025708F004CE90B/(httpPag
es)/22FB1D4E2B196DAA802570BB005E787C?OpenDocument&count=1000
UNHHCR 2007
UNICEF2006, Child Alert: Democratic Republic of the Congo, website:
http://www.unicef.org.uk/publications/pdf/drcchildalert.pdf
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Children
According to UNICEF, 600 children die daily as an indirect consequence of the
war. In addition, many children are directly affected by the conflict. They have
lost family members, fallen victim of sexual violence, witnessed atrocities, were
forced to flee or were recruited as child soldiers. In South Kivu, many people
have fled the unsafe countryside and found refuge in the city of Bukavu. This
has led to a further worsening of the situation in the city. Numerous children
do not have enough care or protection and are victims of marginalisation and
exploitation.
Children in armed factions
An estimated 12,000 children are members of armed factions or missing.
Many child soldiers in DR Congo were kidnapped and forced to join an
armed faction, mostly by local militias that roam the country plundering.
Some children ‘voluntarily’ join armed factions as a result of the dire economic
situation, in search of protection, or out of revenge for what was done to them.
On some occasions, their families even encourage them to join an armed faction.

4.1.3.

Objectives

In 2007, the objectives of the programme in DR Congo were:
• To increase the capacity of local partner organisations, enabling them
to provide accelerated lower education and teach children and youth
reading/writing, math and vocational training at the desired quality level;
• To increase the capacity of schools to provide formal education for
children at the desired quality level;
• To increase the capacity of local partner organisations and schools to
offer children and youth psychosocial support;
• To increase the institutional capacity of local partner organisations.
• To raise awareness about the rights of children and the psychosocial
needs of marginalised children and youth among the urban and rural
communities targeted by organisations;
• To improved the protection of the rights of children in conflict with the law.

4.1.4.

Programme description

In DR Congo War Child primarily focuses on improving the psychosocial wellbeing, access to education and socio-economic reintegration of marginalised
children and youth in the city of Bukavu, and two rural communities in South
Kivu province. War Child supports both local partner organisations and schools
working with different groups of vulnerable children, including ex-child soldiers,
street children, children accused of witchcraft, children who are victims of
violence, displaced children and children in prison. This way War Child can
optimally provide education and adequate psychosocial support.
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Training
People working for these local aid organisations and schools are trained in
educational methods that focus on the child, catch-up education, children’s
rights, child protection, positive communication with children, conflict resolution, uniting families, and coping with the problems of former child soldiers
and victims of violence. They also organise creative workshops and play days
for children. Finally, War Child is also asked to train staff members of other
organisations or other schools.
Material support
In addition, War Child gives partner organisations and schools financial and
material support. They submit proposals for micro-projects such as setting
up a library, production of a radio programme for youth or purchasing equipment for vocational training and for creative and recreational activities.
Information
In areas where partners are active, War Child organises information sessions
to raise awareness about the rights and psychosocial needs of children and
promotes a positive attitude towards marginalised children.
War Child also helps children in prison. Children in the central prison of Bukavu
take part in creative workshops and have access to a psychologist for individual
psychological support.
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4.1.5.

Programme information

Programme costs
s
Spent via self implemented programme
s
Spent via partner programmes
s
War Child active since		

498,340
437,304
61,036
2003

Partner organisations
• AFSD: Actions en Faveur des Enfants en Situation Difficile
• AMALDEFEA: Association des Mamas pour la Lutte Contre la Délinquance
Féminine et pour l’encadrement des Enfants Abandonnés et Orphelins
• BVES: Bureau pour le Volontariat au service de l’Enfance et de la Santé
• COOPASKI: Coopérative des Artisans du Sud Kivu
• DSEV: Dynamique pour le Soutien aux Enfants Vulnérables
• LAV: Laissez l’Afrique Vivre
• SACD: Solidarity Action for Children in Distress
Number of employees
Expatse
Project stafff
Support staffg

3
8
17
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Implemented activities

8%
9%

Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb
Training

6%

45%

Community meetings
Information
and awareness activities
Events

16%

Educational activities
Other activities

2%

14%

Number of children, youth and adults reached

(actively involved)

c

%
Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb

REACHED OTHERWISEd

ACTIVELY INVOLVED

PLANNED VS
ACTUAL

Children
&
Youth

Children
&
Youth

Adults

Adults

90

1,546

-

-

-

Training

185

52

317

10,000

-

Community meetings

624

1,517

1,387

-

-

Information and
awareness activities

179

1,803

1,159

17,200

6,000

Events

206

3,967

502

3,690

1,520

141

2,407

-

-

-

-

20

-

-

-

100

-

8

-

-

-

11,312

3,373

30,890

7,520

Educational activities
Other activities
Training of local staff
TOTALS

*

The number of people otherwise reached by means of ‘information and awareness activities’ (such as TV and radio broadcasts) has been adjusted: the table represents the minimum number of children, youth and adults reached. Estimates based
on the number of viewers and listeners suggest that each broadcast reached an average of 16,335 children and youth and
1,499 adults. If this number is multiplied by the number of broadcasts, the number of ‘otherwise reached’ could amount to
315,897 children and youth and 195,738 adults
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Activities and numbers
Most activities were either creative and sports workshops or life skills courses.
The targeted number of children to be reached with these activities was achieved.
The number of adults reached by means of training sessions was almost twice
as high as planned, because halfway through the year War Child Canada and
UNICEF also requested for training. The number of people participating in
community meetings, information activities and events was considerably higher
than planned. This is primarily due to the fact that the new programme was
launched in communities outside Bukavu where it was met with significantly
more enthusiasm than expected.

4.1.6.

Evaluation

Training sessions for War Child partners
In total 60 staff members from seven War Child partner organisations were
trained. In general, the various training sessions were highly appreciated.
Participants indicated that they gained insight into the problems children face
and consequently felt better equipped to support them. Creative activities had
a positive effect on children’s social skills and behaviour. The children said that
the attitude of their parents, guardians and teachers had become more positive
and sympathetic than before the training sessions.
In 2007, War Child first organised training sessions in non-formal education
programmes, including accelerated lower education for children who did
not have the opportunity to follow formal education due to the war and vocational training for youth too old for lower education. These training sessions
primarily focused on interactive educational methods, practical ways to
structure curricula and catch-up education. These training programmes
have been continued in 2008.
Training on demand
In 2007, War Child Nederland and War Child Canada worked together to
instruct 250 teachers in the basics of psychosocial support for children and
in (re)creative activities to improve the psychosocial wellbeing of their pupils.
These teachers work in schools in remote areas of the Southern Kivu district.
The teachers appreciated the training sessions very much. It is likely that more
of these trainings will be organised in 2008.
In association with UNICEF War Child instructed one hundred staff members
of organisations operating in Northern Kivu in how to create and manage ‘safe
areas’ for thousands of children who were forced to flee to Internally Displaced
Persons camps because of the continuous conflict. The activities in these
camps have restored a bit of fun and a sense of ‘normality’ to these children’s
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lives. Because this kind of training requires close co-operation between
several parties, coordination was relatively complex. War Child trainers also
discovered that numerous participants required special care because of their
war experiences. It is necessary to organise follow-up training sessions and
refresher courses in the camps in order to guarantee the quality of the work
with children. War Child is currently negotiating with UNICEF about extending
the project’s scope and its continuation in 2008.
Material support
Partners were given financial means enabling them to afford a small financial incentive for their staff, which mostly consists of volunteers, and allowing them to
acquire educational tools for vocational schools. In addition, vocational training
graduates received starter kits to start a small business (mostly in small groups).
These investments were disbursed in the form of micro-credits, which means
that the graduate will pay back the loan in monthly terms. In addition, two
partners were supported financially with the goal of making them financially
self-supporting. These pilot projects started in 2007, and will be evaluated in
2008. If these projects are successful, they can serve as a model for other
partner organisations.
War Child closely monitors the activities of its partner organisations in order to
be able to guarantee that the financial means granted are used in accordance
with the project plans and budgets. Unfortunately an internal audit indicated
that one of the partners did not adhere to its agreement. In August War Child
discontinued the partnership it had with this organisation. Even though the
unaccounted for expenditures were relatively small (0,5% of the project budget)
War Child demands maximum transparency from its partners.
Information
Events were organised on the Day of the African Child, the International Day of
Peace, and the Day of the Rights of the Child to make people aware of children’s rights and needs. Children were directly involved in the decision-making
process as well as the preparation and organisation of activities at these events.
They were able to call for attention to their situation themselves and show the
community their rights. Radio and television were used to reach as many people
as possible.
Children who are in conflict with the law
Even though there is only a small number of children in Bukavu’s central prison,
each has an urgent need for psychosocial support. For this group, visits by the
War Child team were the highlight of the week and they very much appreciated
the creative workshops and counselling sessions. War Child coordinates the
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working group on children in conflict with the law, part of UNICEF’s
coordination on child protection.
Rural communities
In 2007, a new project was launched in two heavily war-affected rural communities outside the city of Bukavu. During public community meetings people
discussed possible solutions to the problems of children and youth. War Child
trained people in each community to organise fun days in which hundreds
of children participate each month. Four primary schools were able to take
advantage of the initial investments in educational materials. The fact that the
programme initially only supported two schools in each community caused
tension. War Child solved this problem by making it clear that at a later stage
of the programme other schools would also be supported. As it turned out,
the start-up phase took more time than expected. Consequently a number of
activities, including the creation of a community children’s rights committee,
had to be postponed.

4.1.7.

Future

War Child will continue all its activities, including supporting and building the
capacity of its partner organisations in Bukavu and further developing its community based programme. The planned children’s rights committees will be
established and trained. In addition War Child will arrange training sessions for
teacher and parent committees. Awareness raising events and fun days will be
organised on a regular basis. Psychosocial training courses for other organisations working with vulnerable (e.g. displaced) children are likely to be continued
and possibly extended. War Child will also continue its activities with children in
conflict with the law. It will start a programme to facilitate their liberation and for
their reintegration.
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4.2.

Uganda

4.2.1.

Conflict and consequences

Duration of the conflict
21 years
Nature of the conflict
Conflict between the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) and
the Ugandan government and its armed forces (UPDF).
Humanitarian aspects
a
Human Development Index : 154 (2006: 145) After several failed

attempts, the LRA and the Ugandan government started peace talks in 2006. This has led to an
improvement of the humanitarian situation in the North. In the period ending in September, more
than half of the 1,8 million internal refugees from Northern Uganda had left their camps. Half
a million of these have returned to their homes; the other 400,000 have taken the first steps
toward doing the same. They are at new sites or satellite camps.
Child soldiers
5
No exact data is available. One study estimates that since 1986, between 24,000 and 38,000
6
children have been kidnapped (Formerly Abducted Children – FACs). Another report claims

that the number of child soldiers aged 14 to 30 is 66,000. The number of child soldiers in the
Ugandan government army is unknown. The government says there are none at present.
Country’s current phase
It is expected that 35% of the remaining internal refugees will return to their homes in 2008,
7
whereas 45% will still be on the move and 20% remain in the camps (VN CAP 2008 ).

Moreover, the floods that hit the country in the second half of 2007 have had a devastating
effect. Humanitarian aid workers also provided help to approximately 300,000 refugees
from Congo, Sudan and Kenya.

5

6
7

Abducted. The Lord’s Resistance Army and Forced Conscription in Northern Uganda. June 2007. Berkeley-Tulane Initiative on Vulnerable Populations. Human Rights Center, Berkeley University & Payson Center for International Development,
Tulane University.
The State of Youth and Youth Protection in Northern Uganda, Findings from the Survey for War Affected Youth. Annan,
Blattman & Roger, September 2006.
Consolidated Appeals Process, an overview presented by the UN of all wants of a particular county, to help aid organisations provide the support that is most needed.
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4.2.2.

Problems

In 2006, peace talks led to a relatively peaceful situation in the country. Yet no
peace treaty has been signed. Early in 2007, large numbers of people started to
move away from the overcrowded major camps and into smaller camps (satellite
camps) or back to their villages. This movement has created a number of new
problems:
• Some forms of assistance, such as food distribution, are no longer provided
or are done so to a lesser extent;
• Children were separated from their parents: parents return to their villages
to start the rebuilding process, but leave their children behind in the refugee
camps because living conditions are better there;
• The return to the villages causes all sorts of new psychosocial problems;
• The support offered by the government to help people to return to their
villages is insufficient;
• It is expected that problems related to landownership will become a major
concern once people have returned to their homes, causing considerable
unrest.
The living conditions in the major refugee camps and in the areas to which
people return are harsh. Food, health, drinking water and sanitary facilities are
practically unavailable. Education, opportunities to be self-supporting, security
and protection, social structures and cultural values are still underdeveloped.
Children
In Uganda children and youth are very vulnerable. Many are victims of abduction
and recurring violence (abuse and violence, exploitation and neglect) and have
(had) no, or limited, access to education and health facilities.
Children in armed factions
War Child works with former child soldiers (or Formerly Abducted Children –
FAC’s), children and youth that were abducted by the LRA. It continues to
be extremely difficult for them to reintegrate into their original communities.
War Child does not organise special activities exclusively for this group but
integrates them into its current activities. That is why there is no separate
registration for formerly abducted children and their exact numbers are
unknown. In 2006, War Child started a project to prevent the recruitment
of child soldiers. The project ended in September 2007 (see paragraph
4.2.6 Evaluation).
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4.2.3.

Objectives

In 2007, the objectives of the programme in Uganda were:
a. Improved ‘coping skills’ of children and youth;
b.	Better psychosocial support for children to be provided by adults;
c. Increased capacity among (para)professionals, youth groups and
caretakers to organise creative and recreational activities;
d. More expertise among (para)professionals to identify the psychosocial
needs of children and adequately respond to them;
e. Improved protection of children and youth against sexual abuse;
f. Increased interaction and a more positive attitude between divided
groups of children.

4.2.4.

Programme description

The general goal of the Uganda programme is to improve the psychosocial
wellbeing of children and youth affected by the conflict in Northern Uganda.
To achieve this goal, War Child strives to strengthen their spirits and offer
those in the camps and villages an environment in which they can receive
support and live together peacefully.
I DEAL
In order to learn the skills to make them more resilient, children participate in a
series of creative workshops called I DEAL. Participants are children who go
to school but have behavioural problems as a result of their living conditions
(including former child soldiers, orphans, and abused and neglected children).
These workshops help children cope with their emotions, with other people and
with conflict. Mutual respect, understanding and friendship are encouraged.
War Child also launched BIG DEAL, a project for youth who no longer attend
school, and SHE DEALS, a programme for young mothers. These children’s
parents form groups to talk about their experiences and problems and to learn
how to support their children in a more positive way.
Other activities
Other activities and events are organised to promote relaxation and to become
reacquainted with their own culture. In addition, awareness is raised by means
of group discussions, plays and radio broadcasts. The issues raised include
child protection, child abuse, the dangers of marrying young, the reintegration
of former child soldiers and the need to prevent minors from being recruited
by armed forces. The quality of education is improved by instructing teachers
to employ participatory tools, use creative means and to make school a safer
place. Accelerated education is offered to those who left school prematurely
(due to abduction or pregnancy).
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The following programmes and projects were carried out in Northern Uganda
in 2007 at the community and district levels, in refugee camps, satellite camps
and parishes:
1. Psychosocial support for children and youth in Gulu, Amuru, Lira and
Kitgum;
2.	Catch-up education in Gulu, in association with partner organisation
Echo Bravo;
3.	Community-based child protection for orphans and other vulnerable children
in Kitgum and Pader in association with partner organisation UNICEF;
4. Prevention against and response to the recruitment of children into the
armed forces in Kitgum;
5.	Creative methods to improve access and retention in schools in Lira.
This new programme started in 2007 and is financed by UNICEF;
6. Develop child-friendly areas and recreational facilities for schools in
Gulu (UNICEF)
7. ICT in Education for Peace in Lira and Kitgum.
Target groups
Children and youth (aged 4 to 21), youth groups, care givers, paraprofessionals,
community-based organisations (CBOs) and other NGOs. Children and
youth who participated belonged to one or more of the following categories:
• They were in the LRA; abducted children and children born in captivity;
• They were ‘night commuters’ (project ended in the first quarter of 2007).
	Night commuters are children who walk to another village or town at night
to avoid being abducted from their homes;
• They were internally displaced;
• They had to take care of other children as head of the household.
Current phase of the programme
War Child ended its psychosocial programme at the end of 2007. The
programme was evaluated (see 4.2.6), and a new three-year programme
(2008 – 2010) was set up and approved.
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4.2.5.

Programme information

Programme costs
s 1,332,022
Spent via self implemented programme
s 1,249,639
Spent via partner programmes
s
82,383
War Child active since		
2004
Partner organisations
• Echo Bravo, responsible for accelerated education
• Gwoke-Ber, local CBO organising creative activities
• Gwed-G (Gulu Women Economic Development and Globalisation),
local CBO active in 11 districts in the field of preventing and fighting
sex-related violence
• KICWA (Kitgum Concerned Women Association), Local NGO offering
community-based support to former child soldiers to help them reintegrate
in their communities
• JFP (Joint Forum for Peace), small local CBO working together with
communities to raise awareness on the rights and responsibilities of children
• Lichygao (Lira Children and Youth Group for Art Organisation), local CBO
trying to improve children’s ‘coping skills’ through art education
Number of employees
Expatse
Project stafff
Support staffg

4
33
31
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Implemented activities

Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb

30%

32%

Training
Community meetings
Information
and awareness activities

2%

Events
Educational activities

7%

9%
14%

Other activities

6%

Number of children, youth and adults reached
ACTIVELY INVOLVED

PLANNED VS
ACTUAL
(actively involved)

%
Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb
Training
Community meetings

c

Children
&
Youth

REACHED OTHERWISEd
Children
&
Youth

Adults

Adults

95

1,766

1,702

-

-

81

1,574

1,051

81,058

7,028

129

7,549

2,576

-

-

Information and
awareness activities

364

18,026

5,849

48,387

22,178

Events

130 32,849

4,999

55,586

12,385

Educational activities

116

646

-

-

1,456

28,318

2,028

52

-

-

18,331 213,349

43,619

Other activities
Training of local staff
TOTALS

12,022

75

18,534

153

92,320
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Activities and numbers
Compared to 2006, War Child expanded considerably in Uganda. This
expansion can be ascribed to the fact that:
• new projects have started in Lira, Pader and Kitgum;
• locations are now safer, making it possible for staff members to spend
the night in camps or villages. As a result, we could also organise evening
activities, such as ‘wang oo’, an important traditional event where families sit
around the fire and tell each other stories. This gave children the opportunity
to share their stories as well.
• staff are employed for longer periods enabling them to carry out their
activities more effectively;
• more partners are capable of carrying out activities independently.
The fact that more people are gradually returning to their villages did not have
a significant effect on the kinds of activities organised, but it did have an effect
on the logistics. Instead of reaching people at a central place in one of the main
camps, staff now visited the smaller camps and villages.
Explanations for deviating figures
• In 2007, more people visited community meetings in their places of origin.
War Child therefore decided to organise more meetings at these locations.
• A major information and awareness-raising activity was the ‘Back to School
league’ in Lira, a sports tournament to bring children into contact with
school again. It was an enormous success with more participants and
spectators than expected.
• In 2007, the number of fun days decreased. However, we organised a
greater number of other events: youth participated not only in sports events,
they were also asked to organise activities. More international events were
celebrated (such as the International Day of Peace). War Child is famous
throughout the region for organising active, creative events. As a result
we were asked more than once to organise other kinds of events.
• The lower number of educational activities is explained by a lack
of resources such as generators and televisions.
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4.2.6.

Evaluation

The three-year programme was evaluated in August 2007. The main conclusion
was that the objectives as mentioned above were largely achieved, particularly
in case of children and parents participating in I DEAL groups and parent
groups, the psychosocial support for children and youth in Gulu, Amuru,
Lira and Kitgum and the catch-up education in Gulu. The following recommendations were made:
• Improve the Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation system;
• Focus more on capacity building of partners, youth groups,
teachers (rather than on creativity tools) and community structures;
• The expansion of the programme both in size and content has put
pressure on human resources, skills and quality control. With further
expansion quality control and skills development should be prioritized
Other results
For 2007, War Child had planned to follow the people as they returned home.
This turned out to be complicated. The return home is not a mass departure but
rather a gradual and long process. This meant that War Child worked in IDP
camps as well as in communities and villages to which people were returning.
The latter was done at schools and at the district level because that was how
children could be reached. Moreover, staff selected participants for training
courses based on their region of origin. This enabled them to establish new
youth groups in their communities after they returned home.
Successes
The I DEAL, SHE DEALS, BIG DEAL and parent groups were a success.
Both children and parents indicated that they learnt a great deal and were more
positive toward each other. Parents noted that their children were more attentive
and sociable, fought less and paid more attention at school. Children said that
their parents hit them less, listened more attentively and that alcoholism and
sexual abuse decreased. Parents requested an extension of the group and indicated that many more parents in the district wanted to join. War Child was also
evaluated positively by UNICEF. I DEAL, the child-friendly areas and the method
of working with youth groups in the ‘Inter-parish League’ in Lira (see below)
were praised in particular.
Child-friendly areas
The child-friendly areas functioned better than in the previous year. By establishing management committees, we increased community involvement in childfriendly areas. Meetings are held regularly. Most areas now have playground
equipment that is used intensively. Games, sports contests, dance and music
events, and informal information meetings are organised regularly.
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Child soldiers
War Child organised UNICEF-sponsored activities to raise awareness among
communities and stake holders about problems related to the recruitment of
child soldiers and violation of the rights of children. These activities included:
• Community meetings: the recruitment of child soldiers, as well as child
abuse, was discussed in six separate meetings. These discussions were
attended by 332 children, youth, parents, village leaders, women’s movement representatives and religious leaders.
• 258 children, including many former child soldiers, participated in a
discussion about child abuse and the violation of children’s rights.
• Radio talk shows on these topics were broadcasted, to which an
estimated 2500 people listened.
• Staff members engaged in direct conversations with officers of the
Ugandan government forces (UPDF) about the recruitment of minors.
During a workshop, 31 high officers were made aware of the vulnerable
position of child soldiers.
• Training sessions about child protection were organised for 240 teachers,
health workers and village leaders, enabling them to react more effectively
to the recruitment of child soldiers and other forms of child abuse.
The project was carried out according to plan and ended after one year. A followup child protection programme was started. It is a general programme sponsored
by UNICEF and the recruitment of child soldiers is one of its major topics.
Lessons learned
Internal reports must be improved. The Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation
(PM&E) system will be one of the main tools to accomplish this. Moreover, the
capacity of our own staff needs to be enhanced by means of training sessions,
particularly because the team has grown considerably (from 23 staff members
in 2006 to 38 this year). Another improvement was made by making youth
responsible for the organisation of activities on behalf of children. This improved
their motivation. In Lira, an ‘Inter-parish League’ pilot project was launched:
groups of young people played games of football and netball in a competition.
They could also score points for this competition by doing activities for their
own community. Because they wanted to win they worked hard and received
a lot of support from their communities.
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4.2.7.

Future

In 2008, War Child will concentrate on four programme areas: psychosocial
support, child protection, education and peace building. Increasingly more
activities will be carried out in districts, parishes and villages instead of refugee
camps, as more and more people are expected to leave the camps. Furthermore, we will increasingly focus on capacity building of partners and local
government bodies such as district authorities. In 2008, we will investigate
the possibilities of extending our activities to Eastern Uganda. Even though
many people in this part of the country are in need of help because of the
war, only few aid organisations are presently active in the area.
Finally, the ICT in Education for Peace pilot project launched in June 2007 will
be evaluated. In this project computers allow children to establish contacts and
to gather information from the Internet. In 2008, it will be decided whether this
will be structural component of the Uganda programme.
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4.3.

Sierra Leone

4.3.1.

Conflict and consequences

Duration of the conflict
From 1991 to 2001
Nature of the conflict
In April 1991, a civil war broke out between the government and
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) rebels. The main reason for the
conflict was to gain control of the country’s diamond mines.
Humanitarian aspects
a
Human Development Index : 177, lowest ranking (2006: 176). An estimated 75,000 people

died in the war, 40,000 of whom were children. During the war, there were 2 million refugees
and displaced persons. The number of wounded in Sierra Leone was 10,000. An estimated
20,000 children were raped.
Child soldiers
Between 10,000 and 15,000 child soldiers fought in the war.
Country’s current phase
Post-war recovery. The situation has stabilised and the country is in transition to development
8
phase. Massive unemployment is the main obstacle to development .

4.3.2.

Problems

Sierra Leone is still experiencing the consequences of a ten-year civil war
that had a devastating effect upon the country and its people. Many lost family
members, were victims of physical or sexual violence and/or were forced to flee.
Most refugees have now returned home.
The people of Sierra Leone are trying to rebuild their lives, but the recovery
process is long and difficult. Social structures and feelings of solidarity have
declined. Nevertheless, the relatively peaceful change of government following
the 2007 general election is a positive indication that the country is stabilising.
The new government now faces the difficult challenge of lifting the country out
of extreme poverty.

8

World Bank Country Study on Sierra Leone
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Children
Little attention has been paid to the rights and psychosocial needs of children.
They are not supported by adults and many are negatively influenced by their
peer group. Moreover, 70% of all young people (aged 15-35) are unemployed.
The TRC9 considers youth unemployment a major cause of the war and the
main threat to lasting peace.
Children in armed factions
During the war, thousands of children were recruited as child soldiers. When
the war ended, most of them reintegrated into their original communities or into
other communities; however, not all of them did so successfully. In June 2007,
the Special Court for Sierra Leone set a historical precedent by convicting
three people for recruiting child soldiers during the war.

4.3.3.

Objectives

In 2007, the objectives of the Sierra Leone programme were:
1. To create sustainable community structures that involve and support
children and youth.
2. To increase awareness of and support for child rights and psychosocial
development of children and youth in the community as well as at district
and national levels.
3. To increase positive dynamics/cohesion within the community.
4. To ensure that children and youth gain life skills.
5. To enlarge educational opportunities for youth.

4.3.4.

Programme description

In 2003, War Child launched a community-based programme to promote
the psychosocial development of children and youth. The programme aims
to rebuild peaceful, child-friendly communities by organising (re)creative and
cultural activities. Its main goal is to make sure that all those involved in the
community acknowledge the roles, rights and needs of children and youth.
The 2007 programme was part of a four-year plan (2007-2010). In 2007,
community-based activities were carried out in 22 rural communities in the
Port Loko, Bombali and Bo districts (activities in Bo were phased out at the
end of the year). Projects run for two years in each community. Under the
supervision of the War Child team a Child and Youth Support Structure,
consisting of a group of children and youth from the community who are

9

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission is an independent body in Sierra Leone formed after the Lomé peace agreement between the Sierra Leonean government and the RUF was signed. It was essential to the reconciliation process
and the recovery of all civil war victims.
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responsible for monitoring and coordinating the project, was established
and trained. War Child supports the process and helps Community Action
Groups determine what is needed, develop action plans and carry out activities.
These groups organise traditional dance performances, music festivals, creative
games, sports tournaments, public debates, etc.
In addition to its general programme, War Child started a non-formal education
project for youth in eight communities. The project consists in life skills training,
that, among other things helps the youngsters improve relationships with peers
and adults; literacy and numeracy training and livelihood skills training.
Local partners supported War Child in implementing these activities.

4.3.5.

Programme information

Programme costs
s
Spent via self implemented programme
s
Spent via partner programmes
s
War Child active since		

889,596
860,534
29,062
2001

Partner organisations
• Peoples Education Association of Sierra Leone (PEA – SL). Trained
trainers and provided technical support for literacy & numeracy training.
• Youth Action for Self Reliance (Yasser). Provided livelihood training for
youth.
• Praise Foundation. Provided livelihood training for youth.
• Modu Education Children’s Home (MECH). War Child trained their
staff members and teachers.
• Institute of Public Administration and Management (IPAM). War Child
trained IPAM students in Participatory Drama INGO-platform.
• UNICEF, the Ministry of Education and (I)NGOs. War Child
participated in working group that develops a new subject for
the Primary School Curriculum.
• Ministries. War Child established relations with line ministries.
Number of employees
Expatse
Project stafff
Support staffg

3
19
48
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Implemented activities

11%

11%

Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb

12%

Training
Community meetings
Information
and awareness activities
Events

17%

38%

Educational activities
Other activities

7%

4%

Number of children, youth and adults reached

(actively involved)

c

%
Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb
Training
Community meetings
Information and
awareness activities10
Events

REACHED OTHERWISEd

ACTIVELY INVOLVED

PLANNED VS
ACTUAL

Children
&
Youth

Children
&
Youth

Adults

Adults

19

930

-

-

-

79

973

631

-

-

3,820

-

-

65

9,852

47

1,338

410

6,901

2,170

109

3,205

993

23,157

6,680

Educational activities

86

240

-

-

-

Other activities

91

1,444

966

-

-

Training of local staff
TOTALS

160

-

24

-

-

17,982

6,844

30,058

8,850

10 The number of people otherwise reached by means of ‘information and awareness activities’ (23 radio broadcasts) is adjusted: the table represents the minimum number of children, youth, and adults reached. Estimates based on the number
of listeners suggest that a total of 72,010 children and youth and 45,595 adults were reached.
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Activities and numbers
The number of activities actually implemented sometimes deviated from the
number planned. Because annual plans are drawn up by community members
themselves, it is not always possible to predict the exact numbers of activities
carried out or people reached. Creative workshops started later than planned
due to delays in module development. War Child offered more training sessions
than planned. However the original plan to train all members of each community
group was not achieved. Training of livelihood trainers did not take place, as
our partners were not yet ready. Educational activities did not reach the number
of youth anticipated because the percentage of dropouts was so low that there
were hardly any positions to be filled. In the end, the number of people reached
through community activities was considerably higher than planned because
several events were organised at the district level, reaching thousands of
people at once.

4.3.6.

Evaluation

Strategy
In 2007 the Sierra Leone programme developed according to plan. The
community-based programme was continued and was improved in terms of
exit strategy and sustainability planning. Involving large numbers of people in a
range of activities made it possible to create positive dynamics and to establish
a stronger social cohesion in the communities. One of the perceived outcomes
is increased respect and support for children and youth by their caregivers.
While implementing its rural community programme, War Child has perceived
that the lack of future prospect for youth is one of the major factors that push
them to Freetown. Once in town, many of them end on the streets in the slums.
Within this context, War Child has realised there may be a need to broaden its
view to other potential areas (see 4.3.7 for further information).
Education pilot project
Non-formal education activities were launched successfully. One of the
main lessons learned is the importance of further integrating life skills,
literacy & numeracy and livelihood skills training.
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Survey of the 2005-2006 community-based programme
In 2007, a survey report on the 2005-2006 community-based programme was
published. It provided valuable input that helped improve the programme itself
and to gave insight on how the measure the effect of psychosocial programmes.
Some of the main conclusions include:
• More play facilities are available to children and youth due to the creation
of safer play areas.
• Children and adults are more awareness of the rights and responsibilities
of children. The study also shows a positive change in attitude among adults.
• Adults support their children more then before. Parents are taking more
time for their children and feel better equipped to help their children in
solving problems.
• Communication and mutual respect between children and adults improved.
Both groups indicated that this has been caused by the programme.
• After the first year of the programme, children and youth were allowed
to be more involved in decisions concerning their daily life.
2007 Programme evaluation
In December 2007 an evaluation was conducted to measure results in all
22 communities in which activities had been carried out that year. The conclusion was that the objectives have for the most part been achieved. With
regard to raising awareness of child rights, it was shown that most caregivers
gained and applied knowledge about care and protection of children. In many
cases however, foster children were not given the same rights as biological
children. In terms of community cohesion, great improvement was perceived
in the involvement of children in community matters and in the interaction
between community members (adults and children); but the fact remains that
girls were not as often consulted as boys. The involved communities will take
these learnings into account when defining objectives for 2008.
The evaluation clearly showed a difference between results achieved by
those communities where War Child was active for the second year and
those participating for the first time. Communities participating for the
second time achieved better results across the board, thus confirming
the value of a two-year intervention.
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Lessons learned
Among the general lessons learned and developments regarding the 2007
programme in Sierra Leone are:
• War Child’s exit strategy for community based-programmes was revised.
Lessons learned from discontinuing community-based projects in 2005
produced the following results: Planning of actions and sustainability
improved; the communities were better informed about the steps to be
taken, about the programme’s gradual discontinuation and about the
responsibilities of community structures.
• The evaluation of non-formal education activities indicated that learners
made considerable progress. Problems did arise however, due to the fact
that the training methodology turned out to of limited inappropriateness;
the particular method and the vocabulary did not fit with the learners’
background and daily context. All non-formal educational activities should
primarily focus on livelihood education. Literacy, numeracy, and life skills
training should become complementary elements with a direct link to the
livelihood education.
• Partnerships: cooperation between War Child and the livelihood partners
did not run smoothly. In addition to the developed monitoring tools, there
should be more clarity and structure in terms of communication and
coordination between War Child and its partners.

4.3.7.

Future

In 2008, War Child will continue its community-based programmes in the
Northern districts of Port Loko and Bombali and select new communities in
these districts. During the course of 2008, an evaluation will be conducted in
these areas to determine whether and how War Child will continue after 2008.
Street children and education
In 2008, we will investigate other potential fields of action, including the
possibilities to support (street) children and youth in the slums of Freetown
and expand our educational activities with non-formal education.
In 2008, War Child will continue to contribute to the development of a new
subject for the primary school curriculum, called ‘Emerging Issues’, which will
deal with topics such as children’s rights and responsibilities, peace education
and conflict resolution.
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4.4.

Sudan

4.4.1.

Conflict and consequences

Duration of the conflict
Sudan is divided into North and South regions. Although its government is a government of national unity, the Southern region is actually
governed by the Government of Southern Sudan. Two conflict zones
can be identified in Sudan:
North-South: from 1956 until the end of 2004. A peace treaty was
recently signed, but border disputes and conflicts about oil resources persist.
Darfur: armed conflict since 2003.
Nature of the conflict
North-South: When the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) was signed, war was
officially over. Millions of people were able to return to their places of origin in Southern Sudan.
Nevertheless, this process is considerably slower than expected. Small-scale conflicts between
several ethnic and tribal groups still leave large numbers of people homeless.
Darfur: Armed conflicts between government forces, rebel factions, militias and armed bandits
from both Sudan and Chad continue. Despite the Darfur Peace Agreement (DPA) of May 2006,
the security and humanitarian situation are still unstable.
Humanitarian aspects
a
Human Development Index : 147 (2006: 141) In 2007, Sudan ranked number one in the

US Failed State Index.
North-South: Sudan has an estimated 4,4 million displaced persons and 693,000 refugees. It is
estimated that 10,000 to 17,000 people have been kidnapped or forced into slavery since 1983.
Darfur: The humanitarian situation is deteriorating. During the past year, another 240,000 people
lost their homes (again). At present there are 2,2 million displaced persons in Darfur. Armed
factions are active in many of the refugee camps and the number of violent incidents is increasing.
Child soldiers
In August 2007, the United Nations Secretary-General sent a report to the Security Council
stating that children are still recruited to serve as child soldiers. Some rebel factions in Southern
Sudan and Darfur have children no older than six in their ranks. No figures are available on the
total number of children fighting in armed factions or rebel gangs.
Country’s current phase
The Khartoum state (North): reconstruction (but there are still major IDP-camps outside the cities).
South: a reconstruction process is gradually taking shape. The Darfur states still face a state of
emergency or chronic crisis situation. The armed conflict with the Sudanese government army
continues. The United Nations have only limited access to the area.
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4.4.2.

Problems

In large parts of Sudan children have never known peace. Many of them live in
actual conflict areas, others are continuously on the run from conflicts or suffer
from a lack of basic provisions. Family and socio-cultural ties are disrupted or
completely lost because of the war. Many children receive little adult support
because their parents have died or were separated from them during their flight.
It is very difficult for communities and families to protect their children and offer
them a safe environment. No more than approximately half the child population
receives elementary education.
Children in armed factions
It was laid down in the peace agreement (CPA) that armed groups would either
join the Sudanese Armed Forces or the SPLMA (‘Sudan People’s Liberation
Movement Army’) rebel army. Not all illegal groups have done so and thus
evade the articles of the peace agreement.
Some of these groups still use child soldiers. Recruitment of child soldiers
is deeply rooted in Sudanese military culture. Kidnapping is the predominant
form of recruitment. Some children ‘voluntarily’ choose for the army. For young
people suffering from poverty and unemployment, or separated from their
families, it is only a small step to join an army that promises them property
and protection.

4.4.3.

Objectives

In 2007, the objectives of the Sudan programme were:
1.	Further enhancement of the capacity of youth groups, community
groups, Community Based Organisations (CBOs) and non-governmental
organisations (NGOs).
2.	Support for CBOs, NGOs and relevant child protection authorities in their
efforts to promote children’s psychosocial development.
3. Raise awareness of children’s psychosocial needs and their need for
protection among children and youth, communities and authorities.
4. The creation of safer environments for and by children, youth, communities
and authorities by means of preventive child protection measures.
5. Improved quality of and better access to education for children and youth.
6.	Better opportunities for children, youth and their guardians to acquire basic
skills and career opportunities.
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4.4.4.

Programme description

The Sudan programme on behalf of children, youth and adults in the Khartoum
area (Northern Sudan) and in Malakal, Yei and Juba (Southern Sudan) was
modified in 2007 to focus more on child protection. Adults were involved to
create a safe environment (in the broadest sense) for children. The target group
was redefined as street children, children not attending school (children in
prisons or orphanages) and children in camps for Internally Displaced Persons.

4.4.5.

Programme information

Programme costs
s
Spent via self implemented programme
s
Spent via partner programmes
s
War Child active since		

829,294
747,840
81,454
1998

Partner organisations
• Nine youth groups helped to promote children’s psychosocial wellbeing,
raise awareness about gender-linked violence and provide information
on the dangers of landmines.
• Action groups in IDP communities set goals to (1) prevent and react
against violations of children’s rights by developing mechanisms for
reporting family and social violence and (2) create an environment in which
education, attending school, basic skills and child care are encouraged.
• The Sudanese Organisation for Education and Development and the
Khartoum State Council for Child Welfare (KSCW) became War Child’s
partners in providing training courses for teachers, social workers and
other welfare workers.
Number of employees
Expatse
Project stafff
Support staffg

3
8
28
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Implemented activities

11%
Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb

29%

13%

Training

1%

Community meetings
Information
and awareness activities

7%

Events

5%

Educational activities
Other activities

34%

Number of children, youth and adults reached
ACTIVELY INVOLVED

PLANNED VS
ACTUAL
(actively involved)

c

%

Children
&
Youth

REACHED OTHERWISEd
Children
&
Youth

Adults

Adults

Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb

149

2,276

68

-

-

Training

233

283

313

2.527

378

Community meetings

194

823

710

-

-

Information and
awareness activities

1,311

3,733

982

5,816

1,300

Events

307

1,172

204

7.752

1,898

Educational activities

147

238

142

-

-

72

815

44

91

50

262

-

42

-

-

9,340

2,505

16,186

3,626

Other activities
Training of local staff
TOTALS
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Activities and numbers
The total number of children, youth and adults reached in Sudan was
higher than planned. This has several causes:
• The high percentage under ‘training sessions’ is somewhat misleading.
Our partners (CBOs, NGOs and youth groups) have a high turnover. Their
staff consists of volunteers who tend to leave the organisation as soon as
they have found paid employment. New volunteers are trained and counted
as newly reached people.
• The nine youth groups providing information about landmines in Juba and
Yei did so more frequently and at more locations than planned, for example,
in markets, universities and schools. They also each worked intensively in
their own nominated community.
• By paying a lot of attention to events such as the International Day of
Peace and the Day of the African Child, ‘events’ reached more people
than planned. These events were not only organised in cities but also in
rural areas. Large numbers of policymakers and government representatives were thus made aware of the problems of Sudanese children.
• As it turned out, the monitoring system recording the numbers of people
reached by War Child-trained staff members did not function properly.
These people worked in schools, child centres and prisons, but no data
was collected regarding their activities.

4.4.6.

Evaluation

Projects carried out in 2007 strengthened local community groups and helped
establish child protection committees in eight different communities. The level
of domestic violence decreased; the community, adults, youth and children
treat each other with more respect; safe play areas were created for children;
information was disseminated about child protection; discussions were held at
schools and with parents about excessive corporal punishment; families take
better care of their children; educational opportunities have improved. In Juba
and Yei, a sense of community was strengthened by celebrating the Day of the
African Child together.
Northern Sudan
The Northern Sudan programme was implemented according to plan and with
more participants than expected. The number of IDPs living in camps at the
outskirts of Khartoum remains high due to the fact that people are not returning
South at the expected rate.
Strengthening community-based organisations
The transition from implementing our own projects to co-operating with small
local CBOs and NGOs was a success. In 2008, we will decide on possible
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new locations, partner organisations, and target groups. In Khartoum a small
resource centre was established that functions as a meeting point for people to
raise awareness about child protection. It also functions as a children’s activity
centre and meeting place for local partner groups. The centre is not
fully operational yet.

Southern Sudan
Protecting children by strengthening youth groups
This project continued after War Child Canada had ended its funding in June
2007. A successful new direction was taken during the second half of 2007.
People disseminated information about the dangers of landmines and organised
events to promote child protection in communities. Youth groups encouraged
young people to get involved in the reconstruction of their communities and take
part in decision-making processes. These activities reduced the chances of
these young people being recruited by armed factions.
Strengthening community based organisations
Three local community groups in Juba successfully organised child protection
activities in their centres. Committees were established to promote child safety
in the communities.
Street children
A small pilot project was launched in a local market in Juba to help street
children return to school. These learning-to-learn activities were supported by
local police and market vendors. In addition, a welfare committee for street
children was established in which government officials and local community
leaders have a seat.
The Malakal project
This project was discontinued in 2007, after being evaluated in January 2007.
Among the reasons for this were that the project was severely disrupted by
the rainy season and growing insecurity caused by clashes between militias.
Lessons learned
In 2007, the quality and successful implementation of the programme
was impeded by a number of problems:
1. During the second half of the year, the Juba and Yei teams had to be
supervised from a distance because there was no international manager
on site. Consequently, staff members’ reporting and communication skills
were seriously put to the test. This problem will not arise in 2008 as an
international manager will be appointed for the Southern region.
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2. Working with various Northern and Southern government officials requires
a great deal of patience and proper planning. The government keeps a
firm grip on international organisations by intervening in the employment of
national staff, strictly supervising international staff and visitors, requiring
permission to travel and to own capital equipment. This interference causes
considerable delay and frustration and impedes flexibility and planning
procedures. It is very important to take this into account when the 2008
programme is implemented.
3. Working in Sudan is a challenge that requires not only a great deal of
personal experience and stability, but also professional flexibility and
creativity. When new staff members are employed, we will make sure
that all candidates possess these essential personal qualities.
4. Mobilising and motivating local staff is essential. Every manager must
be able to deal with the fact that cultural expectations are sometimes
incompatible with the international modus operandi. We have accepted
the fact that high turnover is unavoidable and modified our introduction
course and on-the-job training accordingly.

4.4.7.

Future

Progress will be evaluated in August 2008, and the outcome will determine
our future strategy. Considerable progress was made in 2007, and it would
be unjustifiable for War Child to stop helping Sudanese children. However,
it is also important to be realistic about the possibilities and limitations we
face in a country like Sudan.
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Afghanistan

4.5.1.

Conflict and consequences

Duration of the conflict
28 years and continuing
Nature of the conflict
In 1979, Afghanistan became embroiled in a ten-year war with
the Soviet Union. After the Soviets withdrew, the conflict developed
into a civil war. It has since evolved into a regional conflict.
At present, Afghan and Western troops engage in daily battle with
Taliban and Al Qaida insurgents, primarily in the Southern and Eastern parts of the country.
Humanitarian aspects
a
Human Development Index (HDI) : Afghanistan is not included in the HDI because the UNDP

does not have the necessary data to rank Afghanistan. Over one million civilians have died and
approximately one tenth of the population is disabled. There are over two million Afghan refugees
in Iran and Pakistan.
Child soldiers
UNICEF discontinued its child soldier demobilisation programme in 2006. It is assumed that
there are no child soldiers engaged in the present conflict.
Country’s current phase
The country’s Southern and Eastern regions are suffering from a chronic crisis. A gradual
recovery process can be observed in the rest of the country.

4.5.2.

Problems

Political and military developments in 2007 give no reason to believe that the
situation in Afghanistan will stabilise in the near future. Things might even get
worse. Over the last period, the work of humanitarian organisations has become
increasingly dangerous. Aid workers continuously face the threat of being
kidnapped or attacked, in the Kabul area as well as in other cities. Recovery
of infrastructure and government institutions destroyed by the conflict is a very
slow process.
Children
Each year, thousands of children die as a result of malnutrition and airway
infections. The maternal mortality rate is among the highest in the world. It is
estimated that only 4% of Afghan women can read and write. Many Afghan
children have been separated from their parents while fleeing from the violence
or after they were forced out of their homes.
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4.5.

Afghanistan

Children in armed factions
In 2004, 8,000 children were fighting in armed factions according to UNICEF.
Because there are no indications that the Taliban uses children in their struggle,
the UNICEF demobilisation programme was ended in 2006. It is presently assumed that there are no child soldiers active in Afghanistan.

4.5.3.

Objectives

In 2007, the objectives of the Afghanistan programme were:
1. Help the Ministry of Education develop a curriculum for physical education
for grades one to twelve;
2. Go to selected schools and communities to raise awareness and support
for War Child activities on behalf of children’s rights;
3. 	Create new opportunities for the Afghan Ministry of Education, teachers
and community members to establish effective children’s rights curricula
in schools and communities;
4. Promote children’s participation in activities relating to physical education
and psychosocial development and in decision-making processes.
4.5.4.
Programme description
In 2007, War Child began implementing its four-year programme focusing on
the promotion of children’s rights through physical education and traditional
Afghan games and music. Children’s access to formal and non-formal physical
education was improved, particularly for girls and working children.
The programme integrated three projects carried out by War Child in 2006.
(1) The national PEPA programme (Physical Education Promotion in
Afghanistan, 2004-2007), promoting children’s psychosocial and emotional
wellbeing, (2) the WOCO project (Working Children Outreach), aimed at
children with limited access to sports, play and educational facilities for
personal development, and (3) the Rangeen Kaman project (“Rainbow”)
set up to make communities more aware of the positive effects of play and
interaction on children.
Physical education
The physical education component of the programme promotes children’s
psychosocial and emotional wellbeing by (1) developing a physical education
curriculum in association with the Afghan Ministry of Education, (2) training
physical educators and (3) providing information about the vital role of physical
education in children’s development. The project is carried out in schools run
by the Ministry of Education and in various communities in Herat and Kabul.
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Child-friendly schools
Another important component of the programme is the development of childfriendly schools that allow children to learn and play in safety. Security is a
precondition if War Child is to encourage working children with no access
to education to go to school. Consultation meetings at schools in Herat and
Kabul allow children, teachers and parents to express their wishes and develop
‘school improvement plans’ to make their schools more child-friendly. War Child
supports communities by educating their teachers, providing play and educational materials, and improving the infrastructure.
Child labour
In addition to activities in schools, War Child has recently engaged in cooperation with the provincial trade union council in Herat to establish contacts
with working children. The union council mainly consists of employers. This
gives War Child the opportunity to address the issue of child labour with
the 3000 member employers and to petition for child protection measures.
Co-operation with the council helps the organisation to offer working children
access to educational facilities and (re)creative activities.

4.5.5.

Programme information

Programme costs
s
Spent via self implemented programme
s
Spent via partner programmes
s
War Child active since		

769,218
769,218
2004

Partner organisations
• Ministry of Education in Kabul and Herat
• Provincial Council National Union of Herat Employee
Number of employees
Expatse
Project stafff
Support staffg

4
21
42
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Implemented activities

15%

20%

Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb

5%

Training
Community meetings
Information
and awareness activities

9%

Events

21%

1%

Educational activities
Other activities

29%

Number of children, youth and adults reached

(actively involved)

c

%
Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb

REACHED OTHERWISEd

ACTIVELY INVOLVED

PLANNED VS
ACTUAL

Children
&
Youth

Children
&
Youth

Adults

82

74

Training

287

945

Community meetings

922

4,444

Information and
awareness activities11

2

5,375

Events

-

2,560

0

7,377

-

Educational activities

-

120

0

-

-

Other activities12

-

67,279

0

-

-

Training of local staff

-

36

-

-

5,065 265,054

11,255

TOTALS

0
80,797

0

Adults

-

-

425 114,779

-

-

-

3,787 142,898

817

11,255
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Activities and numbers
The growing number of children, youth and communities reached is a result of:
1. The merging of three separate programmes into one. As a result, a smaller
staff was needed and the money thus saved was spent on building new
partnerships with communities that had thus far not been included in our
programmes;
2.	Successful co-operation relations with our partners at the Ministry and in
the communities, speeding up the ministerial project approval process;
3. The fact that communities have a growing sense of ownership of the
projects and are more enthusiastic. More children now participate in our
activities.
War Child expanded its physical education programme to include several
communities and a group of urban working children. These target groups
were previously reached through separate projects. The programme is now
organised more efficiently and reaches considerably more children, youth
and communities than initially planned – both directly and indirectly.

4.5.6.

Evaluation

Successes
In 2007, the Afghanistan programme was successful in the following areas:
• War Child supported the Ministry of Education by providing large numbers
of shop-floor training sessions about planning, organisation, implementation,
protection, and effective management of activities and departmental administration. In addition, War Child taught the headmasters of 26 Herat schools
how to improve the management of their schools. Progression made in this
field may have been the most significant of all, as they contribute to the
Ministry’s capacity to manage its own activities and thus have a highly
positive effect on the quality of physical education in Afghanistan.
• War Child established and strengthened partnerships with the Afghan
Ministry of Education and the Union Council. The latter partnership
enabled the organisation to make a major contribution to the protection
of a group of working children in Herat.
• A pilot project introducing the child-friendly school approach in eight
schools in Herat and Kabul was a major success.
• War Child established seven children’s clubs and helped reinforce
School Management Committees to supervise the planning and implementation of educational improvements.
• War Child developed children’s rights informational brochures and
manuals for social skills education. These helped introduce children’s
rights programmes to children and adults.
• The curriculum development programme was continued with the support
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•
•

of the Ministry of Education and specialists from the University of Kabul
Physical Education (PE) Department.
A short documentary was made about the value of PE which was
broadcast by the main TV channels of Kabul and Herat.
A Child Rights Quiz Show was organised and broadcast on Herat
local television and a children’s rights television programme was broadcast in Kabul. Girls’ school pupils were involved in the programme.

In 2007, War Child ended its support to BEFA (Basic Education For Afghans),
the former Esmat School project in Peshawar (Pakistan), as well as to BEFA’s
educational projects in Jalalabad. These projects were discontinued because
large numbers of Afghan refugees are leaving Pakistan to return to Afghanistan
or to settle elsewhere. One of the main reasons for leaving Pakistan is that it
has become increasingly difficult to earn a living there.
Lessons learned
Co-operating with government agencies requires considerable patience.
Working in a country like Afghanistan, where corruption and bureaucracy are
a part of every-day life, especially in relation to labour, requires a great deal of
creativity. The assistance War Child offered the ministry in the form of technical,
financial and management support enabled them to manage the financial aid
they receive more effectively. This has had a positive effect on people’s willingness to co-operate, involvement and enthusiasm at the ministry.
Security
In 2007, rapidly changing political and military circumstances in Afghanistan
and the actions of armed factions like the Taliban had a major impact on the
work of aid organisations. Hence, for their own safety, War Child staff was
required to follow strict procedures regarding travel and contact with externals. A recent evaluation of safety regulations of several aid organisations in
Afghanistan was highly positively about War Child’s security policy. Furthermore, all War Child staff, from guards and drivers to international staff
members, is continuously trained by security specialists to prepare them
against possible threats.
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4.5.7.

Future

The Afghanistan children’s rights programme will continue until 2010.
War Child’s role will shift from executive to supportive. Communities themselves will seek solutions and resources to solve the problems they encounter
in schools. War Child will continue to help girls and working children gain
access to physical education and get more handicapped children involved in
community activities.
It is to be expected that the security situation in Afghanistan will further
deteriorate. War Child will, however, continue to help the Afghan children
with adequate planning and the necessary flexibility. Should the worst case
scenario (further escalation of the conflict throughout the country) occur,
however, War Child will be forced to retreat. Expansion of War Child’s
activities continues to depend on financial resources made available
through external funding.
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4.6.

Israel and the occupied Palestinian territory

4.6.1.

Conflict and consequences

Duration of the conflict
1948 – present
Nature of the conflict
Ethnic/religious/geopolitical conflict/occupation, with intermittent
hostilities resulting in many casualties, most of them civilian.
Humanitarian aspects
a
Human Development Index (HDI) : Israel: 23 (2006: 23). Occupied Palestinian territory:

106 (2006: 100). The number of Palestinian refugees has grown from 700,000 in 1948 to
4,6 million in 2007. Violence by army, settlers and militants continues to result in the deaths
of children on both sides. More than 10,000 Palestinian children have been injured and
398 Palestinian children are being held in Israeli detention facilities.
Child soldiers
Unknown
Country’s current phase
Chronic crisis, continued occupation of the West Bank and besieging of Gaza by Israel;
Palestinian attacks on Israeli civilian targets. Sometimes portions of the region are in a state of
emergency (e.g. during the ongoing hostilities in Gaza), whilst at other moments the situation is
stable and countries are in a development or even developed phase (Israel). On the West Bank
there is a process of rehabilitation and development, but that process is hampered by the
unpredictable and explosive situation.

4.6.2.

Problems

Israel
The world sees Israel as the ‘Jewish State’. This overlooks the fact that 20% of
the population is formed by Palestinian citizens of Israel. This population group
lives separately from the Jewish population in their own villages and neighbourhoods. They are in a difficult situation. On one hand they are discriminated
against by the Jewish majority, and on the other they are torn between loyalty
to the nation in which they live and the solidarity they feel with the Palestinian
people with whom the nation in which they live is in conflict. The disturbances
in bordering Lebanon also create tensions throughout the entire region.
Jewish children are also affected by the conflict as they live in fear of attacks.
In the region bordering Gaza, there is also a great fear of rocket attacks, which
also strike schools or other public buildings.
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The occupied Palestinian territory
Israel continues with the military and civil occupation of the West Bank, which
leads to harsh living conditions for the Palestinians. Checkpoints, roadblocks
and curfews make movement difficult and also the economic situation keeps
deteriorating. Although Israel withdrew from the Gaza Strip in summer 2005,
it controls and many times hinders the import of food, medical care, etc. Israel
runs military operations throughout the occupied Palestinian territory in search
for militants, but harming civilians at the same time.
Out of the four million Palestinians living in the West Bank and Gaza, around
53% are children. They suffer greatly from the continual violence. Children are
not only wounded or killed by Israeli armed forces or internal armed groups,
they also suffer severe psychological damage when they, their family members
or their friends are victims of violence. The conflict precludes a safe, healthy
living environment for children. In addition to this, the rights to education and
health care are violated on a daily basis.
Children in armed groups
There is no systematic recruitment of child soldiers known in the Middle East,
and they are not recognised in the Middle East as a specific group.

4.6.3.

Objectives

Objectives of the programme in Israel and the occupied Palestinian territory
in 2007 were:
• Development of children’s self-expression skills; stimulating fantasy
and creativity through theatre, painting and creative activities;
• Improvement of children’s skills in coping with everyday problems
and conflicts;
• Improvement of relations between young people of different ethnicities
and religions, increasing the understanding of the ‘other side’;
• Reduction of the number of violent incidents at schools and at home
through programmes that promote non-violent conflict resolution;
• Increasing the expertise of local relief organisations in implementing
psychosocial projects for adolescents.
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4.6.4.

Programme description

War Child is working in Israel and the the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt)
to improve the psychosocial wellbeing of children and adolescents who are
suffering greatly from the conflict. Through music, art, drama and sport activities,
they are given the opportunity to express their feelings and deal with their experiences in a safe environment. In addition, War Child promotes the dialogue
between the various population groups in order to allow prejudices to make
way for mutual understanding and to offer hope for a better future.
War Child financially supports six local organisations:
Peace Child Israel (PCI) in Israel
Peace Child is an Israeli relief organisation formed 18 years ago with the
objective of bringing about mutual acceptance among the population groups
in order to offer hope for a better future in which both groups can live together
in harmony. Peace Child works to promote peaceful coexistence by bringing
together Jewish-Israeli and Palestinian-Israeli children through drama activities.
War Child supports the project ‘Crossing the Segregation Divide’ in which
Palestinian-Israeli and Jewish-Israeli teenagers jointly produce theatre productions about peaceful coexistence. The youth are enrolled in Arab and Jewish
schools, where the performances are given in two languages for family
members and fellow students.
Windows Magazine in Israel and the oPt
Windows is an Israeli organisation that promotes conciliation and understanding
between the various population groups and strives toward positive change in
the region. War Child supports Windows Magazine, a Hebrew/Arabic magazine
produced by Jewish-Israeli, Palestinian-Israeli and Palestinian youth. The groups
come into contact with each other through correspondence. In their letters they
describe their lives and how they experience the situation. This exposes the
youth to the stories, feelings and experiences of the ‘other’. The groups meet
to discuss the letters, stories and current situations and select those that will
be published in the magazine. The circulation of the magazine is 25,000, but
it is read by approximately 50,000 people in Israel and the oPt.
Centre for Conflict Resolution & Reconciliation (CCRR) in the oPt
The Centre for Conflict Resolution & Reconciliation (CCRR) is a Palestinian
organisation in the West Bank that offers an alternative approach to conflict
management. They want to support peace by allowing marginalised groups
to participate in decision-making. War Child supports the Young Negotiators
Project (YNP) that imparts the principles of peace, non-violence, human rights
and democracy to Palestinian adolescents and their parents, caregivers and
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teachers and provides them with tools for non-violent conflict resolution. The
organisation also provides a safe environment in which open discussions can
be conducted about the relationships between adolescents and others such
as their parents, teachers and fellow students.
Dalal Institution for Culture and Arts in the oPt
The Palestinian organisation Dalal aims to give children who are most severely
impacted by the violence the opportunity to be children again for a while. It
focuses on children in and around Bethlehem, mainly with regard to improving
the psychological health of the children. To achieve this, Dalal lets children
participate in creative activities, such as drawing, painting and music, in
which they can develop their personalities in an atmosphere that is free of
tension. The parents are also involved in this process and thus become more
aware of the fact that playing is important for the well-balanced development
of their children.
Theatre Day Productions (TDP) in the oPt
Theatre Day Productions (TDP) is a Palestinian organisation that helps children
and adolescents better cope with the everyday problems that result from the
conflict. They do this by making drama, youth theatre and creative activities
a regular part of the lives of young people in Gaza and the West Bank. This
enables young people to develop their capability for self-expression and the
skills they need to better cope with the situation. War Child supports the Kidsfor-Kids project in Hebron. This consists of a series of brief skits intended to
increase awareness of the social problems in the Palestinian community. A
theatre festival in the Fuwwar ‘refugee camp’ was also part of this programme.
Young Artist Forum (YAF) in the oPt
Young Artist Forum (YAF) is a Palestinian organisation that aims to improve the
psychological wellbeing of children in the oPt. War Child supports the project
‘Children of the Wall’, in the Palestinian village of Bil’in, which is located near
the Israeli wall. Children in this region face hostilities on a weekly basis and
live in constant fear. The project provides creative and recreational workshops
for children in which they are taught skills they can use to better deal with the
occupation. Thanks to these activities, children can process their feelings of
frustration and hatred in a healthy manner. The children are visited weekly by
a psychologist.
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4.6.5.

Programme information

Programme cost
s
Spent via self implemented programme
s
Spent via partner programmes
s
War Child active since		

391,472
128,899
262,573
2004

Partner organisations
See paragraph 4.6.4
Number of staff members
Expatse
Project stafff
Support staffg

1
2
0
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Implemented activities

1%

4% 3%

10%

Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb
Training

2%

Community meetings
Information
and awareness activities

12%

Events

68%

Educational activities
Other activities

Number of children, youth and adults actively involved in activities

(actively involved)

c

%
Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb
Training
Community meetings
Information and
awareness activities

REACHED OTHERWISEd

ACTIVELY INVOLVED

PLANNED VS
ACTUAL

Children
&
Youth

Children
&
Youth

Adults

Adults

98

641

54

-

-

126

998

709

7,169

2,984

111

508

513

-

-

83

222

28

9,823

1,037

118

849

293

2,891

1,153

67

2,630

204

-

-

Other activities

212

355

19 32,000

712

Training of local staff

169

0

93

-

-

6,203

1,913

51,883

5,886

Events
Educational activities

TOTALS
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Activities and numbers
In general, the activities were implemented according to schedule. Some workshops had to be cancelled due to the unsafe situation or tensions between the
population groups. The large number who participated in ‘other activities’ was
the result of the summer camps organised for children and the regularly recurring meetings of Peace Child Israel. In 2007, War Child made extra investments
to train national staff in order to strengthen relationships with its partners. The
low percentage declared for educational activities reflects the fact that only
those children were counted who participated in a discussion after a dramatic
presentation and not those who only saw the presentation.

4.6.6.

Evaluation

All the partners are extremely motivated and invest much personal energy in
the projects. An important point of improvement is the monitoring and evaluation
of the programme, HR and fundraising. For this reason, in 2007 an expert from
War Child gave a training session to the partner organisations so the local partners conduct the programme in accordance with the standards of War Child.
In 2007, the YAF team was sometimes hindered in performing its work by
representatives of the centre where the activities take place and some people
from Bil’in. For example, some of the scheduled activities had to be cancelled
because the centre was suddenly closed. The reasons for this were probably
that YAF did not make a financial contribution to the centre and because it was
the intention to have boys and girls participate in the activities together. Because
there are currently multiple relief organisations active in Bil’in and the assistance
provided by War Child is no longer unique, in 2008 YAF decided to move its
activities to other villages where there are not yet any relief organisations active
and where the problems are similar to those found in Bil’in.
Research
In 2007, research into the effects of the programme of partner organisation
Peace Child was completed. An expert from Tel Aviv University, Karen Doubilet,
spent two years researching the change in attitude of the Palestinian-Israeli and
Jewish-Israeli participants (those directly involved) and the spectators (those
who attended the productions) toward each other. This research was performed
during and following participation in the activities. According to the study, the
programme was successful in effecting a positive change in attitude among
the young people directly involved in the project. Admittedly there was less
impact on the audience, but the study shows a significant, positive impact on
the willingness of both the Palestinian-Israeli and Jewish-Israeli participants to
come into contact with each other.
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4.6.7.

Future

Following the new child rights advocacy strategy, War Child will strengthen
the ties with local and international relief organisations in 2008 in the occupied
Palestinian territory, Israel and the Netherlands through activities such as
participation in networks and forums on children’s rights. The purpose of this
is to increase the knowledge about children’s rights in this region, which will
make it possible to adapt the work there accordingly. Financial support will be
offered to two local organisations that conduct activities in the field to promote
the rights of the child. In selecting the organisations, particular attention will be
given to whether children’s rights form the basis of their activities and whether
the children are stimulated to stand up for their own rights. Furthermore, an
effort will be made in 2008 to better monitor and evaluate the projects.
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4.7.

Sri Lanka

4.7.1.

Conflict and consequences

Duration of the conflict
The conflict in Sri Lanka began in 1983. A cease-fire was proclaimed
in 2002, but hostilities still continue at the present time.
Nature of the conflict
Ethnic conflict with both political and territorial dimensions. Initially,
the territorial conflict concerned the legitimacy of ethno-political
claims to the North-eastern region of the country. Political struggle about equal individual
and group rights for Tamils and Sinhalese and the right to co-constitute the political system
of the country.
Humanitarian aspects
a
Human Development Index : 99 (2006: 93).

64,000 dead as a result of the civil war; more than one million other victims. 200,000 refugees,
460,000 others

11

are internal refugees. The tsunami at the end of 2004 resulted in the deaths

of more than 30,000 and the displacement of more than a million others.
Child soldiers
The latest statistics from Asian Development Bank showed that between February 2002 and
April 2005, the rebel group LTTE (also known as the ‘Tamil Tigers’) recruited 1,572 child soldiers.
Country’s current phase
The Northern and Eastern regions of the country are still in a state of crisis. The fighting in
these areas continues. In the South, reconstruction began following the 2004 tsunami and
still continues today.

4.7.2.

Problems

Many people in Sri Lanka suffer because of the civil war between the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE, also known as the ‘Tamil Tigers’)
and the government army and from the consequences of the 2004 tsunami.
Children and adolescents form an especially vulnerable group. Particularly in
the districts Batticaloa and Ampara, they are confronted daily with violence,
loss of family members, destruction of houses and schools, and reduced
access to health care and recreation. Their lives have been so fundamentally
changed by the events that they have hardly had the opportunity to enjoy a
‘normal’ childhood. With the expiration of the 2002 ceasefire approaching
(January 2008), surges in violence are anticipated.

11 http://www.internal-displacement.org/countries/srilanka.
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Children in armed groups
Recruitment of children by the Tamil Tigers is a regular occurrence. Rebel
groups visit Tamil households to tell the parents they must supply a child for
the ‘movement’. Children are taken through use of violence if parents do not
co-operate. Children are also regularly kidnapped when they walk to school
or attend festivals in temples. In 2007, the Tamil Tigers were asked to release
all child soldiers under the age of 18 by the end of 2007. However, the
United Nations reports there are still children in the rebel group12.

4.7.3.

Objectives

Objectives of the programme in Sri Lanka in 2007 were:
• Stimulating the healthy psychosocial growth of children and youth
by helping them recover from violent and traumatic experiences;
• Improved access to education and educational services;
• Peace building among the various groups within the community
(Muslims, Tamils and Singhalese).

4.7.4.

Programme description

War Child Holland financially supports the programme of War Child Canada
(WCC) in Sri Lanka. The programme is being conducted in the East and Northeast of Sri Lanka, in the most heavily affected districts of Batticaloa and Ampara
for a period of 20 months. The current programme will be terminated in April
2008. WCC supports two partner organisations in Sri Lanka: Butterfly Peace
Garden and Kalmunai Peace Foundation. They assist children and adolescents,
social workers, parents and caregivers of the children in the project, other
adults via outreach activities, the residents of the camps, the communities
in 90 border villages and social organisations. Border villages are communities
in which different ethnic groups live separately from each other.
Butterfly Peace Garden
Butterfly Peace Garden carries out psychosocial programmes in the relief
camps for tsunami victims in Thiraimadu and Karballa in the province of
Batticaloa. Through creative activities, they stimulate the healthy psychological development of children. The children have been living in the camps
since the tsunami.
Kalmunai Peace Foundation
The Kalmunai Peace Foundation operates in preschools in nine villages in the
Amapara district. Apart from education, peace building is an important component of this project. Muslims and Tamils in the villages live strictly segregated
12 http://www.keralanext.com/news/?id=1163286
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from one another. In the nursery schools, children from the various communities
carry out activities together in order to foster mutual understanding.

4.7.5.

Programme information

Programme cost
s
Spent via self implemented programme
s
Spent via partner programmes
s
War Child active since		

0 (2006: s 21,600*)
0
0 (2006: s 21,600*)
2006

Partner organisations
• Butterfly Peace Garden
• Kalmunai Peace Foundation
Number of staff members
Expatse
Project stafff
Support staffg

0
0
0

* The budget for 2007 (s 21,600) was already transferred to War Child Canada at the end of 2006, which is why s 0 has
been entered in the financial administration.
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Implemented activities

6%

7%

8%

8%
Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb
Training
Community meetings
Information
and awareness activities

24%

Events
Other activities

47%

Number of children, youth and adults reached
REACHED OTHERWISEd

ACTIVELY INVOLVED

PLANNED VS
ACTUAL
(actively involved)

c

%

Children
&
Youth

Children
&
Youth

Adults

Adults

Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb

105

1,257

-

-

-

Training

128

225

-

-

-

Community meetings

104

-

1,043

-

-

Information and
awareness activities

120

120

-

-

-

89

990

165

-

-

108

540

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100

-

40

-

-

3,132

1,248

-

-

Events
Educational activities
Other activities
Training of local staff
TOTALS
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4.7.6.

Evaluation

Butterfly Peace Garden
Butterfly Peace Garden celebrated its 11th birthday this year. Approximately
385 children and adult community members attended the festivities in Batticaloa
town. There were also special events arranged for International Children’s Day,
International Peace Day, cricket matches, Islamic New Year, Christmas, New
Year and International Women’s Day. These celebrations increased awareness
and stimulated peace building within the community.
Security
As a result of the ongoing conflict, there was a large influx of refugee children
into the region in which the programme is conducted. War Child responded
to this by developing and implementing a special programme in the centre of
Thiraimadu for these refugee children. There were 160 children present at this
programme every Thursday and Friday morning.
Another example of a non-planned activity was the implementation of a security
training session for workshop leaders in response to increasing violence in the
area. War Child provided them with security training (what to do in the event
of an attack) and also arranged for workshop leaders to escort children to
school or to the centre in order to ensure the children’s safety. Several other
adjustments have been made by the foundation as Batticaloa has become
increas-ingly violent in the past year:
• Senior workshop leaders from each centre update the main centre
management concerning the current situation or any problems in their
area on a regular basis.
• Children and youth are instructed not to leave their homes during
shooting after the sudden declaration of Hartal, a general strike.
• Workshop leaders and participants are trained how to respond to
shootings while they are in the centre.
Kalmunai Peace Foundation
Even in incredibly difficult circumstances, as many people were displaced by
escalating army attacks in surrounding villages, the centre in Karballa was successfully opened and programmeming there was launched on in March. Among
other things, the foundation organised focus group discussions with children,
parents and community members in each of the border villages. The outcome
of these discussions was a determining factor in developing the structure of the
programme, and as a result it better matched the needs of the group for which
it was intended. Because the war continued and the situation worsened, the
employees organised a session to increase the awareness among the workshop leaders so they could improve their own safety and that of the children.
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Lessons learned
The danger in the region made it difficult for a number of the preschools to
host community activities. In response, War Child made sure only the essential
activities were organised and that no one was put in danger by organising or
attending them. Unfortunately, tensions between the various groups prevented
any community-building activities from taking place in the border villages. The
Kalmunai Peace Foundation has difficulty getting fathers to attend seminars
or parents meetings. It is usually the mothers who attend these activities. In
the future the foundation will concentrate on involving fathers through special
awareness campaigns or by organising sporting events that men are likely to
attend. To continue implementing its programme in 2008, the Kalmunai Peace
Foundation has been conducting local fundraising initiatives, but to date has
not been successful in securing funds.

4.7.7.

Future

Next year will be an important one for War Child in Sri Lanka. The current
programme ends in March 2008. The assessment mission in the first quarter
of 2008 will provide new strategic scenarios and programmematic directions
for our contribution to a relevant, holistic approach through which War Child
Holland and Canada can increase the wellbeing of Sri Lankan children and
youth.
War Child Canada (WCC) wants to promote the Kalmunai Peace Foundation to
the status of partner. The foundation will receive extra funds via a local organisation. Furthermore, the WCC in Sri Lanka wants to establish a legal programme
to support the children and youth at an international and national level, offer
legal assistance and promote the awareness of the children’s rights on a large
scale. It is hoped that this will lead to more consideration being given to these
rights within the communities and within the legal structures.
Given the end of the ceasefire, 2008 may be a turning point for Sri Lankans.
If violence between the Tamil Tigers and government forces does escalate,
it may occasionally be difficult for our programmes to operate smoothly. However now, more than ever, such psychosocial, peace-building (and possibly
legal) programming is absolutely essential. We will therefore make every
effort to continue this work.
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Kosovo

4.8.1.

Conflict and consequences

europE

4.8.

Duration of the conflict
1997 - 1999
Nature of the conflict
Interethnic conflict
Humanitarian aspects
a
Human Development Index : not registered, because Kosovo was

not an officially recognised country in 2007. 15,000 people died
during the conflict. The number of wounded was considerably higher. Large-scale destruction
of schools, houses and infrastructure. Around 800,000 Kosovar Albanian refugees have returned
since the conflict; another 200,000 Kosovar Serbian refugees later returned to their homes.
Child soldiers
There are no indications that the Kosovan army or other militias recruit children.
Country’s current phase
No longer any displaced persons or refugees as result of the armed conflict during the 1990s.
Poverty is increasing; the socio-economic situation is precarious. Kosovo has now entered
a phase in which its political future will be determined. Dissension within the UN Security
Council concerning independence. Little willingness for reconciliation among the Albanian and
Serbian population groups. It is expected that the tension will increase following a declaration
of independence by Kosovo.

4.8.2.

Problems

Intensive peace talks took place in 2007. The UN ambassador who served
as negotiator submitted a formal proposal for the independence of Kosovo.
Representatives of the EU have made a proposal for independence under
supervision of an 1,800-member EU mission to Kosovo. Tensions between
the Serbian-dominated North and the overwhelmingly Albanian South continue.
The ongoing discussions about the status of the province and the possibility
of division fuel the potential for further conflict.
Poverty
Even though eight years have passed since the war in Kosovo, the number of
people living in extreme poverty is increasing. No less than 44% of Kosovans
live in poverty; 14% in extreme poverty. Kosovo is thus considered the poorest
country in the Balkans. This poverty is largely attributable to the high unemployment. Dissatisfaction with the political situation in Kosovo has increased. Existing
institutions are weak and generally highly politicised.
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Children
Many children in Kosovo have behavioural and other problems that are directly
related to their wartime experiences. They may have been witness to the violent
death of a parent, for example. Most children have ‘gaps’ in their development.
This is the result of a lack of regular education during the war and the poor
socio-economic conditions. Many children live in broken families, domestic
violence is widespread and unemployment is high. In addition to this, especially
in the rural areas, the old cultural belief that the education of the children is the
responsibility of the school only, and that parents are mainly responsible for
feeding and clothing their children, is an undermining factor for the psychosocial development of children. Children suffer from hyperactivity, aggression,
extreme shyness, learning problems and a lack of creativity, and they have little
confidence in the future.
Children in armed groups
There are no indications that the Kosovan army or other militias recruit children.

4.8.3.

Objectives

Objectives of the programme in Kosovo in 2007 were:
• Improvement of the education system by training teachers, professionals
and paraprofessionals to use creative and interactive methods in their
work with children and youth;
• Increasing the capability of the World Child Kosova staff to improve the
quality of the activities and to ensure the continuity of the programme.

4.8.4.

Programme description

War Child supports the local organisation in Kosovo, World Child Kosova.
In 1999, War Child began a creative social programme for the Kosovar children
in Albania. Initially, War Child staff provided workshops for children and training
programmes for Kosovar social workers. The latter group founded its own
NGO and continued to work as World Child Kosova. World Child Kosova
has continued to expand, develop and enhance its programmes to cover
new areas like working with teachers, conducting peace-building activities
with youth, organizing community theatre productions and establishing
projects for children with special needs.
Professionals and teachers
The primary goal of World Child Kosova is to train teachers, professionals and
paraprofessionals to employ interactive, creative methods in the education
they provide. They are doing this by changing the old authoritarian, centralised
educational methods through the use of new, creative teaching materials that
stimulate the students to use creative expression, exploration and interaction.
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Furthermore, the use of these methods allowed teachers to better observe the
children’s behaviour. Well-trained teachers contribute to the improvement of
children’s concentration, self-confidence, expressiveness and social interaction
and help reduce aggressive behaviour.
Locations
Primary schools, youth centres and specific places such as the police academy
of Kosovo. The participants came from almost all regions of Kosovo.
Period
War Child has fully supported the World Child Kosova programme for four
years and is now engaged in a capability development programme intended to
make the organisation fully self-supporting and autonomous. In this manner War
Child intends to ensure that the local staff can continue to provide their services
to the Kosovar children and youth in the future. A three-year exit strategy was
developed and implemented, of which 2007 was the last year. Therefore the
fundraising, project management, budgeting and conflict resolution capabilities
of the World Child staff were further developed in 2007. The training was
adapted to the individual needs and capabilities of the various staff members.

4.8.5.

Programme information

Programme cost
s
Spent via self implemented programme
s
Spent via partner programmes
s
War Child active since		

158,581
15,295
143,286
1988

Partner organisations
• World Child Kosova
Number of staff members
Expatse
Project stafff
Support staffg

*

1*
0
0

The country director for Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories also manages the team for Kosovo.
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Implemented activities
2%
2%

Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb
Training

41%

Community meetings

55%

Information
and awareness activities

Number of children, youth and adults reached

(actively involved)

c

%
Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb
Training
Community meetings

REACHED OTHERWISEd

ACTIVELY INVOLVED

PLANNED VS
ACTUAL

Children
&
Youth

Children
&
Youth

Adults

Adults

-

93

10

-

-

120

434

434

7,530

-

-

-

-

-

-

Information and
awareness activities

-

102

6

820

-

Events

-

85

10

-

-

Educational activities

-

-

-

-

-

Other activities
Training of local staff
TOTALS

-

-

-

-

33

3

3

-

-

717

463

8,350

-
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Activities and numbers
The activities were implemented according to plan, without significant problems:
the training and monitoring of the teachers by the three World Child teams
proceeded entirely according to plan. More teachers than planned participated in
the training sessions. This created the expectation that more children would be
reached. However, the number of children reached by the teachers was actually
lower than expected. The true number of children that receive education from
the trained teachers was fewer than estimated at the beginning of the project.

4.8.6.

Evaluation

The past seven years of co-operation have been a period of learning for War
Child. World Child Kosova is a strong local NGO with a unique programme
that has gained an excellent reputation by conducting constructive programmes.
This particularly applies for the training of teachers, peace-building activities
and projects for children with special needs.
Lessons learned
The long-term financial support of World Child Kosova by War Child had both
positive and negative effects. A positive aspect was the strong financial position
of War Child Kosova that allowed staff members to concentrate fully on the activities while being supported by a strong monitoring and evaluation system.
Less positive was the fact that World Child Kosova was highly dependent on the
funds from War Child. Their own fund-raising efforts barely got off the ground. In
the future, War Child should more closely involve large organisations and donors
such as UNICEF, UNDP and UNHCR in its activities so it can later refer its
partner organisations to these organisations for fund-raising once they become
independent.

4.8.7.

Future

Following War Child’s phase out of support for World Child Kosova, it will
continue its activities in the coming years because the projects make a valuable
contribution to the wellbeing of children in Kosovo. This not only applies to
the training project for teachers but also to projects related to peace-building,
culture, awareness of child smuggling and for children with special needs.
World Child Kosova continues to increase its focus on training people who work
with children and youth. The organisation is able to conduct the programmes
without the technical assistance of War Child. During the coming years, the
Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation of the programme must be improved.
The regional War Child representative provided World Child with guidance in
these matters in 2007. If the social and security situation in Kosovo deteriorates,
War Child will assess the possibility of a new programme in the region.
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4.9.

The Netherlands

4.9.1.

Conflict and consequences

Worldwide, there are 20 million refugees of which
25% reside in Europe. During the past two years,
fewer than 10,000 of the refugees sought asylum in
The Netherlands. At the moment, 22,000 people live
in more than 45 asylum seeker reception centres
(25% of the asylum seeker reception centres have
been closed since 2006). Many of the refugees come
from countries where violence and repression are part of everyday life.
These are countries that ‘generate many asylum seekers’ worldwide, such
as Afghanistan, DR Congo, Iraq, Sudan, Somalia and Chechnya. More than
8000 of them are children and adolescents. The General Pardon affects nearly
half of the people currently living in the centres. It is expected that during the
coming years, the number of asylum seeker reception centres and the number
of children and adolescents housed there will remain stable or may even begin
to increase again.

4.9.2.

Problems

Young refugees in the Netherlands live in difficult circumstances. Their home
is an asylum seeker reception centre, where they live in close quarters with
many other families. The past has left an indelible impression on them and their
future is uncertain. Refugees must deal with a number of traumatic experiences
during their lives:
• Violence, war and repression, which ultimately compels them to flee
their homes;
• Being forced to say goodbye to all that was familiar and all that they
held dear, including their homeland, family and friends, home and
possessions, job and social position;
• An uncertain asylum procedure, lack of privacy and involuntary inactivity;
• Starting a new life in a strange land.
Life in an asylum seeker reception centre
A qualitative study of children’s perception of living in asylum seeker reception
centres was conducted in 2003 (Nina de Ruuk and David Ingelby, Utrecht
University). The study showed that the children generally feel the reception
centres are unsafe and boring. They face parents and other asylum seekers
with psychological, psychiatric or physical problems. They are embarrassed by
their impoverished living conditions and feel that their Dutch peers and adults
have little understanding for their situation. This leaves them feeling ‘different’.
Most of the children enjoy going to school, as it serves as a distraction and an
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opportunity to prove their worth. Nevertheless, asylum-seeking children are
still just children: creative children, difficult children, good athletes, talented
musicians, etc. According to article 39 of the Convention on the Rights of the
Child, refugee children require extra care and attention. Just as all children, they
have the right to an environment that is good for their health, self-respect and
development. The children themselves indicate that they primarily want to be
accepted and recognised, to be the same as other children and to belong.

4.9.3.

Objectives

Objectives of the programme in the Netherlands in 2007 were:
• Highlight and improve the psychosocial development of children and
adolescents in asylum seeker reception centres through art-based
projects in the centres;
• Increase the involvement of artists with a refugee background and
established art institutions in the project;
• Increase and inspire the involvement of the Dutch public, which will
contribute to improved social cohesion in the Netherlands.

4.9.4.

Programme description

War Child supports the National Foundation to Encourage Happiness
(Nationale Stichting ter Bevordering van Vrolijkheid or De Vrolijkheid for short).
De Vrolijkheid organises creative activities for children and young people living
in asylum seeker reception centres in the Netherlands. The organisation hopes
to increase the resilience of these young people so they will be able to lead
more balanced lives. Five factors form the focus of the – primarily creative –
workshops and activities: Happiness, Safety, improved Resiliency, giving
shape to their Story and strengthening and building Trust. De Vrolijkheid
strives to achieve this for all the children at least once per week.
Encounters with others (also people from outside the asylum seeker reception
centre), expositions and performances also fulfil the need for recognition and
appreciation. In 2007, among other things, exchange projects were begun
with organisations and companies such as De Baak, the Ministry of the
Interior and solicitors’ office Linklaters. Young refugees also coach
‘employees’; companies adopt an asylum seeker reception centre or
a project and become involved themselves.
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4.9.5.

Programme information

Programme cost
s
(De Vrolijkheid’s total budget in 2007 was s
Spent via self implemented programme		
Spent via partner programmes
s
War Child active since		

100,000
767,800)
100,000
2005

Partner organisations
• Stichting De Vrolijkheid (National Foundation to Encourage Happiness)
Number of staff members
Expatse
Project stafff
Support staffg

-

Activities
In 2007, more than 160 art projects / workshop series were organised in
and around asylum seeker reception centres in the Netherlands.
• 2,400 children and adolescents participated in workshops in 33 asylum
seeker reception centres.
• Refugees and displaced persons were given a voice through artistic
expression and publicity. In collaboration with external partners,
33 expositions, films and performances were organised to involve the
surrounding community in the living experiences of these children.
The children were given the opportunity to demonstrate their talents
and develop self-confidence and trust in their surroundings.
Several examples of this are:
• Exposition of paintings in the city hall of Den Helder addressing the
theme ‘Where do I stand?’ produced by children and adolescents
from the asylum seeker reception centre.
• In collaboration with the ‘the one minutes Jr’ network, a community
that gives a voice to young underprivileged people, a group of young
people made 16 one-minute film clips addressing the theme ‘hospitality’.
The film clips, which, were presented in the cultural centre ‘Nowhere
Amsterdam’, are available via YouTube and have been entered in the
annual international competition for the One Minutes Award for film
clips that are exactly one minute long.
• Theatre performances with self-made decors and costumes in
public places in Drachten.
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These activities reached a total of 17,250 people. An even greater audience
was reached through publicity in the regional and national press and media.
• Exchanges took place between asylum seeker reception centres and
the art world through collaboration with partners from the fields of music,
theatre and expressive art. This year, the emphasis was on musical encounters with various orchestras and ensembles and in mobile ‘minority
museums’ in which artists and children from six asylum seeker reception
centres composed an exposition with the themes ‘Meeting Point’ and
‘This is where I stand’. These were shown in various public libraries
and museums.
• Ten artists with a refugee background were trained to organise art projects
with children and adolescents from asylum seeker reception centres and
their communities.
• A manual was developed for company projects involving refugees and
asylum seekers.
• A method was developed for working with adolescents and on projects
‘for girls only’.
• A youth community was developed for adolescents in asylum seeker
reception centres. A large group of youth from throughout the Netherlands
will participate in projects involving events and company participation. These
youth form a link between the asylum seeker reception centres and society.

4.9.6.

Evaluation

In 2007, there were 8000 children and adolescents living in 45 asylum seeker
reception centres. This year, De Vrolijkheid reached 2,400 children and adolescents in 33 reception centres. These children and adolescents were given
the opportunity to better understand themselves and meet others through
painting, acting, filming and by coaching others. In 2007, via projects based
on the themes ‘Meeting Point’ and ‘This is where I stand’, the Dutch public
was offered a glimpse of the stories, dreams and visions of the children and
artists through film, music and exhibitions.
De Vrolijkheid always evaluates workshops and projects with those involved.
The organisation incorporates conclusions and recommendations into the
planning and development of subsequent activities. For example, practical
experience showed that new techniques were necessary for language-free
projects in asylum seeker reception centres in which many new children live;
for independent activities that allow children to function better, for working
with parents, which has a positive effect on the children (and the parents
themselves), etc. War Child financed part of this De Vrolijkheid programme.
In the Netherlands, De Vrolijkheid provides the management and evaluation
of its programmes.
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War Child receives interim reports and periodically discussed the progress with
employees of De Vrolijkheid.

4.9.7.

Future

In 2008, the projects ‘working independently’ and ‘parent/child’ were developed
further. Following pilots in 2007, this approach was further developed and
implemented in various asylum seeker reception centres. More intense contact
with the children is achieved through these projects. Working with adolescents
to form a bridge between the world of the asylum seekers and society as a
whole also remains a spearhead. This young community is trained and
involved in presentations and projects with companies.
In 2008, a strong emphasis was placed on expanding the local networks.
This network is necessary both as a source of volunteers and for financial
support. De Vrolijkheid strives to be able to offer weekly activities for all
children in asylum centres. Unfortunately, the foundation has no choice but
to work on a project basis. De Vrolijkheid intends to achieve a weekly presence
through additional involvement of the community and by obtaining increased
local and regional support.
In 2008, War Child continues to provide financial support to De Vrolijkheid –
now at a lower level – through a funding of s 50,000. There are two reasons
for this.
• The original idea of the collaboration with De Vrolijkheid was that War Child
would help increase the fundraising capability of De Vrolijkheid. Unfortunately the collaboration has not led to the desired increased fundraising of De
Vrolijkheid. In addition, less progress has been made than initially planned
concerning the intended exchange in the areas of methodology, communications and fundraising. Although consultation and the exchange of knowledge
do take place, it has become apparent that there is no cross-fertilization of
ideas with regard to the development of methodology.
• War Child has had to make a provisional decision concerning the position
of the De Vrolijkheid programme within the entire portfolio. War Child has
decided to give precedence to the interests of children in programme
countries in which War Child is active above the interests of children in
the asylum seeker reception centres in the Netherlands. It is not the intention
of War Child, however, to contend that the work here in the Netherlands is
less important. War Child is of the opinion that, even with a lower contribution, the foundation can play an important role for the children in the Dutch
asylum seeker reception centres and that War Child, among other potential
funding providers, plays a less crucial role in the Netherlands than in other
project countries.
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4.10.

Chechnya

4.10.1.

Conflict and consequences

Duration of the conflict
1994 - 1996, 1999 - present
Nature of the conflict
Struggle for independence; a continuous, low intensity conflict
Humanitarian aspects
a
Human Development Index : not registered, because Chechnya

was not an officially recognised country in 2007.
There are approximately 18,000 registered Chechen Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs)
in neighbouring Ingushetia and another 57,000 in Chechnya itself.
Child soldiers
No figures available
Country’s current phase
Improved security situation. Emergency relief is diminishing and the number of reconstruction
and development programmes is increasing.

4.10.2.

Problems

An autonomous republic within the Russian Federation, Chechnya is situated in
the Northern Caucasus. Since 1994, a violent struggle has raged between the
Russian army and Chechen separatists. The two Chechen wars have resulted
in tens of thousands of deaths, hundreds of thousands of displaced persons
and a completely demolished infrastructure.
During the past few years, the security situation in Chechnya appears to have
stabilised considerably and a growing number of organisations are launching
development programmes. However, the situation in the region is still turbulent
and a lasting political solution to the conflict is yet to be found.
Children
An entire generation of children has been raised in an environment of violence,
fear, humiliation, poverty and hopelessness, which has had a dramatic impact
on their psychosocial development. Despite the improving situation, children,
adolescents and adults often find it difficult to resume a more normal life and to
look to the future with optimism. Feelings of frustration and despondency lead
to alcohol and drug use, domestic violence and aggressive behaviour.
Children in armed groups
According to research conducted by the ‘Coalition to stop the use of child
soldiers’, children younger than 18 are involved in the activities of Chechen
separatist fighters, secession movements and gangs or are members of village
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defensive units. It is also assumed that young Chechen people are used to
conduct suicide attacks13.

4.10.3.

Objectives

Objectives of the programme in Chechnya in 2007 were:
• Increasing the capability of children to deal with psychosocial problems
• Increasing the capability of parents to deal with their psychosocial
problems and to provide better psychosocial support to their children
• Increasing the capability of teachers to interact with their pupils in a
positive manner

4.10.4.

Programme description

Since January 2007, War Child provides the local partner, the Centre for
Psychosocial Rehabilitation of children and Youth (Serlo), with financial support.
This support began as a one year programme. Serlo offers creative psychosocial workshops and individual counselling sessions for children and adolescents at five locations on the outskirts of the Chechen capital, Grozny. The
programme is called ‘Kerch’, which means ‘hearth’ and is associated with
warmth and hominess. Serlo has also hired several psychologists who have
received training from War Child. The Serlo psychologists organise group
workshops and individual counselling for parents. In addition, Serlo holds
training seminars for teachers. They are trained to recognise the children’s
psychological problems, respond adequately and interact with the children
in a positive manner.

4.10.5.

Programme information

Programme cost
s
Spent via self implemented programme
s
Spent via partner programmes
s
War Child active since		

103,461
374
103,087
1997

Partner organisations
• Serlo, Centre for Rehabilitation of Children and Youth
Number of staff members
Expatse
Project stafff
Support staffg

13

-

http://www.rferl.org/featuresarticle/2004/11/20bc6708-4807-4bd8-8b26-763d3ccd2a3d.html
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Number of children, youth and adults reached
(actively involved) c

%
Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb
Training
Community meetings
Information and
awareness activities
Events
Educational activities
Other activities
Training of local staff
TOTALS

4.10.6.

REACHED OTHERWISEd

ACTIVELY INVOLVED

PLANNED VS
ACTUAL

Children
&
Youth

Children
&
Youth

Adults

Adults

61

542

283

-

-

174

0

174

-

-

-

0

0

-

-

100

30

20

400

200

-

0

0

-

-

-

0

0

-

-

59

37

22

-

-

100

0

7

-

-

609

506

400

200

Evaluation

The psychosocial support project at five schools in villages surrounding the
capital Grozny was a new project for local partner organisation Serlo. It took
Serlo more time to complete the preparatory activities than expected. As a
result, fewer children, parents and teachers could be involved in the project
activities than planned.
Preparation
The Serlo team asked teachers to select children whom, in their opinion,
would most benefit from these activities. The challenge was for the Serlo
team to explain to the children that this psychosocial project was not intended
for ‘crazy children’ as some of the children believed, but rather to allow ‘normal’
children to get together in groups to do lots of fun things, discuss different
topics they could choose themselves and eventually strengthen their own
coping mechanisms and those of their teachers.
Creative games
542 children participated in creative psychosocial workshop sessions led by
Serlo psychologists. Each group of approximately 12 children participated three
times a week during a two-month period. As a result of this intensive approach,
the psychologists got to know the children well and won their trust. This enabled
them to achieve an atmosphere of fellowship and mutual support within the
groups. The workshop activities were adapted to the age groups and included
a combination of creative activities (painting, drama, music, storytelling, sports,
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etc), relaxation games, talking and listening. It turned out that after their initial
hesitation most children loved the group sessions and generally gave positive
feedback to the group leaders.
Parents and caregivers
Special workshops were also organised for parents and caregivers of the
children. While games and relaxation exercises were also part of these
sessions, the main activities were discussing topics related to problems
within the family. The Serlo group leaders suggested alternative solutions,
which offered the parents the possibility of improving the atmosphere in the
home, providing better psychosocial support to their children and better
attending to their own psychosocial needs.
The number of parents who applied to participate in these workshops was
much lower than planned. Speaking about personal or psychosocial problems
is not culturally accepted in Chechnya. Nevertheless, during the course of the
year, interest grew as word spread about the positive experiences of previous
participants. Of the 283 workshop participants, only 36 were men. Men are
apparently less able to break with the Chechen cultural taboo against speaking
about personal problems.
Individual counselling sessions
Some of the children attended individual counselling sessions with the Serlo
psychologists. Counselling was also offered to the parents, allowing them to
discuss both their own problems and the problems they encounter with their
children. Once again, participants were mostly mothers; few fathers took
advantage of the opportunity.
Training seminars
The Serlo team organised two training seminars for 174 teachers. Topics
were determined in consultation with the teachers. These included: conflicts
within the school and ways of improving relations among the teachers,
conflicts between teachers and pupils and ways of resolving them, working
with ‘difficult’ and ‘lazy’ children, working with teenagers, and stress suffered
by teachers. Because many teachers themselves struggle with stress and
frustrations, the training sessions always began with a combination of group
discussions and relaxation exercises.
This enabled the teachers to become more open to the difficult and sensitive
topics that were raised and to the occasional request that they let go of their
rigid opinions and pedagogical habits. The trainers encouraged teachers to look
at conflict situations with children from different perspectives. They explained
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that many problems can only be resolved if not only the children but also the
teachers change their behaviour. Teachers expressed great satisfaction with
the training sessions and requested that the Serlo team continue to provide
them in the future.
Special telephone line
Lastly, a special telephone line was established. This service enabled both children
and adults to make a free, anonymous call to speak with a psychologist for advice
and support. In this case, too, the cultural threshold prevented the target group
from making use of this service. In the future, War Child must more thoroughly
investigate whether such new initiatives are suitable.

4.10.7.

Future

War Child continues to support partner organisation Serlo. In 2008, the project
will be expanded to include one new school in a more remote part of Chechnya.
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Colombia

4.11.1.

Conflict and consequences

South america

4.11.

Duration of the conflict
44 years, the current conflict began in 1964
Nature of the conflict
Internal conflict with multiple actors: guerrilla groups, paramilitary
organisations, government troops and criminal (drug-trafficking)
organisations.
Humanitarian aspects
Human Development Indexa: 75 (2006: 70) There were between 1,9 and 3,9 million IDPs
14
(more than one million children) between 1985 and 2007 . In 2007, 486 kidnappings took

place (a decline of 200 compared to 2006)

15

and 13% of the land was cultivated with coca16.

17
In 2006, 1,106 people were killed or injured by landmines .

Child soldiers
Between 11,000 and 14,000 children were recruited as combatants by various armed groups.
Country’s current phase
Development phase, however, many regions are in a state of chronic emergency / crisis.

4.11.2.

Problems

Colombia is a relatively well developed country. The unequal distribution of
wealth and high unemployment, however, leaves many children growing up in
poverty and thus with a deeply rooted feeling of injustice and powerlessness.
This makes them easy prey for recruitment by armed groups. As a result of
the protracted civil war, many children have been witnesses to, victims of or
even perpetrators of violence. As a result of violence, more than one million
Colombian children have had to leave their homes and have been confronted
with poverty, lack of access to education and health care, psychological stress
and child labour. The long conflict has made peaceful coexistence an unknown
concept for several generations of Colombians and has created a permanent
feeling of insecurity and distrust among the population. This greatly affects the
relationships among people and the social structure of the Colombian society.

14 The estimate of the Columbian government is lower; that of human rights group CODHES is higher. http://www.internaldisplacement.org/idmc/website/countries.nsf/(httpEnvelopes)/CC05B30C4C94EC96802570B8005A7090?OpenDo
cument
15 Office of the Vice President: http://www.derechoshumanos.gov.co/index.php?newsecc=observatorio
16 US Office of National Drug Control Policy: http://www.whitehousedrugpolicy.gov/international/colombia.html
17 Landmine Monitor 2007: http://www.icbl.org/lm/2007/
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Children in armed groups
Children risk being recruited by illegal armed groups, especially in rural areas
where combat regularly occurs and in the poor outskirts of the cities. Various
illegal armed groups kidnap children or force families to ‘supply’ a child in exchange for protection. Children also join armed groups ‘voluntarily’ because of
the hopeless situation in which they live. Extreme poverty, lack of education and
jobs, the threat of being murdered, domestic violence and abuse make it seem
somewhat attractive to join armed groups.

4.11.3.

Objectives

Objectives of the 2007 programme in Colombia were:
• Provide support to activities conducted by local partners that promote
the wellbeing of children and stimulate a culture of peace;
• Promote and advocate for children’s rights;
• Develop support for War Child for the benefit of the overall programme;
• Increase capacity of local partners to conduct activities, manage their
organisations, and raise funds.

4.11.4.

Programme description

War Child supports projects of local relief organisations focused on children
and adolescents between the ages of 5 and 20 who have been affected by the
conflict. The organisations and War Child share the same creative approach.
War Child enters partnerships with these organisations in order to develop
their capacity in a sustainable manner.
Three types of projects receive support from War Child:
1. prevention and peace-building projects intended to reduce the
recruitment of children and adolescents by illegal armed groups
and promote a culture of peace,
2. projects which contribute to the reintegration of ex-child soldiers,
3. advocacy projects that promote children’s rights and contribute
to positive, sustainable policy change.
Target groups
The projects focus on ex-child soldiers, displaced children and children that
are at risk of being recruited by armed groups as well as teachers, parents
and caregivers, the community and policy makers.
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Locations
The projects are implemented in areas where the conflict is particularly intense,
which are welcoming displaced families, where children and adolescents are
frequently being recruited into armed groups, where reception centres for
ex-child soldiers are located and where there is no duplication of work by
other international relief organisations.
Phase of the programme
War Child is striving to strengthen and progressively expand its programme in
Colombia. War Child’s priorities for 2007-2009 are: 1. to professionalize the
support offered to its local partners in order to increase their capacity, 2. to
identify new partners and alternative sources of funding to support the increase
in number or size of projects supported, 3. to design an advocacy strategy and
support its partners’ advocacy efforts.

4.11.5.

Programme information

Programme cost
s
Spent via self implemented programme
s
Spent via partner programmes
s
War Child active since		

612,718
121,220
491,498
2005

Partner organisations
• Taller de Vida (prevention)
• Taller de Vida / FEAP (re-integration of ex-child soldiers)
• Corporación Juan Bosco (prevention)
• Corporación Juan Bosco (re-integration)
• Minga (prevention)
• Fundación Dos Mundos (prevention)
• Rayuela (peace-building)
• Disparando Cámaras para la Paz (prevention) until August 2007
• Coalición (advocacy)
Number of staff members
Expatse
Project stafff
Support staffg

1
0
2
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Implemented activities

Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb

30%
38%

Training
Community meetings
Information
and awareness activities
Events
Educational activities

3%
2%

Other activities

6%
2%

19%

Number of children, youth and adults reached

(actively involved)

c

%
Creative and sports workshops /
Life Skills coursesb

REACHED OTHERWISEd

ACTIVELY INVOLVED

PLANNED VS
ACTUAL

Children
&
Youth

Children
&
Youth

Adults

Adults

176

6,633

289

-

-

Training

146

236

619

1,103

1,341

Community meetings

108

1,004

1,083

-

-

49

1,005

632

2,114

1,581

Events

41

1,877

591

2,262

1,595

Educational activities

25

334

516

-

-

Other activities

23

297

422

2,529

466

-

0

0

-

-

11,386

4,152

8,008

4,983

Information and
awareness activities

Training of local staff
TOTALS
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Activities and numbers
For 2007, considerable growth was expected in the number of partnerships,
projects, activities and participants. As a whole, the budget and the number
of activities and reached participants did, indeed, grow. The expansion of the
total programme, however, was not as extensive as expected.
First of all, the contract with one of the partner organisations, Disparando
Cámaras para la Paz (DCP), was ended in August 2007. As a result of internal
conflicts of interest, the DCP project team stepped down, which precluded the
continued implementation of the programme. The contract with partner CAP/
Rayuela was reviewed and the scope of activities expanded; however, this did
not sufficiently compensate for the termination of DCP’s contract.
Secondly, the selection of new partners, and thus the intended growth, was
delayed by a change of War Child’s representative in Colombia. There was also
a delay in developing the Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation (PM&E) capacity
of partners and providing them with tools for creative and psychosocial support.
The change of War Child staff did not affect the implementation of activities by
our current partners.

4.11.6.

Evaluation

Capability of partner organisations
In accordance with its strategy for Colombia, War Child further strengthened
the partnerships with existing local partners in 2007. We improved their
capabilities in the areas of human resources management and the use of
sports as a means to improve psychosocial wellbeing.
In November 2007, an investigation was conducted into partnerships involving
co-operation with ICCO-Kerk in Actie (interchurch organisation for development co-operation), the Red Cross and War Child. Partners have reported
that the partnership established with War Child is one of trust and equality.
The continuous input from the War Child Representative, regular training
and dialogue contributed to the progressive improvement of the projects.
Psychosocial wellbeing and children’s rights
All partners made substantial contributions to the psychosocial wellbeing of
the children and in advocating for children’s rights. During activities such as
community meetings, photo expositions, street performances, theatre productions and other events, nearly 6000 children, 5000 adolescents and more than
4000 adults were informed about children’s rights.
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In addition, they were given the opportunity to express themselves and were
given the means to improve their resiliency, self-confidence and communication
skills. In general, evaluation reports indicated a positive effect.

4.11.7.

Future

In 2008, War Child will continue working with its current partners in Colombia
and select new partners. In order to support its growth, War Child will be
looking for alternative sources of funding within the country.
During 2008, partners and teachers will be trained in the use of creative means
for improving the psychosocial wellbeing of children (I DEAL methodology).
During the second semester, a PM&E workshop will be held. The partners’
methods will be systematised and documented. This will result in a library of
information that will facilitate exchanges among the partners.
Children’s rights
In line with the country strategy, children’s rights will increasingly serve as the
basis for projects and awareness-raising activities. War Child will develop its
advocacy strategy, increasingly take a position in debates on children’s rights
issues and present its ideas via various platforms.
Although change of staff at War Child does not affect the implementation of
the projects by our partners, it creates disruption in the capability-building
and programme development of the partners. In the future, the change of
a War Child representative should therefore be anticipated in a way that
ensures continuity.
Security
Considering the security situation developments in the country that have led
Bogotá to become safer during the past few years, while other regions have
become less safe, the security policy will be revised in 2008.
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Development of
Methodology

Psychosocial aid to children living in war-affected areas is a relatively young field
still being developed worldwide. Big cultural differences and the fact that consequences of conflicts show wide variations per region, make the development
of methodology a complex matter. Development of methodology serves two
purposes: improving the efficiency and effectiveness of programmes and more
transparency in reporting.

5.1.

Aims and results

War Child’s main aims and results in the field of development of methodology
for 2007 are:

The policy framework and activities in the fields of education, peace
building, advocacy, approach of rights and the protective factors have
been further elaborated and applied in the programmes.
Education
After the production of the stocktaking document ‘State of the Art on
Education’ in 2006, an education policy was determined in 2007, which
directs the educational programmes in the various countries. An expert
on education has also helped to give the educational programmes in DR Congo
and Sierra Leone more structure and content. For example, extensive research
was conducted in DR Congo into the abilities of local partner organisations
which offer educational programmes to marginalised children. On the basis
of this research a training programme was developed.
Advocacy
In 2007, a so-called ‘Statements Framework’ was developed. In this plan
War Child’s first steps in the world of advocacy are outlined. On top of that
both in programme countries and in The Netherlands, various workshops
were held and discussions organised focussing on the subject of the rights
of the child and advocacy. On the basis of those discussions it was decided
to develop an integrated policy. In Afghanistan, Israel and the Occupied
Palestinian Territory programmes were initiated from a Child Rights approach.
Peace building
War Child has made an extensive work of reference about peace building.
An exploratory document was also produced, which established the position
of War Child vis-à-vis this subject, together with recommendations for further
development.
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Knowledge is systematically documented and made available
organisation wide.
2007 was first and foremost a year for the further development of materials in
the field of ‘life skills’ (general skills such as working together, listening, leadership and resolving conflicts) and the development of the child. The methods
used were further standardised. For example the ‘I DEAL’ package, developed
in 2006, was improved and extended in 2007. I DEAL is a programme for creative
workshop sessions to improve ‘life skills’ of 10-to-14-year-olds. On top of that
the package was complemented with BIG DEAL, modules for 15-to-20-year-olds.
Focussing on the subject ‘development of the child’ we worked on an extensive
training package that links the theory and the practice of daily field work. The
training is especially intended for local officers and officers of partner organisations who work with children on a daily basis.

The abilities of programme workers in the field have been
further developed.
Headquarters is in continuous contact with the field for advice, input and
adjust-ment. In 2007, officers regularly received supplementary trainings in
development of strategy, rights-based approach, advocacy, Planning,
Monitoring and Evaluation (PM&E), research into needs, measuring effect
and the application of drama and sport. The PM&E system led to qualitatively
better programme strategies, project proposals and reports in 2007.

The effect of aid programmes was determined and programmes
were adjusted accordingly. Suitable instruments for determining
effect were further developed.
In 2007, the results of determining effect in Sierra Leone became available.
They provided a better insight into the efficacy of the support given (see frame).
The results of the research in Uganda (see paragraph 4.2), for instance, led
to adjustments in the creative workshop programme and to a proposal for the
development of a new measuring instrument.
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Results determining effects in Sierra Leone
Towards the end of 2006, a third and final measurement was made in a long-term research into
the effect of the community programme in Sierra Leone. This measurement was done on the
basis of qualitative, participatory methods. They are suitable to having people tell in their own
words in what way the War Child programme contributed to changes in daily life.
The main results are:
• Awareness in the field of the rights of the child has increased considerably. By the end of
the programme the vast majority of the community is well aware of the rights of children.
Children experience more support, are more often allowed to participate in assemblies
and join in activities. They can express their opinions and they are heard.
• Harmony in the communities is improved. More positive communication and respectful
interaction between children and adults have developed. A reduction of violence is also
noticeable.
The research report ‘Let pikin bisniss be all men bisniss’ can be downloaded from
www.warchildholland.org/publications

In 2007, the Foundation Frijling Prins Fonds honoured a proposal for the development of a new measuring instrument for creative and participatory exercises. A
counselling committee, comprising experts from various disciplines, helps the
team to develop the instrument in the next two years. A manual was also written,
in which the experiences of War Child in the fields of monitoring, evaluation and
research were summarised and in which the targets for the coming years were
laid down. In 2007, War Child also collaborated in the production of an article
in the field of evaluation and measuring effect within the psychosocial domain
for the international magazine ‘Intervention’. This article will be published at
the beginning of 2008.

The programmes in Sudan (2004-2006) and Uganda (2005-2007)
have been evaluated.
The evaluations have taken place and the results are presented in chapter 4
in the countries concerned.

(Inter)national co-operations have been further expanded.
The active maintenance and build up of (inter)national networks is important for
the exchange of knowledge and experience, but also, for instance, for research
and advocacy. Below follows a survey of co-operations in 2007. The partner
organisations with which War Child collaborates for the implementation
of aid are mentioned in chapter 4.
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5.2.

Co-operations

Co-operations with international organisations

partner

alliance/aim

additional value

colombia Platform

Member of the
platform (since 2006)
Influencing policy of
Dutch and colombian
government.

on top of the regular
contributions the consultations within the platform,
War child took part in the
round table consultations
with the Dutch embassy
and various members from
the diplomatic, governmental
and non-governmental
sectors in colombia in
Bogotá in 2007.

Interagency network on
education in emergencies
(Inee). among other things,
the Inee has developed
standards for education in
emergency situations and
offers trainings in this field.

Member of the
network/exchange of
knowledge and
experience.

War child’s policy in the field
of education was well
received by the Inee and
judged to be a very relevant
addition to the work done by
other members. Information
and knowledge from the
network has been gathered
by War child and spread
through the organisation
where relevant.

People in aid

Member of the
network/
Gathering knowledge,
developing policy,
trainings.

Gathering knowledge at
international network
meetings and trainings.
War child participates in
preparing an international
conference “spotlight on
culture” about managing
cultural diversity.

Psychosocial support centre
of the International federation
of Red cross (IfRc) and the
Danish Red cross.

co-operation/
contributions
regarding exchange of
knowledge and
information.

Providing information for a
website sharing knowledge
and documentation in the
field of psychosocial
programmes.
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Co-operations with Dutch organisations

partner

alliance/aim

additional value

Department of foreign
affairs-Development aid

Mfs organisation/
enhancing capacity of
organisations in (post)
conflict areas

The Department finances by
means of its Joint financing
system (Mfs) War child’s
Global capacity enhancement
Programme for organisations
in (post)conflict areas.
War child also participates in
the related Peace & security
community of similar
Dutch organisations for the
exchange of knowledge and
experience, and communal
policy development.

capacity building in
developing countries (Pso)

Member of the
community/ exchange
of knowledge and
finance in the field of
capacity building of
organisations in
developing countries.

besides financing Pso
brings War child into contact
with similar Dutch organisations for the structural
exchange of knowledge and
experience by means of
so-called learn Work
Trajectories.

IIcD – International Institute
for communication and
Development

co-operation/
Developing and
supporting joint IcT
related project
activities.

Providing expertise in the field
of the use of IcT in the
programme in Uganda.
sharing knowledge about the
development and implementation of local programmes,
building partner capacity.
sharing experience in
communication, marketing
and the establishment of
co-operative structures.

centre for safety and
Development (csD)

Partnership/ Training;
exchange and
development of
knowledge in the field
of security.

csD gives security trainings
for senior field and
headquarters officers.
The specifically purpose-made
content of these trainings is
jointly developed and
evaluated for further adjustments and improvements.
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partner

alliance/aim

additional value

Dutch coalition ‘Stop the use
of child soldiers’

Member of the
co-operation/
Exchange of
knowledge and
information and joint
campaigns.

In a wider and collective
setting getting policy makers
to tackle the problem of child
soldiers and to bring this
problem to the attention of the
public at large.

Education 2015:
Knowledge forum for
Education in (post) conflict
areas (Schokland/Project
2015)

Member of the
co-operation/
Exchange of
knowledge and
experience and joint
development of
projects.

Exchange of knowledge and
experience and joint
development of projects.
Contributed to the
development of a declaration
of intent and project proposal
concerning access to and
quality of education in Sudan,
Afghanistan and Colombia.

Knowledge network Peace,
Security and Development
(Schokland/Project 2015)

Member of the
knowledge network/
Exchange of
knowledge and joint
development of
projects.

Contributed to the
development of a declaration
of intent and project proposal
“More than the sum of the
components” concerning the
exchange of knowledge
among organisations working
in the so-called ‘fragile
states’.

People Building Peace
(Dutch coalition)

Member of the steering
committee/ Support in
The Netherlands for
peace activities and
influencing policy of
Dutch politics.

The coalition is a unique
co-operation of some 50
organisations (Trade unions,
peace organisations,
development organisations)
engaged in various ways with
the subject of ‘peace and
conflict’.

Partos

Member of the
network/ Exchange for
organisations focussed
on international
co-operation.

Exchanging knowledge and
sharing experience
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partner

alliance/aim

additional value

Dutch coalition ‘Stop the use
of child soldiers’

Member of the
co-operation/
Exchange of
knowledge and
information and joint
campaigns.

In a wider and collective
setting getting policy makers
to tackle the problem of child
soldiers and to bring this
problem to the attention of the
public at large.

Education 2015:
Knowledge forum for
Education in (post) conflict
areas (Schokland/Project
2015)

Member of the
co-operation/
Exchange of
knowledge and
experience and joint
development of
projects.

Exchange of knowledge and
experience and joint
development of projects.
Contributed to the
development of a declaration
of intent and project proposal
concerning access to and
quality of education in Sudan,
Afghanistan and Colombia.

Knowledge network Peace,
Security and Development
(Schokland/Project 2015)

Member of the
knowledge network/
Exchange of
knowledge and joint
development of
projects.

Contributed to the
development of a declaration
of intent and project proposal
“More than the sum of the
components” concerning the
exchange of knowledge
among organisations working
in the so-called ‘fragile
states’.

People Building Peace
(Dutch coalition)

Member of the steering
committee/ Support in
The Netherlands for
peace activities and
influencing policy of
Dutch politics.

The coalition is a unique
co-operation of some 50
organisations (Trade unions,
peace organisations,
development organisations)
engaged in various ways with
the subject of ‘peace and
conflict’.

Partos

Member of the
network/ Exchange for
organisations focussed
on international
co-operation.

Exchanging knowledge and
sharing experience
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partner

alliance/aim

additional value

Tno

co-operation for the
project ‘serious
gaming’

co-operation to develop the
‘serious gaming’ project in
Uganda, as part of the
programme ÍcT for education
and peace’.

stenden University (former
cHn – leeuwarden)

Member of the
advisory committee/
co-designer of the
new Higher Vocational
education stream

stenden University is
developing a Higher
Vocational education stream
for Humanitarian assistance
Management, in which War
child advises about
implementation and form. In
this way in due course the
possibility will have been
created for students both
from The netherlands and
abroad to get a professional
HVe in Humanitarian
assistance Management.

In order to promote knowledge about children in war conditions War Child
collaborated in guest lectures, seminars, congresses and trainings in 2007.
Some examples:
• Online conference of Equal in Rights
• Guest lecture at the Free University of Amsterdam: optional course
‘Health Care and Peace Issues’
• Presentation for ISAGA Conference (International Simulation and
Gaming Association)
• Workshop for ICCYS (International Centre for Child and Youth Studies)
• Presentation at international conference “Performing the World”
in New York.

5.3.

Lessons learned

In 2007, it appeared that more time and discussion is needed within the themes
peace building, children’s rights and advocacy in order to come to organisation
wide policy. When the new organisational structure that was worked on in 2007
is in place, these themes will be further elaborated. New insights from these
themes and developments within the humanitarian field also proved to demand
discussions regarding War Child’s mission and mandate. To this end recommendations were made by methodology to the Management Team.
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Finally, more ‘hands on’ support is needed in the programme countries in
the field of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation (PM&E). To achieve this,
the various specialists will pay extensive working visits to the field.

5.4.

Future

As a result of the organisational developments (see chapter 9) methodology’s
role within War Child will be adjusted. The methodology specialists will be
working closely together with the specialists on subjects such as partnerships
and security. The main aims concerning the development of methodology for
2008 are:
• Further determination of policy regarding advocacy, peace building and
the Child Rights approach of the rights of the child, and their application
in the programmes;
• Review and development of documentation and training programmes in
the field of psychosocial methodology, child and community development;
• Development of measuring methods for War Child programme in the
long term (until 2010);
• Elaboration and implementation of a multi-year research plan into
War Child measuring instruments;
• Further development of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation systems
in the field;
• Further elaboration and application of the programmes ‘I DEAL’
and ‘BIG DEAL’;
• Exchange of knowledge and experience by (extending) (inter)national
co-operations.
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How does War Child measure results, effect and impact of its programmes?
Measuring result
Every year War Child meticulously records the results of all programmes by means of the
organisation wide Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation system. Whether the results have been
achieved War Child determines on the basis of observations and interviews with beneficiaries,
people in their immediate surroundings and by means of focus groups. These are groups
of people in a community who evaluate and discuss certain activities. Apart from measuring
War Child results, reports from other organisations, statistics produced by governments,
schools and other bodies also provide information about programme results.
Evaluation
At the end of a programme (sometimes of more than one year) not only is the annual measuring
of results done, but an extensive final evaluation is also performed, in which not only the results
of the support are considered but also the financing, efficiency of the programme and personnel
matters. Interim evaluations of this kind also take place for long term projects.
Measuring effect
For the development and continuous improvement of War Child’s programmes it is important
that War Child gains insight into the concrete effects of its aid on the psychosocial wellbeing of
children. However, indicators of psychosocial wellbeing are variable, hard to quantify, subjective
and culturally different. Together with other organisations providing psychosocial support and
scientific institutes, War Child is working on suitable measuring instruments and their practical
applications in its own range of activities. This kind of activity will, however, remain subordinate
to War Child’s most important task: supporting children in project countries.
Impact
War Child is convinced that healthy, happy and well-balanced children increase the chances for
a peaceful and stable community. However, the impact (the long term effect, around some five
to ten years further on) of psychosocial aid on the community cannot, or only with great difficulty,
be measured. Many different factors, especially factors outside the sphere of influence of aid
organisations, have an impact on a peaceful community.
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Communications
and fundraising

In 2007, the theme ‘child soldiers’ formed an important part of the communications by War Child. War Child has become the pioneer to draw worldwide
attention to the inhuman situation of child soldiers and to call upon various
target groups to do something: it is the task of politicians to put this problem
high on the (international) agenda; it is the task of the press to pay attention
to the problem and thus inform the Dutch public; it is the task of War Child
ambassadors to activate people and of its supporters to give support. The
Child Soldiers Campaign was given a full launch in 2007 in a press conference
and a press presentation. In addition, and by means of other (formal) channels
of communication, this theme was given extensive attention (see paragraph
6.3.7 for further information on the Child Soldiers Campaign)

6.1.

Social developments

Furthermore in 2007, it seems as if less attention is paid to war-affected areas,
unless the Netherlands are militarily involved, as in Afghanistan. For years now,
the media have been discussing the reduction of foreign news and a kind of
‘Africa weariness’ is mentioned. Just as in 2006 the number of local and private
aid initiatives increased. People are less prepared to give to (relatively) big,
well-known organisations such as War Child, because they want to be more
directly involved and they want to see clearly where the money ends up. In
order to satisfy this demand War Child reacted by (1) bringing its work closer
to the public by personal stories in photo reports and films, (2) making it easier
for private individuals and companies to sponsor specific projects, (3) the
personal approach of ambassadors such as Marco Borsato and (4) using
the interactive and expressive powers of new media.
Contrast
An image and advertising research project sponsored by Interview-NSS shows
that War Child has a good image and an assisted recognition of the name of
93%. However, in the earnings listings War Child takes 71st place. In other
words, the organisation’s earnings are in contrast to its recognition. In 2007,
there were also many conflict areas where children are in dire need of War
Child support. War Child has the capacity and the ambition to grow in the field,
so that these children can also be helped, therefore, increasing the involvement
and the growth of this Dutch support was an important spearhead. See 6.8 for
growth figures in this area.
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6.2.

Guidelines

In 2007, War Child applied the following guidelines in its communications
and fundraising.
Information
• Security and privacy of children will not be threatened;
• Sources will be mentioned or made available
• Text and photography will always represent reality;
• Prior to publication, communications are always checked as
regards content by those concerned (for instance, programme
managers at headquarters or Country Directors in the field).
Fundraising
• Fundraising is not done at the expense of other aid organisations;
• The mission of company sponsors may not conflict with the mission
of War Child;
• In actions environment and society will be taken into account as far
as possible;
• In communications for actions (including those organised by
third parties) War Child’s role must always be clear as must
the contribution to War Child;
• War Child draws up conditions for companies and private individuals who
support War Child and/or organise actions. War Child sees to it that these
conditions are upheld and will frequently check the use of War Child’s name
and logo. Commercialization of the brand ‘War Child’ is thus prevented.
Positive communication versus urgency
An important starting point of the work and the communication of War Child
is positivity. In image and text we always emphasise the strength of the child,
instead of depicting the child in the role of victim. This entails the risk, however,
that our public might get the idea that support is less urgently needed, because
the children we show are obviously doing well. That is why in stories and
portraits War Child reports as far as possible on what these children have
been through and what War Child has meant for them. In this way War Child
continues to emphasise the urgency of the problem.

6.3.

Review of communications

In 2007, War Child reached a vast public by means of various publications, the
organisation of events and free publicity, in which the Child Soldiers Campaign
drew the greatest attention (see paragraph 6.7 for statistics). It contributed
to War Child’s reliability and expertise in the field of children in conflict areas
and child soldiers.
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Child Soldiers Campaign
In 2007, War Child started the campaign ‘Child Soldiers’ because worldwide
there are still around 300,000 child soldiers active in armed bands. During the
first phase, in 2007, the problem was brought to the attention of the public; in
2008 War Child intends to go more deeply into what it does for child soldiers.
Press conference
On April 10, War Child kicked off the campaign with a press conference in
Nieuwspoort in The Hague. At this conference the report ‘Child Soldiers,
the shadow of their existence’ was presented to the Minister of Development
Aid, Mr Bert Koenders. NOS news, RTL news, Radio 1 news and the World
Service among other media, devoted some time to this. Total number of people
reached: 672,000 (TV) + 1,5 million (radio).
Press presentation
On September 21, the international Day of Peace, Ishmael Beah, former child
soldier and author of the bestseller ‘A Long Way Gone’ came to Holland for the
promotion of his book. Together with Sijthoff Publishers, War Child organised a
round table discussion in Pakhuis de Zwijger chaired by TV anchor Matthijs van
Nieuwkerk. Around the table were seated Ishmael Beah, Kon Kelei (a former
child soldier from Sudan and information officer of War Child) and War Child
methodology specialist Ans de Jager. TV programmes Netwerk, 4 in ‘t land, the
dailies ‘Trouw’ and ‘De Volkskrant’, and Radio 1 News reported on the content
of the discussion. Total number of people reached: 1.4 million (TV only). All in
all the printed media published 70 articles on child soldiers.
Commercial campaign
In 2007, War Child started a commercial campaign to bring the problem
of child soldiers to the attention of the public at large and to activate people
to do something against it. The campaign, which was funded entirely by
sponsoring, consisted of:
• A television commercial aired on 9 TV channels;
• A cinema commercial, shown in 32 cinemas;
• A printed advertisement, published in 6 national magazines;
• A bus shelter poster;
• A radio commercial;
• Electronic direct mail.
Own means of communication
On top of this in the following War Child means of communication
attention was paid to the campaign:
• The newsletter Peace of Paper (3x annually);
• The email newsletter Peace of Post (12x annually);
• A web special (3,000 hits per month) with the aim to raise funds
(donation module, tell-a-friend movie short, banner campaign);
• A special Child Soldiers page on the general website;
• A summary of the Annual Report 2006 (edition 120,000).
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Other highlights in 2007 were:
Decoration
In January, War Child founder Ms Willemijn Verloop was decorated by the
mayor of Amsterdam, Mr Job Cohen, as an Officer in the Order of Oranje
Nassau for her merits for children in war-affected areas and for involving the
Dutch public in this cause. EenVandaag News, the daily Algemeen Dagblad and
the ANP reported. Total number of people reached: about 3 million (estimate).
Schokland
On June 30, War Child participated in the event ‘The Agreement of Schokland’
(Project 2015) which was organised in the name of the minister for Development Aid. All sorts of organisations signed the accord expressing the intention
to reach millennium development targets in 2015. Marco Borsato did this in the
name of War Child and was interviewed by NOS news, Youth news and Radio
1 news. Total number of people reached: about 2 million (estimate).
Transparency Prize
Once again, War Child was awarded the Transparency Prize. After having
received a nomination in 2005, and winning this Prize in 2006, War Child once
again won the prize for the most insightful annual report in the category ´large
institutions´ and over all. The prize is awarded to the charitable institution with
the clearest reporting. The innovative online annual report on www.jaarverslagwarchild.nl (in Dutch) and the chapter ´risk assessment´, among other things,
contributed to the winning of this prize.
New website
In April 2007, the new corporate Dutch website (www.warchild.nl) was
launched. The new website is more extensive than the previous one, it
makes more use of photos and films, and offers employees of War Child the
possibility to place articles themselves (news from projects, announcements
and reports of actions and vacancies). Furthermore, it informs and activates
visitors for instance to subscribe to a newsletter, to download reports, to
make donations, to organise and become active or to become a ‘Friend’.

6.4.

Target groups in The Netherlands

In The Netherlands War Child distinguishes between four target groups
for communications and fundraising.
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6.4.1.

Private individuals

Percentage of our Friends, supporters, donors and prospects as to post code areas
The support of War Child is mainly found in the urban agglomeration of Western Holland. The largest group of Friends
is characterised by a high level of education and prosperity, higher than standard income and high social class, social
awareness, living in highly urbanised areas, generous donors, greatly interested in culture, the arts and politics.
(source: Cendris)

In 2007, a relatively young target group – from 20 to 45 years old – was
primarily targeted by War Child in its communications and fundraising. The
aim of fundraising this year was to maintain and increase support. In 2007,
(sponsored by target group advisory agency Cendris) an analysis was made
as to the composition of and the changes in War Child’s group of donors.
This showed that in comparison with 2004, the profile of War Child donors
has remained practically the same. By means of a more specific research
into the needs of its support, War Child wishes to gain greater insight into
the donor’s need for communication, in order to gear its means even better
to the wishes of target groups.

6.4.2.

Companies

The importance of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in trade and industry
is increasing. An alliance with a charitable institution often forms part of this.
The companies allied with War Child range form one-man businesses to
multinationals. They are all just as valuable to War Child. Apart from the
financial support they offer, they help War Child with product and expertise
sponsoring. War Child uses the companies’ expertise and can thus keep its
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own expenditure very low. Companies can realise their CSR-policy in a
distinct-ive and creative way, with the assistance of War Child. To as great
an extent as possible, War Child maintains one-on-one contacts with its trade
and industry sponsors. The staff and customers are involved in the work of
War Child by means of information, music workshops in the companies up to
attending the Friends of War Child concert. War Child pursues long-term relationships with all partners in order to be able to finance projects for a long time.
Examples
In 2007, telecommunications company Orange (now T-Mobile), main sponsor
of War Child, collaborated in the field project ICT4Peace, on top of its regular
sponsoring. In Northern Uganda children get into contact with each other by
means of computers, and they can gather information by means of the internet.
This pilot project was meant to start in 2006, but because of delayed external
financing it was only started in 2007. In 2008, it will be determined whether
this project is to be continued.
Last year, Ben & Jerry’s received the SponsorRing for its alliance with War
Child. The SponsorRing is annually awarded to the most distinctive sponsor
case. Ben & Jerry’s has been loyal partners to War Child ever since it was
founded and also organises events together with War Child.

6.4.3.

Kids

In 2007, a strategy was developed for the coming years for the kids-target
group (children aged 7 to 12). Children are very concerned with the fate of
their peers in other countries. They are therefore interested in War Child and
open to actions. War Child helps them to get involved in the work it does in
project countries.
The kids-target group was reached through Internet, during events and actions
and in articles in the media. The Dutch website www.kidsforwarchild.nl offers
information for children and teachers: e-cards, games, assignments, talks and
two new sets of lessons for primary school. In the past year, digital newsletters
were sent to children on ten occasions. The number of children receiving
these letters rose from 500 in January to 5,000 in December. This rise can
be explain-ed by the fact that during events for children in 2007, War Child
specifically requested that they leave behind their email addresses. Finally, in
2007, information officers gave 104 presentations at schools.
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Events and actions
On the International Day of Peace on 21 September, 6,000 children and kids
ambassador Jetske van den Elsen took part in a Peace Parade and a Peace
Party in the digital Habbo Hotel. In Uganda, Sudan, DR Congo and Sierra
Leone children were active in local marches and festivals for peace. In
December, the action ‘Speel Goed met Geld’ (Play well with money) was
organised in collaboration with Dutch bank Postbank. Children were able to
buy and sell toys on a website, and all proceeds went to War Child. This site
was visited 34,062 times. This event provided high visibility on account of a
broadcast on the Children’s News and in a special show of children’s network,
Nickelodeon, as well as in a number of national newspapers and trade journals.
Finally War Child won the second prize this year in the Kids Choice Awards
(an award in various categories, chosen by children) and thus was awarded
s 60,000 in gross broadcasting time on Nickelodeon.

6.4.4.

Other aid organisations and partners

War Child presents itself to other aid organisations, universities and
colleges, centres of knowledge and platforms; the aim of which is to exchange
knowledge as well as present War Child as an expert organisation in the field
of children in conflict areas. Together with several universities, War Child
researched the effects of its work, on the basis of which reports and articles
were written. War Child officers also gave classes, lectures and workshops
(see paragraph 5.2).
In 2007, War Child took part in conferences and symposia to exchange knowledge about the development of methodology, programmes and instruments
(see paragraph 5.2). In knowledge platforms the influencing of policy and
lobbying of governments are initiated. War Child participated, for instance,
in the conference ‘Performing the World 2007’ in New York in 2007. The
conference offered organisations that use drama and other podium arts in
their aid programmes the opportunity to share their knowledge and experience.
War Child gave an interactive workshop about the way in which drama can be
used in programmes.
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6.5.

Means of communications

War Child used the following means to inform and activate all its target groups.
All means were produced fully sponsored.

Means

frequency circulation

Target group

Paper newsletter
Peace of Paper

3

supporters

Digital newsletter
Peace of Post

12

supporters

Websites:

Unique
Pageviews
(average per
visitors
(per month) month)

Target group

www.warchild.nl

26,000

135,000

supporters, those interested
in War child
www.kidsforwarchild.nl

www.kidsforwarchild.nl

3,000

15,857

children 7 - 12 years old

www.warchild.org

11,611

39,125

Those interested in
War child International

64,300 (May)
73,400 (sep)
87,000 (Dec)
224,700

161,000
www.friendsforwarchild.nl 53,341
(June - Dec)

friends, those interested in
War child

www.speelgoedmetgeld.nl 31.221
(Dec/Jan)

87.864

children 7 - 12 years old

www.jaarverslagwarchild.nl 2.614

27.213
(Total year)

supporters, sector
development aid, donors,
journalists, those interested
in War child
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other publications

number
of prints

number of
downloads

annual Report

200 nl
100 enG

105 (via
jaarverslagwarchild.nl)
451
(via Warchild.nl)

supporters, sector
development aid,
donors, journalists,
those interested in
War child

Report ‘child
soldiers, the shadow
of their existence’

300

45

Those interested,
politicians, journalists,
companies, private
individuals, sector
development aid,
donors

Report sierra leone ‘let
pikin business be all men
business’ (see paragraph
5.1)

50

28

Those interested,
politicians, journalists,
companies, private
individuals, sector
development aid,
donors

Presentations by
volunteer information
officers

229
requests
honoured

265 times
information officer
sent

schools, businesses
and clubs

Personal contacts
16,816
Incoming phone calls
(Headquarters
switchboard, not including
mobile phones)
Requests for information at 1,517
reception general)
Requests for information
from schools

870

War Child structurally keeps donors, sponsors and those interested informed
by means of printed and digital newsletters. The printed newsletter has existed
since 1999 and is published three times a year. In 2007, the edition rose by
44% to 224,700.
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Digital means
By means of the digital email newsletter, supporters are kept informed
about actions and events. In 2007, 40,000 people received the general
digital newsletter each month, while 5,000 children received the Kids Newsletter. In 2007, War Child was also active in various online communities
such as Hyves (23,169 members) and Habbo Hotel (600 members).

6.6.

Information officers and ambassadors

In order to keep as many people as possible informed about the situations
in which war children live, various ambassadors and information officers
were active voluntarily in 2007.
Information officers
In 2007, the network of enthusiastic, expert volunteer information officers who
tell about the work of War Child at schools, in companies, clubs and other
institutions increased from forty to fifty, while the number of presentations
increased considerably from 143 in 2006 to 229. Several information officers,
by means of their own network, also inspired many individuals to start action
for War Child. Selection and distribution of information to the information
officers improved in 2007, with the introduction of information folders.
Ambassadors
Dutch singer Marco Borsato has been working for War Child on a voluntary
basis since 1998. In 2007, he was active during and after the press conference
on April 10 at Nieuwspoort in The Hague, during ‘The Agreement of Schokland’
(Project 2015, see paragrapgh 6.3) and at various presentations. On top of
that he once acted as editor in chief of a special Sunday edition of the dailies
of the Dutch Daily Media Combination (Noord-Hollands Dagblad, Gooi-en
Eemlander, Leidsch Dagblad and the Haarlems Dagblad). In this supplement,
edition of 240,000, the work of War Child was illustrated, and managed to
bring in in s 120,000 in advertisement revenues. Borsato was once again
one of the driving forces behind the Friends for War Child concert, in which
he also performed.
Presenter Jetske van den Elsen once again dedicated herself as kids’
ambassador in order to involve children with the work of War Child. On
September 21, she took part in the activities in the digital Habbo Hotel. Like
Marco Borsato, Jetske does all her work for War Child on a voluntary basis.
Others
For years, many other artists have also been active for War Child on a
voluntary basis. They feel an alliance with the aid to war children, particularly
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because music plays an important part in it. Guus Meeuwis, Ali B, Yes-R,
Ilse de Lange, Edsilia Rombley, Krezip, Najib Amhali and Voicst all performed
voluntarily during the Friends for War Child concert in 2007. Hip hop group
Opgezwolle was active on May 5 as Ambassador of Freedom for War Child,
while Patrick Martens was the presenter of the ‘Speel Goed Met Geld’ action.
In the TV show ‘SuperNick’ Rudolph van Veen, Maryam Hassouni and Yes-R
performed for War Child, and Matthijs van Nieuwkerk chaired the round table
during the presentation on September 21.

6.7.

Media

War Child actively brings its work to the attention of a wide public. Often,
at big events such as Liberation Day festivals, the International Day of Peace
and the Friends for War Child concert, but also by means of the press. In 2007,
War Child was approached 54 times by various media for specific expertise
in the field of psychosocial support to children in conflict areas. Furthermore,
765 articles about War Child were published in the printed media in 2007.
To a large extent the tone of the articles about War Child was neutral to positive.
Of the 765 articles, 227 were positive and 11 negative. 149 articles appeared
in national papers, 612 in regional papers, while the remaining articles were
published in the Belgian press. The articles were mainly about War Child
actions (359), Marco Borsato (64), charities in general (35), War Child founder
Ms Willemijn Verloop (27), and the Friends for War Child concert (17). Furthermore 40 magazines devoted space to War Child.
Negative publicity
One example of negative publicity was an article in the newspaper
‘de Zwolsche Courant’ about an action of a school. The action’s
organisers indicated their disappointment in War Child, because no
one from War Child had been able to accept a cheque for s 3,000.
Miscommunication was the reason why no information officer could be
present at the time. Of course apologies were made and War Child
offered to send a different information officer at another time.

6.8.

Review of fundraising

In 2006, around 30,000 fundraisers were active on the Dutch market,
according to Donor Union Holland. The fundraising market grew by 6% in
2006, to more than s 1 billion (figures for 2007 were not known at the time
this report was printed). The bulk of this growth is caused by the increase
in donations through legacies and bequests. This development did not have
a large impact on War Child’s income, because War Child supporters are
relatively young. The growth in 2007 was for a large part caused by a larger
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number of steady private donors (Friends) and structural business sponsors
(see paragraph 6.8.1 for statistics).
Income
In 2007, War Child generated s 10,374,898 in income, a growth of 21%
compared to 2006. The bulk of this income, 65%, was realised by War Child’s
own fundraising (private individuals and companies in The Netherlands). The
remainder was generated by authorities and institutional donors (23%) and
the National Postal code Lottery (10%).
Income War Child 2007
Own fundraising
National Postal code Lottery
Subsidies authorities/Institutional donors
Other
Total Income War Child 2007

s 6,859,712
s 1,000,000
s 2,424,965
s
90,221
s 10,374,898

Income Own Fundraising 2007
Private donors
Business sponsoring
Collections
Total income Own Fundraising

s
s
s
s

4,436,260
1,500,756
922,696
6,859,712

Low costs
The hallmark of the Central Bureau for Fundraising stipulates that a recognised
charity may devote a maximum of 25% of income to fundraising activities.
With its percentage of 15% War Child is well below this limit. This is possible
because of its large number of sponsors. The costs that War Child makes for
fundraising are costs of salaries and the costs of raising funds (direct marketing
through telephone and fundraising in the streets). War Child has not been
able to find sponsors for this, because these businesses exist by working for
charities. War Child has, however, been able to agree sharp tariffs fundraising
guarantees. The investments can be recovered within a few months and will
start bringing in a profit in the years after by bringing in structural donors.

6.8.1.

Own fundraising

In 2007, own fundraising with private individuals and companies raised
s 5,937,016. A growth of 30%, brought about by the increase in the number
of structural private donors, more once-only donations from trade and industry
and more third party actions. This extra growth was realised thanks to the
success of the Friends for War Child concert, the accompanying TV broad-
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casts, the Business Ambassadors Network and a large number of successful
private actions. A growth of 17% had been budgeted.
Private individuals
In 2007, income from private individuals grew by 55% to s 4,436,260.
• Friends for War Child concert: 16,000 friends were recruited by means of
the annual Friends for War Child concert in Ahoy and the accompanying
TV broadcast (42% of the total of newly recruited Friends in 2007).
More than 9,500 old and new Friends attended the concert on October 3.
Because all artists, sponsors and 600 volunteers donated their services the
concert took place at zero cost. The concert was broadcast on November 8
and 24, with a total of 1,000,000 viewers. Through www.uitzendinggemist.nl
the broadcast was viewed an extra 15,000 times.
• Street and telephone: 40% of the total number of Friends was recruited in
the street or by telephone. In spite of the fact that the efficacy in the market
of these means seems to be waning, War Child shows the same response
figures as for 2006. Recruitment at events and actions linked with War Child
has a better response than in the street.
• Online: The new website, introduced in 2007, produced a growth of 88%
in structural gifts and of 81% of once-only donations, also owing to the
large number of applications for the Friends for War Child concert.
Dedicated recruitment by email and special websites has not yet proved
to be successful. War Child did, however, realise a wide reach, but the
conversion into donations lagged behind. Research revealed that the most
important reason was that the propositions were not appealing enough and
that the online application entailed too many steps.
• Occasional gifts: Revenues from occasional gifts went down by 9%.
This result is distorted by the high revenues from the series of concerts
of Marco Borsato in 2006. In 2007, s 89,266 was donated from legacies,
an increase of 110%.
• Mailing: The biggest focus in the past year was the extension of our support.
But also the old supporters were asked for extra contributions in various
ways in 2007. This was done both digitally and by way of the newsletter.
Companies
In 2007, income from trade and industry grew by 29%. The emphasis lay
particularly on producing growth from structural income from trade and industry.
It was done by means of:
• Structural sponsors: The most important result was attracting a new
structural partner (Hizi Hair) and two main sponsors (T-Mobile and Tempo
Team). In the coming three years, they will financially support our field
projects and they will support headquarters and field by product sponsoring.
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•

We will be organizing with these sponsors specific joint events and actions.
Structural sponsoring brought in s 529,508. 17 Business Ambassadors
raised s 575,000 for three years, s170,000 of which for 2007. This network, which was started in 2007, offers the opportunity for businesses
to be closely involved with an international aid organisation and to be
part of an interesting network of companies.
Product sponsoring or donations: some 700 businesses supported
War Child this past year with donations or product sponsoring worth
s 1,188,000. The Friends concert, but also the multi-medial Child Soldiers
Campaign was done by business connections. A list of companies supporting War Child can be found on www.warchild.nl/bedrijven (in Dutch).

Our aspiration to make a more direct link with sports with and in our partners
has not yet been realised. The first exploratory discussions have taken place
and will be continued in 2008.

6.8.2.

Other events and actions

Liberation Day festivals
As a partner of the National Committee 4 and 5 May, War Child is present
every year at the Liberation Day festivals on May 5. By means of these festivals
War Child brings the problem of children in war-affected areas to the attention
of a wider and especially younger public from the perspective of May 4 and 5
and an annual theme. The hip hop group ‘Opgezwolle’ supported War Childs’
actions on five stages as Ambassadors of Freedom. Together with Kon Kelei
they made it clear that the child and the soldier do not go together. In all thirteen
festival cities at the War Child stand visitors could join in the Peace of Mind
experience, in which audio fragments drew attention to the situation of the child
soldiers in an interactive way. More than 750,000 people visited the Liberation
Day festivals in 2007. The newspaper ‘de Volkskrant’ and the website of radio
station FunX reported on the event.
Peace, Love and Ice cream
Apart from the financial support Ben & Jerry’s pledges every year, the ice cream
producer organised with War Child a tour of various festivals (Pinkpop, the
Keane concert in Amsterdam, the International 4 day marches in Nijmegen and
the Rolling Stones concert in Nijmegen). During this Peace, Love and Ice cream
tour, the public was given information about war children at special lounges, and
they could make the acquaintance of War Child and become a Friend. For trade
and industry the ‘Peace Fridge’ toured Holland. This special War Child freezer
filled with Ben & Jerry’s ice cream was bought by 16 businesses. An amount of
s 19,600 was donated to the projects in Sierra Leone.
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Third party actions
Every year, many people organise on their own initiative, alone or with
friends, club, school or church some kind of action for War Child. By means
of these, frequently highly original, actions they provide a substantial financial
contribution. War Child stimulates and supports the initiators with written
information, advice promotional material, and if necessary with an information
officer. In 2007, 1138 actions were organised for War Child. The total donations
from these actions were s 922,696. A growth of 34% was made, which can be
attributed to the increased media attention to War Child, the image of reliability,
much personal attention to campaigners and our pro-active approach.
Appealing actions
• 10-year-old Jip Maathuis sold chocolate letters for s 2, and for each
letter sold he donated s 1 to War Child. Jip sold 10,000 letters, a
big success that even made the Youth News.
• Rotary Club Eindhoven-Veldhoven organised an art auction in which
works by thirty artists of renown came under the hammer. The service
club collected s 45,000.
• On 12 October 2007, Yvet Meyer and Bas von Pickartz tied the knot.
During the church ceremony a collection was held for War Child,
bringing in s 145,-.

6.8.3.	National Postal code Lottery
War Child is one of 53 charities sharing in the proceeds of the National
Postal code Lottery. Fifty percent of the total stakes are intended for charity,
in all an amount of s 216 million. In 2007, War Child received the significant
sum of s 1 million. This makes the National Postal code Lottery one of the
most important sponsors.

6.8.4.

Governmental and institutional funding

Donations from governments and other institutional donors increased by 10%
in 2007. The total donations by governments and other institutional donors to
War Child projects amounted to s 2,424,965 in 2007. This increase is due
to greater exertions in the field of institutional fundraising, on the one hand to
diversify and enlarge income, on the other hand because co-operation with
reputable institutions (such as the United Nations and the European Committee)
confirmed and reinforced the appreciation for our work and the reputation of
War Child. In 2007, War Child received s 1,9 million from the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs as part of its Co-Financing System (MFS). From UNICEF,
War Child received s 266,740 for projects in Uganda, DR Congo and
Afghanistan, a large part of which will be spent in 2008.
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6.9.

Complaints and follow up

When War Child receives complaints because of its communications
or fundraising, reactions follow in conformity with the guidelines of the
Central Bureau for Fundraising (CBF). In the case of serious complaints,
the complaints committee deals with the complaints and follows them up
on the same day. When it takes longer to investigate the nature of the
complaint, this fact is reported.
Complaints about fundraising
The number of complaints went up by 29 in 2007 to a total of 209. The growth
can be explained from the significant rise in the number of donors. Relatively
speaking the number of complaints caused by street fundraising and telemarketing went down from 0,06% to 0,05%.
Other complaints
In the email newsletter a double system is used of subscription and unsubscription, which led to complaints about still receiving the email newsletter after
unsubscription. Because the projected new system is not in use yet, a volunteer
has been appointed to keep subscription and unsubscriptions up to date in
both systems. It involves some 100 mails and phone calls from people who
have repeatedly tried to (un)subscribe on a total of more than 750,000 email
news-letters. Finally a mini-mal number of complaints was registered about
information officers not turning up, or about people being called back much
too late or the mistake that an account was debited for a monthly contribution
whereas the individual in question had al-ready cancelled his contribution. All
these complaints have been duly dealt with.
The number of negative messages about newsletters and letters of thanks sent
by mail to donors went up. This may possibly be explained by the strong increase
in the number of donors. Exact statistics can not be given, as these messages
have not been registered. In 2008, War Child will research the need for communication with the supporters. We will also remain watchful for signals from our
supporters, so that also in future the number of complaints can be minimised.

6.10.

Thanks!

It was owing to the support of Dutch private individuals and companies, the
National Postal code Lottery, various authorities and institutional donors that
War Child could help 850,000 children in 2007. Without the enthusiasm, the
dedication, the commitment and the generous donations of donors, sponsors,
volunteers, ambassadors and relations these war children would not get a
chance to a peaceful future. Heartfelt thanks to those who supported us in 2007!
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Board and
Management

7.1.

Board

Composition of the board in 2007

name
function in the board
Portfolio
(year of birth)

first appointed term / function / additional functions
of office until

Mr. M.R. (Maarten) van Dijk
chairman
General affairs and
organisational developments
(1964)

1999 / aug 2008

Management consultant and
Partner in Victorialofts en
sequoia Residences,
chairman of the board of
Dutch Gestalf foundation,
amsterdam.

a.c.c.M. (Xander) van Meerwijk
Member
Marketing and
fundraising
(1945)

1999 / aug 2008

executive Director lVG
Holding, Member of the
board Meyer Monitor bV,
Member of the board
amersfoort Zoo bV, Member
of the management Dito
foundation, Member of the
board Merison Groep bV.

Drs. e.K. (evert) Greup
Treasurer
finances
(1956)

2005 / Jan 2008

chairman of General
Management VVaa group bV.

Drs. M.G.M. (Marcel) van soest
Member
Humanitairian aid
(1965)

2004 / apr 2010

executive Director, World
aIDs campaign, Member of
the advisory committee of the
Global Union federations’
HIV/aIDs Programme,
Member of the Global
Movement for children
HIV/aIDs Taskforce and
Member of the steering
committee civil society
Participation UnGass.

shula Rijxman
Member
communication and
Information
(1959)

2007 / feb 2010

chief commercial officer IdtV,
Member of the management of
Women Inc., Member advisory
council lof, Initiator
bthechange
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The members of the board of War Child perform their functions on a voluntary
basis. Drs R.J. (Rob) van den Dool, member of the War Child founding board is
Board Advisor.
In February 2007, Ms Shula Rijxman (commercial director of IdtV) became
member of the board and Mr Marcel van Soest’s term was extended by another
three years until 2010, At the end of his term (April 2007), Mr Frank Kortmann
resigned from the board. In 2008, one new board member will be taken on to
further extend the expertise of the board.
Jurisdiction and tasks of board and management
Jurisdiction and tasks of the board have been laid down by statute. The board:
• is ultimately responsible for strategy, policy, budget and results;
• sees to it that the activities of War Child are aimed at realizing the
targets and contribute to the mission of War Child;
• examines the strategic long-range plan and the individual annual plans
and budgets and reviews the progress of the plan through the year;
• decides adjustments of plans, budgets and investments;
• decides about appointment and dismissal of management;
• guards against mixed interests between foundation and board members
and/or officers.
In the case of conflicts of interest the board members involved will abstain
from decision making and voting.
The board has delegated tasks to management. Management is responsible for
the development of strategy and policy; for drafting plans and budgets and also
for the day-to-day management of the organisation. By statute management has
a policy preparatory, policy advisory and policy executory task. Management
informs the board of all relevant facts and developments.
Management evaluates the execution of War Child’s annual plans. Management
accounts to the board by means of the annual plan and the budget, four-monthly
reports and the annual account. The board approves, if need be with adaptations,
plans and execution.
Managements prepares, and generally attends, board meetings. Board
members will receive a financial and relevant account from management
before these meetings.
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Evaluation of the functioning of management and board
In 2007, the board assessed once more the composition of both board and
management. Considering the ambitions, the expected growth of the organisation and the tasks of the present board it was decided to reform the board
structure into an organisational model with a supervisory board between
2007 and 2010. Management will then have the ultimate responsibility for
the foundation’s strategy, policy, budgets and results.
Board account 2007
In 2007, the board held five regular meetings, in which interim reports,
the annual account 2006 and the year plans for 2008 were discussed and
approved. Prior to the board meeting, the heads of department discussed
the year plans with the portfolio holder in the board. In the year plans for 2008
the targets and progress of the Strategic Long-range Plans 2006 – 2010
were taken into account.
Among other subjects under discussion were: improvement of the security
policy, the development of co-operation in War Child International, development
of policy on the subject ‘Peace building’, the recruitment of the new Executive
Director and the Child Soldiers Campaign.
Activities of the board
Board members take part in activities in order to stay abreast of important
developments and to support War Child. To this end part of the board attended
the Management and Methodology week, in which management staff from
the field had come to Holland to exchange information and determine policy.
A number of board members are available to inform sponsors and other
persons concerned. In contrast to previous years, the board did not travel
anywhere on War Child business.
Expenses of the board
The expenses of the board for 2007 were s 179.80 for sandwiches at board
meetings and travel expenses in Holland. s 1000 had been budgeted.
Procedure (re)election board members
The board selects new board members on the basis of their expertise in and
knowledge of the fields of operation of War Child. The board consists of at
least five members, each with their own portfolio: Organisational development
and General Matters (chairman), Finances (treasurer), Humanitarian Aid,
Methodology and Programme development. For each portfolio there is a
profile on the basis of which new board members are selected. A member
of the board stays in office for three years and can be reappointed once.
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A second reappointment is possible if it is in the interests of the continuity
of the board. Members of the board resign according to a schedule drawn
up the board. Members with concurrent terms will by preference not resign
at the same time, but will phase their resignations within their terms, in the
interests of continuity.
Annual audit
War Child attaches great value to quality and professionalism. For that reason
risks are covered as far as possible and audits and checks are carried out.
The assessment of the functioning of the organisation and of the internal administration and the audit of the annual account is done by means of an annual audit
by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) Accountants. PwC Accountants have been
War Child’s accountants for the past seven years and performs no other nonauditing tasks. The findings of the 2006 audit have been discussed in this
account year with the treasurer and reported to the board. Local audits are
also carried out in the programme countries, see chapter 10 for statistics.

7.2.

Management

Founder and Executive Director Drs. J.W. (Willemijn) Verloop transferred
her assignments to Drs. M.H.T. (Mark) Vogt as from 1 August. As Executive
Director, Mark Vogt leads the executive organisation and, together with
Ms Willemijn Verloop as part time Director External Affairs, forms the management of the organisation. The management is supervised by the board.
During the pregnancy leave of the Executive Director, the head of the
Supporting Departments, Ms Paula Frankema functioned as manager
ad interim from January up to July 2007.
Remuneration
By the end of 2007, the Executive Director received a net salary of s 3,222.22
(gross s 5,294) per month for a fulltime appointment of 40 hours per week.
As stated before, this office was held first by Ms Willemijn Verloop, then by
Mr Mark Vogt. As Director External Affairs Ms Willemijn Verloop received a net
salary of s 2,055.17 (gross s 3,420) per month for an appointment of 60%.
These fees are well below the guideline of the Dutch Fundraising Institutions
Associations (VFI) for management salaries. Management salaries are annually
determined by the board on the basis of the evaluation of management by the
board and the management team. As for all officers, the pension scheme is to
the account of the employer.
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Sidelines
The Executive Director had an unpaid sideline as a member of the IDFA fund.
The Director External Affairs was a member of the board of ‘Foundation Child
Soldier’ (Stichting Kindsoldaat), member of the board of ‘Movies that Matter’,
member of the board of directors of ‘Mundial Productions’, member of the
advisory council of ‘Foundation Mara’ (Stichting Mara). Management sidelines are discharged outside working hours on a voluntary basis (only for
the function at Mundial Productions, expenses were refunded). It always
involves sidelines with social organisations who, among other things, strive
for exchange of knowledge and widening of the network both for War Child
and the organisation in question.
The Executive Director represented War Child in the National Committee
May 4 and 5 and with the Foreign Office and in organisations such as
Capacity building in Developing countries (PSO) and Partos.

7.3.

Management team

At the end of 2007, the Management team (MT) consisted of the Executive
Director (Mr Mark Vogt), Head of Programmes (Mr Hendrik van Gent), Head of
Marketing and Fundraising (Ms Ellen Kooij) and Head Supporting Departments
(Ms Paula Frankema). The MT meets at least twice monthly and assesses the
execution of the board-approved year plan and the budget. The MT supervises
the progress of programmes, finances, fundraising, communication, facilitatory
matters and personnel affairs on the basis of management information. Once a
year, the management evaluates the MT and its various portfolios.

7.4.

War Child International

War Child Holland is part of an international network of organisations with
the same name and the same logo, which strives to improve the wellbeing of
children living in war-affected areas . The organisations work together as equal
partners with identical goals, but are legally, financially and administratively
independent foundations. The principle of the network, both at headquarters
and in the field, is to improve quality and efficiency of the aid.
In 2007, War Child International consisted of two independent foundations:
War Child Holland and War Child Canada. The co-operation was continued in
2007 in a joint programme in Sudan (co-ordinated by War Child Holland) and
a joint programme in Sri Lanka (co-ordinated by War Child Canada). In 2007,
progress was also made to include War Child UK in this co-operation in 2008,
pending legal and other conditions.
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In 2007, War Child’s human resources policy was based on the principles of
growth, responsibility, transparency and an open culture. The most important
motivation for staff to do work of this nature is the work itself. By matching talent
with tasks, War Child hopes to continue challenging its staff and improving the
organisation. When hiring for new jobs, the organisation always first attempts
to place employees internally, before recruiting externally. In the field, the policy
to appoint people from within the organisation first (also in other countries
where War Child is active) has been intensified.
War Child is a responsible employer with a suitable package of terms of
employment. Especially for the expatriate members of staff, a good balance
between work and private life is crucial, given the often very difficult circumstances under which they work. War Child’s human resources policy strives
for the highest level of transparency. All members of staff are treated equally
and both job descriptions and the appraisal system are made public. Finally,
War Child wants all people involved with the organisation to feel at home,
even if they are working on the other side of the world. War Child strives to
be an organisation with an open culture, in which everyone can express their
opinion and work with enthusiasm and creativity to build an organisation that
makes a difference.
Organisational development and personnel
In 2007, a new structure was introduced with regard to the co-operation
between headquarters and the programme countries, (as is described in the
introduction to chapter 4 ‘Decentralisation’). This also has implications for
the human resources policy. Reinforcement in the way of programmes will,
for example, first be implemented in the field, before in headquarters. New
working processes, job descriptions and support for co-workers will also be
required to support this new structure. The standard organisational structure
that was implemented for programme countries in 2007 will be reviewed in
2008. Development of the volunteers policy was completed in 2007. Please
refer to paragraph 8.1 and 8.2 for more information on this policy.
War Child’s staff consists of:
1. Local and international staff (expatriates) abroad;
2. Headquarters staff in the Netherlands.
A number of volunteers also work for War Child, both in the Netherlands, in
headquarters and throughout the country, and in the programme countries.
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8.1.

Local and international staff abroad

In order to improve sustainability in the programme countries, War Child
continued to work with local people as much as possible in 2007. The local staff
is made up of project staff (managers, aid workers and financial administrators)
and support staff (drivers, guards, etc.), while the international staff comprises
employees in senior positions (managers and consultants). Both types of staff
are employed by War Child: the local staff falls under local labour law, whereas
expatriates fall under Dutch labour law.
Staff (data on 31 December)
Number of expatriates in senior positions
Number of local staff in senior positions
Project staff
Support staff
% local employees in senior positions
Average number of years
of employment of expatriates
Average age of expatriates

2007
20
6
91
168
23%

2006
23
7
101
187
23%

2005
23
4
n/a
n/a
15%

2.4
38.9

1.47
38.5

1.1
36.6

70.0

7
60.0

FTE Employees
6

4

50.0

23

20

23
40.0
30.0

21

20.0

27.5

37.5

31.9

40.2
fTe national staff in
senior positions

10.0
0.0

2004

2005

2006
Year

2007

fTe expatriates in
senior positions
fTe Head office
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140%

In/Out flow of expatriates

133%

120%
100%
80%
60%

52%

48%
45%

40%

43%
35%

30%

20%
0%

fTe national staff in
senior posities

2004

2005

2006
Year

2007

fTe expatriates in
senior posities

In 2007, the number of expatriates who left War Child decreased slightly. The
decrease of expatriates joining the organisation, however, presents a somewhat distorted image. At the beginning of 2008, expatriates will begin working
in positions that were created in 2007. The percentages of staff joining and
leaving the organisation (respectively 30% and 45%) are important as they
give an impression of the stability of the present staff. However, this percentage is still too high, although the average time for which a member of staff is
employed has increased (to 2.4 years), which is according to the objective.
There are, however, differences between countries. Staff members remain in
their positions considerably longer in Uganda, for example, than in Afghanistan
or DR Congo, which is related to the local security situation.
Local employees to senior positions
The recruitment policy to increase the number of local staff in senior positions
has continued. This has a positive effect on the sustainability of the projects
as fewer expatriates are required and perspectives for local employees are improved. The quality of War Child’s programmes must be guaranteed; however,
this can only be achieved with qualified people, and local employees are not
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always qualified for such positions. In 2007, the percentage of local staff
in senior positions remained the same at 23%.
Country Directors
To improve the prospects for the continuation of a programme, it is better when
Country Directors (as well as other expatriates and senior employees) remain
in their positions for a long period. Country Directors have indicated that a
good balance between their working and private lives, a good career prospective and suitable financial recognition are important. These points have been
incorporated in the Terms of Employment for 2008, while a policy for training
was implemented in 2007.
New contract and job evaluation
For those employees who work structurally in both programme countries and
headquarters, a new contract has been developed. In 2007, a job evaluation
system was developed for use in the field, which every programme country
can use to apply its own job ratings. The adjusted assessment system for
senior positions has also been introduced.
Handbook
In most programme countries managers who employ their own local staff are
trained in supervision and are introduced to the use of the ‘Handbook for HRM
for National Staff’. At the end of 2007, representatives of programme countries
and the HR department spent a working week discussing and further developing
this handbook, the newest version of which is expected during the first quarter
of 2008. Staff details and HR working procedures (such as international recruitment) have been partially introduced into the new Management Information
System. This process will continue in 2008.
Volunteers
In programme countries, just like at headquarters, volunteers make up a substantial part of War Child’s work. However, the number of volunteers in the
field is higher than in headquarters. Volunteers assist with activities and are
often known to programme participants. This means that the volunteers
are often close to the people that War Child wants to help. This is of great
value to War Child as it not only raises the impact and reach of the activities
but volunteers also function as ambassadors in the refugee camps, village or
cities. In turn, the prominence of War Child is raised and thus the threshold
for children, young people and older people to participate is lowered.
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Bosco is 31 years old and works as a volunteer on a War Child project
in Northern Uganda for 8 hours a week. He is very enthusiastic about his
volunteer job:
“I work in a youth group in the village of Padibe West. I have been trained by War Child to do
activities with children, in particular dance and music. The war has meant that many children
have lost contact with our tradition, therefore it is extremely important to impart the meaning of
traditional dance to these children. This also helps to improve the relationship between these
children and their parents.
On a weekly basis, I really enjoy helping the 70 children and young people to cope with their
difficult situation and bringing back peace into their lives. It helps me too. I was 10 years old
when the war began, so I actually grew up during it. But thanks to the music and the work with
the children, I actually feel happy. I do this work alongside my usual work on my own bit of land,
in order to earn money. I tell many people about my work for War Child. I also tell my friends that
they should go to school or start up a business. Some are still very aggressive and drink a lot,
and I really try to convince them that this is not the way.”
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8.2.
Staff

Staff on headquarters and volunteers
in The Netherlands

31 Dec
31 Dec
2007
2006
Total number of employees (excluding interns)
48
45
Total number FTE	
41,7
37,5
Incoming (excluding interns)
11
19
Outgoing (excluding interns)
8
13
Incoming interns
8
4
Outgoing interns
5
2
Contracts			
Permanent contracts
42
31
Temporary contracts
6
14
Number 100% employed
14
10
Number <100% employed
34
35
Percentage number of part-timers
71%
78%
Demographic data			
Average age
38,2
36,6
Number of men
15
14
Number of women
33
33
Other			
Percentage sick leave at headquarters
2,8%
2,9%
Percentage training budget of total staff costs 0,71%
0,71%

31 Dec
2005
39
31,9
11
5
1
0
22
17
10
29
74%
35,0
12
27
3,2%
0,97%

The number of staff at headquarters continues to grow, but less quickly than
last year. While the length of time that employees remain working for the organisation has increased (from 2.4 to 3.2 years), it remains on the low side. This is
the consequence of a number of temporary positions in 2007. A relatively large
number of women (69%) and part-timers (71%) worked at War Child in 2007.
Sick leave remained approximately the same (from 2.9% to 2.8%).
Volunteers
In 2007, 11 volunteers worked in headquarters (around 4.5 FTE). Each one
worked a minimum fixed number of days every week for a few months. In relation to the growing demand for presentations in the country, a number of new
spokespersons were enlisted in 2007, bringing the total number to around 50
at the end of 2007. They represent around 1.2 FTE. Finally, a number of volunteers have done occasional work for War Child including translators, couriers,
catering employees, data entry employees and event staff.
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The efforts of volunteers result in extra productivity against low costs. Volunteers
also bring with them experience and flexibility, and have a motivating effect on
paid employees. Even when not working, volunteers also function as important
ambassadors for War Child. In 2007, for the same reasons, War Child placed
five students on work experience in various departments. On a regular basis,
both students and volunteers go on to work for War Child in regular, paid
positions.
For some time now, volunteers have been working in administration and at
reception. In 2007, War Child also actively recruited volunteers for other
departments in which specific expertise is desired, such as communication
and quality assurance. This process will continue in 2008, the aim of which
will be to determine where volunteers can be better placed and possibly
more frequently, and the supervision of volunteers can be established.
Code of behaviour
A new code of behaviour has been formulated for employees at headquarters,
expatriates, members of the Board, ambassadors, spokespersons and volunteers. The code raises their awareness of the representative function they have
when working for War Child and emphasises the connection with War Child.

8.3.

Shura

The Shura, an Afghan name for a council of elders, is War Child’s works council.
The council was established in its definitive form in June 2006, and although
still young, it has evolved into a serious discussion partner of the management.
In 2007, the Shura was involved in the appointment of the new director, the
development and approval of the volunteers policy and the new salary structure
of employees in the field. It also played a part in gathering feedback and advising
on the ‘Organisation Development-route’ within the programme department.

8.4.

CSR as DNA

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is closely tied with who War Child is
and what the organisation does. On a daily basis, War Child is involved in
helping children in (former) war zones, with the belief that children are the
future of a country. If all children world-wide can grow up into well-balanced
adults, the world will be a better place. The CSR mindset also underlies
War Child’s fund-raising policy. Many corporate sponsors support War Child
and formulate their CSR policy in collaboration with the organisation. Sponsoring
of this kind not only means that War Child can keep its overhead costs low, but
also that materials can be re-used, since all office items have been donated by IT
companies, office suppliers and photocopiers and printers suppliers.
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War Child is also adopting the CSR policy for the move planned for 2008. The
current tenant of War Child’s future office is donating the furniture and the
organisation is looking at optimising the climate control with the owner of
the premises as well as the costs involved. Indeed, the future office is a
former church that now functions as an office building, which is ultimately
the best way of recycling. The church has been restored by the ‘Stadsherstel’
(‘City Restoration’) Foundation in Amsterdam, which was aware of the importance of keeping this characteristic building.
The most common spearheads of the CSR policy, which War Child has been
following for years, such as internal environmental care (setting computers to
standby after 10 minutes, separating waste products), attention for volunteers
and the introduction of the code of behaviour, should nowadays be common
knowledge.

8.5.

Future

For the first time, an investigation has been planned in the field, which will look
into the wellbeing of local staff in Afghanistan. The aim is a plan of approach
in order to help staff cope with the stress they experience. In the DR Congo
and the Middle East a supervision/HR training will be given. A benchmark
investigation into the terms of employment for expatriates is also planned.
In 2008, headquarters will review the appraisal policy, further develop and
implement the volunteers policy, see through the organisational changes
and fill the Management Information System.
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Organisational
Developments

During the 2007 growth and professionalisation process, the following general
organisational improvements were carried out.
Organisational structure and management
In 2007, War Child continued carrying out the decentralisation of programme
development and implementation. The accountability and the capacity for aid
is more the responsibility of the country teams. While headquarters supports
the implementation, it remains in a position of leadership and command.
Several conditions for successful decentralisation include:
• Improved management information and administration systems for use
in the field;
• Guidelines for the field on how to deal with influencing policy, relations
with partner organisations, institutional fundraising and themes such as
education, the rights of children and child protection;
• Performance agreements, measurement and evaluation of field organisations;
• An advisory and supporting role of headquarters. Country Directors will
have more direct contact with headquarters, will be more directed in
planning and will be given more responsibility for programmes;
• Strengthening of the capacity of field organisations in the area of financial
management, personnel management, communication, security policy,
ICT and fundraising;
• Country Directors will be filling a more important advisory role towards
the management.
The most important changes in the management and board of War Child
in 2007 are outlined in chapter 7.
Management Information Systems
The Management Information System (MIS) is an organisation-wide information
system used in both the project countries and headquarters. It registers information regarding the planning of activities and projects, budgeting, costs, personal
efforts and results.
The MIS enables analyses of, for example, activities, costs and results. The
system supports the management in the formulation of policy and strategy,
and subsequent adjustments. It also functions as a medium to improve the
work processes of staff, both at headquarters and in the project countries.
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In January 2006, development began on the MIS component which will
administer aid programmes and the registration of activities. This was tested
in Uganda at the end of 2006, giving field workers the chance to provide
feedback during development. Based on this input, headquarters is working
further on the development, and this component will be developed in the
second half of 2008.
In 2007, the parts of the MIS that will handle financial administration and the
staff administration were developed, delivered and partially put to use. The
staff administration component will be introduced in 2008. A start has also
been made on the part used for marketing, fundraising and donor management. These components will be delivered during the first half of 2008.
ISO certification
At the end of 2007, certified auditor Anna Jureczek sponsored a preliminary
investigation and carried out a baseline measurement for ISO certification.
Based on this, the advantages and disadvantages of a certification trajectory
were mapped. An estimate was also made of the necessary (time) investment
of War Child employees and external support for the implementation and
certification. This inventory process was completed in 2007. As a result of
the relatively high costs of implementation and certification involved and the
large number of current projects, the Management Team has decided that
ISO certification will not be given priority in 2008.
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Risk Management

10.1.

Financial risks

War Child programmes always focus on the long term, because peacebuilding, psychosocial wellbeing and a better position for children cannot
be achieved within one day. This, however, does create a risk: income can
be lost, endangering the continuation of humanitarian aid projects. There is
also always the risk that fraud may prevent money intended for humanitarian
aid from reaching its destination.
Income
The willingness of individuals and companies to donate partly depends on the
economy. An unfavourable economic climate therefore has a negative effect on
War Child’s income. Income from institutional donors is also liable to changes.
Income from institutional donors can also fluctuate, as the policies of both the
Dutch government and the international community determine the areas (such
as education, good governance, health care, etc.) earmarked for grants and
humanitarian aid programmes.
Managing risks
War Child has various ways of dealing with the risk of fluctuating income
and the implications of this on the continuity of projects. First, War Child
manages financial risks through a policy of spreading income. Income is
obtained from multiple sources, including individual donors, gifts from
companies, the National Postal Code Lottery, institutional donors and
government bodies.
Second, the fundraising activities targeting private individuals and corporate
donors are focused on recruiting as many structural donors as possible.
Structural donors donate periodically via direct debit, which safeguards a
large proportion of War Child’s income. War Child also prefers to establish
long-term relationships with corporate sponsors. War Child’s aim is that
structural donations from private individuals and companies account for 60%
of the income of its own fundraising activities. The percentage increased from
55% at the end of 2005, to 58% in 2006 and to 61% in 2007.
Continuity reserve
Besides spread of income, spread of donors and the recruitment of structural
donors, War Child also has a continuity reserve, which complies with the
demands of the ‘Vermogensnormering Goede Doelen’ committee (capacity
norm for charities), chaired by C.A.J. Herkströter (study on the initiative of the
Dutch Fundraising Institutions Association (VFI)). The reserve is adequate to
maintain projects of six months to a year so that activities can continue even
if sources of income are indeed lost.
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10.1.1.

Vulnerability to fraud

War Child has gained the trust of individuals, companies and other organisations that donate money, which involves a large responsibility to ensure the
money is spent properly. Despite the fact that War Child considers this very
important, there is always a risk of fraud diverting the funds from their proper
destination. This has implications for the implementation of projects as well
as for War Child’s reputation and credibility.
Training employees
War Child reduces the risk of fraud by ensuring that employees receive
adequate training. Prior to departure, Country Directors and administrators
receive a financial briefing and an introduction to the organisation’s systems.
Every War Child programme and partner organisation also receives a
handbook containing guidelines on financial administration and reporting.
Monitoring
In addition to training and procedures, the monitoring of compliance and
implementation are extremely important. These auditing activities can be
broken down into four components:
1.	A thorough annual audit of the financial statements by external
auditor PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC);
2. Programmes are also continuously monitored by the project
administrator, who works at headquarters. Furthermore, the
project administrator conducts internal audits from his/her base
in the project countries (in 2007 in Colombia and Uganda);
3.	A minimum of one audit per year in a project country by
PwC in the Netherlands;
4.	A minimum of one detailed monitoring of internal procedures
and financial administration in a large project country by a certified
local accountancy firm (in 2007 in Sudan and Uganda). War Child
also requires large partner organisations to appoint auditors approved
by War Child for an annual audit.
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Audits in DR Congo, Sudan, Uganda, Sierra Leone and Afghanistan
In 2007, PricewaterhouseCoopers in the Netherlands conducted an audit of the programme in
DR Congo. The auditors examined the financial administration of both the office in Amsterdam
and in the DR Congo. They checked, for instance, whether the procedures met the required
standards: is there an adequate segregation of roles, are correct tender procedures followed
when purchasing local materials, et cetera. This audit revealed that the projects were up to
standard on both a financial and procedural basis. A recommendation was made, however, to
add a chapter on small projects to the general guidelines for partners. PwC also conducted a
mini audit in Afghanistan in connection with a cash discrepancy. Based on this investigation the
local administrator in Afghanistan was dismissed and procedures tightened. At the beginning of
2008, an extensive audit will be conducted in Afghanistan regarding the figures for 2007. External
audits were also conducted in Sierra Leone, Uganda and Sudan by local accountancy firms at the
beginning of 2007. These also revealed that the projects are up to standard on both a financial
and procedural basis.

Partner organisations
When War Child selects new partner organisations, extensive research is
conducted following the guidelines for partner selection (see chapter 3). If
War Child decides to support an organisation, improvement of the weaker
aspects of that organisation are included in the project’s objective. In Israel
and the Occupied Palestinian Territory, among others, War Child has
consciously chosen to collaborate with four smaller partner organisations,
where, alongside the project activities with young people, attention is also
paid to strengthening their capacity in the areas of fundraising, personnel
management and running campaigns. The Country Director or regional
Representative (in areas where War Child exclusively work with partners)
plays a key role in this process because he or she supports the partners in
the areas of development of strategy, programmes and organisation. Due
to a thorough selection procedure and close co-operation with the partner
organisations, the programme quality has improved and the risk of fraud has
been reduced considerably. This also enables partner organisations to indicate
where possible difficulties lie.
If the irregularities are too serious to maintain confidence in the people or partners involved, financing will be suspended or those involved will be dismissed.
Where individuals are concerned, replacements will be looked for. In the case
of partners, War Child will try to find new partners. The aim is to fulfil the agreements made with both local people and the authorities as much as possible and
to achieve the objective – support for children in the area in question – as much
as possible in alternative ways.
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10.2.

Operational risks

10.2.1.

Political risks

War Child generally works in politically unstable areas. Changes in policies
and political relationships constitute major risks for the programmes.
To manage political risks as well as possible, War Child includes the political
situation in its analysis for the selection of countries and regions. Areas in
which the risk is too high will not be selected. When there are problems with
the authorities, the continuation of the projects has precedence over issuing
statements that may be politically sensitive. Finally, War Child keeps a very
close eye on political developments abroad through United Nations networks
and contacts with the local government and local aid organisations.
Critical position in Colombia
Advocacy is an important component of the programme in Colombia, and War Child is actively
lobbying for human rights in the South American country. A position directed too critically
towards governments could possibly undermine the progress of the programmes, therefore
War Child has joined a platform made up of multiple international aid organisations. In this way
it can remain critical without endangering programmes.

10.2.2.

Security risks

War Child works in areas and countries affected by war, where in some places
armed conflict is still going on. There is a constant risk of incidents or conflicts
flaring up again. In War Child’s line of work it is impossible to guarantee complete security, but everything is done to manage the risks as well as possible.
Fighting outside the gates in Sri Lanka
In 2007, it was very turbulent in the area at the centre of activities in the Batticaloa province
in Sri Lanka. Children could hear bombing and shooting back and forth from the Tamil Tigers.
In response to this increasing threat, War Child’s partner organisations trained their creative
workshop leaders in security measures. They learnt what to do in case the centres were attacked.
Children were instructed not to go outside in the case of sudden strikes, which often involve
violence. When they heard gunfire in the centres, they were taught to lie on the ground and cover
their ears.

Training employees
To prepare expatriates adequately to cope with security risks, they receive a
three-day security awareness course before being sent abroad. The course
covers areas such as intimidation, land mines and kidnapping. Managers follow
a course in security management, if possible in the area of work, together with
colleagues from other organisations.
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Implementation
War Child has drawn up a general security policy with indicators for security
levels based on the United Nations system. This way, decisions can be made
based on warnings by the UN. The security situation is monitored and there
are five levels corresponding to the following situations: normal, alert, prepare
for evacuation, evacuation and temporary suspension of project. Each situation
involves specific security measures. Under the general security policy, a security
plan has been drawn up with specific guidelines and criteria for each country
where War Child is active. The Country Director is responsible for the development of and compliance with the security policy. The policy is reviewed annually
and adapted if necessary. In 2008, ‘audits’ will be conducted in a number of
countries to determine whether the security plans are appropriate and being
used correctly.
Improvement
In 2007, War Child strived towards improving its response to security incidents
in the field. This will be followed up by a review, simulation exercise and staff
training in 2008. When making plans, the influence of security problems on
the implementation of policy is taken into account. The attacks on international
organisations and their employees in Afghanistan mean that, for example, it
is difficult to find international employees. Overseas employees are, however,
important for independent management and specialist knowledge; hence, the
reason why War Child is developing a number of scenarios with various security
situations and sees the implications for these on the presence of employees
and, ultimately, the scale of the programme.

10.2.3.

Other operational risks

War Child provides expatriates with good health insurance coverage. An
evacuation plan has been set up to ensure that expatriates can be evacuated
quickly if necessary. Worldwide, car accidents are one of the most common
cause of death of expatriates abroad. There is a lot of danger on the road
and roads are often in worse condition that in the expatriates’ home countries.
To reduce the risk of car accidents, War Child hires skilled local drivers.
Furthermore, there are guidelines and rules with regard to the purchase
and servicing of vehicles.
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Difficult circumstances in Sudan
Another operational risk is in the development of new programmes. Not all activities proceed
efficiently immediately, and circumstances are very difficult in countries like Sudan. In 2007,
the Sudan team ascertained by means of an evaluation that the programme was less effective
and efficient than desired in the last few years. This was due to, among other things, the significant distances between locations (1700 km between Khartoum and Juba), the complex political
situation (two areas with two governments), insecurity (fighting right up into the centre of cities)
and local management capacity. War Child has responded to this by employing stronger, more
experienced international employees, and also deploying them in Juba. In mid 2008, a review
will take place to assess whether the measures taken have had effect.

Other risks that could endanger the continuity of the organisation concern
fire safety, health risks and traffic safety. To reduce health risks for staff in
the Netherlands, War Child has an agreement with an occupational health
and safety service, Achmea Arbodienst. In 2006, a plan was devised to offer
adequate assistance to War Child staff in headquarters. This plan was implemented in 2007 and six co-workers have been trained to become emergency
response officer.

10.3.

Reputational risks

A scandal in the media can damage an organisation’s reputation, be it true or
false. Rectification afterwards will not repair the reputational damage. Not only
income may fall, but the reliability and credibility of the organisation are also
at stake. To maintain the trust of donors, companies and other supporters,
War Child has an honest and open approach to communications. War Child
was therefore also very pleased to win the Transparency Award in 2007, just
like in 2006 (see also chapter 6).
Even with good communications, there is always a risk of damage to the
reputation. To guard against false statements about War Child in the media,
the organisation requests access to interviews prior to publication to check
them for factual accuracy (obviously without restricting freedom of speech).
If inaccuracies do get published, War Child will, where possible, engage in
open discussions to ensure that the correct information is published after all.
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International
Alongside commanding direct reputational risks, developments also take place
world-wide, which are beyond War Child’s control. Consequently, humanitarian
organisations sometimes appear in the news, rightly, and sometimes wrongly.
This can have an indirect effect on the work War Child does, and on War Child
as an organisation, which is why the organisation carries with it the responsibility,
as do all players in our international field, to operate both qualitatively and transparently, with a transparent payment structure and a professional supervisory
board.
Compliance with standards and legislation (compliancy)
Compliance with general and industry specific legislation and regulations contributes to covering
risks. As an organisation that feels very strongly about reliability and transparency, compliance
with legislation and regulations is essential for War Child. Therefore, War Child complies with the
standards of the Dutch Central Bureau for Fundraising (CBF), with regard to governance, policy,
fundraising and communication, spending of means and reporting. War Child has had the CBF
hallmark since 1 June 2000.
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Financial report

War Child has arranged her financial administration according to the model
(Directive 650, version 2000) advised by the Dutch Central Bureau for Fundraising (CBF). As of January 1, a new version will become effective which is
mandatory for the annual accounts of 2008 and optional for the annual accounts
of 2007. War Child’s general principle is to want to lead the way with new
developments. However, in this case we chose to present the annual accounts
of 2007 in the old model, because of the uncertainty with regard to the interpretation of the new directive for a long time.
Income
Income own fundraising
Government grants and others
National Postal Code Lottery
Other

Expenditure
Project activities
Communication & Awareness raising
Preparation & Coordination
Fundraising

11.1.

6,859,712
2,424,965
1,000,000
90,221
10,374,898

6,870,581
771,153
691,546
1,045,015
9,378,294

Expenditure

The total expenditure for project activities, preparation & coordination, and communication & awareness raising, which together form the ‘expenditure on behalf
of the objective’, shows a slight rise in comparison to 2006 (2006: s 8,2 million,
2007: s 8,3 million). A growth of 20% was budgeted, which renders an under
spending of 16% in expenditure. The main reasons are described below.
The expenditure of War Child is divided into four main activities:
1. Project Activities
2. Preparation & Coordination
3.	Communication & Awareness raising
4.	Fundraising
To realise these activities War Child incurs support costs (among which are
salary costs for staff of Headquarters, housing, and office supplies). These
costs are charged to the four main activities according to a distribution key.
War Child applies the following norm for support costs in relation to project
costs: maximum 20%, guideline 15%, ideally 10%. At 15%, this target was
achieved in 2007 (see below).
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Ad 1)

Costs of Project Activities

YEAR

Direct Costs
Project
Activities

Support
Costs

Total Costs
Project
Activities

Percentage

2004

s 4,215,451

s

2005

s 5,392,150

s

598,606

s 4,814,057

14%

754,801

s 6,146,951

2006

s 5,957,539

14%

s

875,569

s 6,833,108

2007

15%

s 5,982,020

s

888,561

s 6,870,581

2008b

15%

s 8,346,932

s

958,800

s 9,305,732

11%

In Asia and Europe the costs of project activities have decreased, while in the
other project countries a slight rise has occurred. At the time of establishing
the budget, a bigger increase in institutional funds was taken into account.
However, too little attention was paid to the long term until approval was
given, and to the success rate of financing proposals. For 2008, a substantial
growth in the costs of project activities is feasible, because various institutional
financings were guaranteed for 2008 at the end of 2007.

10.000.000
9.000.000
8.000.000
7.000.000
6.000.000
5.000.000

SUPPORT COSTS
4.000.000

EUROPE

3.000.000

MIDDLE EAST

2.000.000

SOUTH AMERICA
ASIA

1.000.000

AFRICA
0

2004

2005
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Europe: Kosovo, the Netherlands and Chechnya
Middle East: Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territory
South America: Colombia
Asia: Afghanistan and Sri Lanka
Africa: DR Congo, Uganda, Sierra Leone and Sudan
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Ad 2)

Preparation & Coordination

The costs of Preparation & Coordination (s 691,546) were under the budget
by 34%. This under spending primarily concerns the direct costs as a result of
activating the software of the Management Information System (MIS), which
means that the costs will be debited in three years. Each year, War Child
organises a Management & Methodology week, a week in which Country
Directors come to the Netherlands to exchange knowledge and methods
of project activities. The accompanying costs have been classified under
Costs of Project Activities (and not under Preparation & Coordination, as
in 2006). In 2006, the focus was more on the location of the activity
(the Netherlands), whereas in 2007 the contents of the activity (project activity)
were modifying. This shift in focus explains part of the under spending in the
category Preparation & Coordination. For 2008, we expect an increase in
costs of Preparation & Coordination, primarily because of an increase in debit
costs of the MIS and an investment in capacity fortification from Amsterdam
for the benefit of partners in the programme countries.
YEAR

Direct Costs
Preparation &
Coordination

Support Costs

Total

2004

s

162,322

s

241,569

s

403,891

2005

s

325,503

s

235,026

s

560,529

2006

s

343,684

s

427,215

s

770,899

2007

s

189,939

s

501,607

s

691,546

2008b

s

382,459

s

648,600

s 1,031,059

Ad 3)

Communication & Awareness raising

The costs of Communication & Awareness raising (s 771,153) are nearly in
line with the budget (1% under spending). Thanks to support from Dutch
companies, who provided War Child with free products and services, the
costs again remained relatively low this year.
YEAR

Direct Costs
Communication &
Awareness raising

Support Costs

Total

2004

s

147,286

s

348,843

s

496,129

2005

s

170,756

s

427,499

s

598,255

2006

s

157,137

s

456,817

s

613,954

2007

s

212,219

s

558,934

s

771,153

2008b

s

406,525

s

685,260

s 1,091,785
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Ad 4)

Fundraising

The costs of own fundraising constituted 15% of the income from own fundraising, which is well under the 25% set by the Dutch Central Bureau for
Fundraising (CBF) as the maximum permissible level. Here too, War Child
was able to achieve a low cost percentage thanks to support from Dutch
companies who provided War Child with free products and services
(see www.warchild.nl/bedrijven (in Dutch).
YEAR

Income
Fundraising

Direct Costs
Fundraising

Support Costs

Percentage

2004

s 4,251,412

s

66,281

s

323,800

9%

2005

s 4,454,574

s

135,441

s

356,575

11%

2006

s 5,279,698

s

420,293

s

355,303

15%

2007

s 6,859,712

s

605,512

s

439,503

15%

2008b

s 8,002,800

s

699,105

s

685,260

15%
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11.2.

Income

In 2007, the income of ‘total available for the objective’ rose with s 1,5 million
(19%) with regard to 2006. With that, the budget for 2007 was almost met
(5% under budget). Parts of the income, however, show a different view with
regard to the budget.
Income own fundraising
The income from own fundraising rose from s 5,3 million in 2006 to
s 6,9 million in 2007 (an increase of 22%). An amount of s 5,7 million
was budgeted. Both the income from Friends (regular donors), actions
and company sponsoring have risen (see paragraph 6.8 for a description
of these activities).
1%
23%

40%

Own Fundraising;
Structured income
Own Fundraising;
Non-structured incume
National Postal Code Lottery
Grants government

10%

Other

26%

Government grants and others
The category ‘Government grants and others’ shows a growth of 10% with
regard to 2006, but remained 38% behind on budget. For all planned financing
proposals with institutional donors, a too high success rate was managed
and too short a decision path was considered. As a result, both the income
‘Government grants and others’ and the costs of project activities are behind
on the budget (s 1,5 and s 1,1 million respectively), because the Country
Directors knew that the expenditure was not acceptable without being assured
of the income. However, in 2007 many contacts were made with institutional
donors and already some contracts were closed that started in 2007, but
for the larger part will be continued in 2008.
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War Child received s 223,365 from the Dutch umbrella organisation for
building the capacity of civil society organisations in developing countries
(PSO), with which, among other things, the dispatching of expats was
financed. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ Thematic Co-Financing Fund (TMF),
has supported War Child with s 7,8 million, to be distributed over the period
2007-2010. In 2007, War Child received an MFS grant of s 1,868,400.
From other institutions and governments War Child received a total amount
of s 333,200 (in particular from UNICEF) in 2007.
Share in activities of third parties – National Postal Code Lottery
War Child is one of the beneficiaries of the Dutch National Postal Code Lottery
(NPL). The contribution of the NPL amounted to s 1,000,000 in 2007.

11.3.

Result

The result for 2007 amounts to s 996,603. Not all income over 2007 was
spent. At the end of 2007, the income unexpectedly sharply rose thanks to,
among other things, a very successful Friends for War Child Concert in
October. Given the short time span until the end of 2007, this income could
not be spent usefully right away, but is now also used for the financing of
projects in 2008.

11.4.

Spending percentage and continuity reserve

The result (s 996,603) has been added to the foundation’s equity, which
amounted to s 4,643,116 as per 31 December 2007. A large proportion of
this equity has been set aside as a continuity reserve (s 4,000,000) to act as
a buffer against a sudden drop of income. The level of this reserve is based
on the costs to maintain the organisation and the programmes running for a
minimum of six months and a maximum of one year. The scope of this reserve
falls well within the guidelines set down by the Dutch Fundraising Institutions
Association (VFI).

11.5.

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents at year-end 2007 amounted to s 5,654,592.
Most of this amount is in an interest savings account and can be immediately
withdrawn. The interest received is accounted for under ‘other income and expenditure’. War Child is not an investor and does not hold any shares or bonds.

11.6.

Annual Account

The entire War Child annual account has been audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers Accountants. In 2007, PricewaterhouseCoopers Netherlands also
performed audits in some of the War Child project countries (more information
on audits in paragraph 10.1).
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Looking ahead

In 2008, War Child will remain dedicated to helping create a peaceful future
for children in (former) war areas. The strategic annual plan 2006-2010 will be
revised halfway through in order to continue shaping and supporting the further
growth and professionalisation of the organisation.

12.1.

Developing programmes

As long as so many children continue to be victims of conflict or are misused
n fighting, the necessity for such programmes in many countries remains
exceptionally high. In 2008, War Child’s existing programmes will grow
across the board. As expected, new programmes will begin in Lebanon and
Burundi in 2008, and reconnaissance missions also will take place. Based
on an analysis of the capacity of possible partner organisations, the concrete
need for our help, the extent to which our work there is effective, a security
analysis and coherence in our portfolio, a choice will eventually be made.
In 2008, whether the programme in Chechnya can be continued, given the
complex security situation, will be weighed up.
Revision
In 2008, War Child will reconfirm and, where necessary, revise its vision,
mission and position. Among other things, this is the consequence of constantly
changing local developments and security situations, the presence of other aid
organisations and the ability of and opportunities to collaborate with others.
These developments trigger new questions from War Child’s target groups,
other aid organisations and governments. The questions sometimes sound
out the limits of our mandate. In 2008, War Child intends to reformulate the
responses to these questions.
Better support
In line with the strategic plan War Child wants to strengthen the capacity of
War Child(-related) organisations in the field. These organisations will be given
more responsibility in the development and implementation of the programmes.
Consequently, decision process will take place closer to our target group; in
other words, headquarters will need to organise affairs differently in the area
of partnerships, the Management Information System, planning and review
and staff matters. All these components will need to receive better support
in ‘the field’ and receive directed based more on requirements in the field.
This transformation will be led by headquarters.
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12.2.

Growth and scale

War Child remains a cost-conscious organisation and continues to actively
work based on low costs of which sponsoring of product and services remains
an important foundation, as does the re-use of inventories and other resources.
In 2008, War Child will continue to work on improving the ratio in costs
between headquarters and the field. The programmes should grow stronger
than the organisation in Amsterdam. Indeed, by further enlarging the share of
institutional funds raised and administered in the field, the costs percentage
should continue to decrease.
Relocation of headquarters
The relocation of War Child’s headquarters in 2008 was a direct consequence
of the growth of the organisation. War Child has found a new and suitable
accommodation in the Oranjekerk in the Oud-Zuid area of Amsterdam (‘De
Pijp’ as it is often referred to). The church, which is let out by the ‘Stadsherstel’
foundation (City restoration Foundation), was entirely restored in 1999. War
Child will relocate to this characteristic building in June 2008.

12.3.

Management

The formation of a two-man management team, which was set up in 2007,
when its new Executive Director Mark Vogt took office (see also paragraph 7.2)
will enable a gradual transfer of founder and former Executive Director Willemijn
Verloop. Moreover, an important objective will be to strategically strengthen
the organisation’s management team. In 2008, the conversion of the current
administration to one with a supervisory board will also begin.
Management Information System
A number of modules of the Management Information System (MIS) was
already implemented in 2007. In 2008, the system will be rolled out throughout the entire organisation, and will be made available for all departments and
War Child organisations in the programme countries.
War Child International
In 2008, War Child will continue working on the international collaboration,
War Child International. At the end of 2007, War Child International was made
up of War Child Nederland and War Child Canada. As expected, this will be
extended with War Child United Kingdom. The purpose of the collaboration is
to bring all War Child organisations, which operate autonomously, together in
a formal rapport and joint venture.
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12.4.

Communications and fundraising

In 2008, War Child wishes to further intensify its growth. There are still many
conflict areas where children really need War Child’s help. In the field,
War Child has the ability and ambition to grow, in order to help other children.
To achieve this, income from the general public in the Netherlands, the largest
source of War Child’s income, will need to grow. The involvement and growth
of this support from the Netherlands must be enlarged through clear and
transparent communication on the situation of children living in war-affected
areas and the work that War Child does.
The focus in 2008 will be on the issue of child soldiers and we will offer
tangible and concrete ways to provide support. Another priority will be to
establish a long-term relationship with supporters of War Child, by developing
measures that closely match the wishes and communication needs of the
organisation’s backing. For this purpose, War Child will research their wishes
and communication needs, in order to further improve this association.
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Balance sheet as per 31 december 2007
(after proposed destination of results in euros)
		
31 Dec 07
31 Dec 06
		EUR 	EUR
Assets
Tangible fixed assets
2.1 Property, Plant and Equipment
136,109
30,942
		
136,109
30,942
Current assets
2.2 Accounts receivable
2.3 Cash and cash equivalents
		
Total Assets

754,128
5,654,592
6,408,720
6,544,829

812,756
3,627,271
4,440,027
4,470,969

4,000,000

3,750,000

643,116
89,403
136,109
4,868,628

91,083
30,942		
3,872,025

2.5 Short-term debts
2.5.1 Project obligations
12,170
	Accounts payable
185,796
2.5.2 Tax and social security payments
224,137
2.5.3 Other debts, accruals and deferred income 1,254,098
		
1,676,201
Total Liabilities
6,544,829

218,528
136,719
75,764
167,933		
598,944		
4,470,969

Liabilities
Equity
2.4.1 Freely disposable capital
• Continuity reserve
• Freely disposable
			 on behalf of the objective
2.4.2 Tied-up capital
2.4.3 Earmarked funds
2.4.4 Fund tangible fixed assets
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Statement of income and expenses in 2007 (in euro)
Realisation 	Budget
2007
2007

Realisation
2006

6,859,712
6,859,712

5,645,000
5,645,000

5,279,698
5,279,698

Expendidenture own fundraising
3.3 Direct costs
(605,512)
3.5 Support costs in the Netherlands (439,503)
(1,045,015)
(in % of income own fundraising)
15,2%

(456,400)
(409,664)
(866,064)
15,3%

(420,293)
(355,303)
(775,596)
14,7%

Fundraising
Income own fundraising
Donations, gifts, grants

Netto income own fundraising

5,814,697

4,778,936

4,504,102

Share in activities of third parties
National Postal Code Lottery

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

6,814,697

5,778,936

5,504,102

340,000
1,868,400
137,399
1,589,395
100,000

347,954
1,450,000
155,571
257,157
106,674

9,814,130

7,821,458

Available from fundraising

Grants governments and others
PSO	
223,365
TMF/MFS	
1,868,400
War Child Canada
(14,897)
Other
348,096
Other financial income and expenses
90,222
Total available
on behalf of the objective
9,329,883
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Expenditure on behalf of the objective
Realisation 	Budget
2007
2007
Communication & Awareness raising
3.4 Direct campaign costs
3.5 Support costs in the Netherlands

212,219
244,900
558,934
535,168
771,153
780,068
		
Preparation & Coordination from the Netherlands
3.1 Direct costs
189,939
531,805
3.5 Support costs in the Netherlands
501,607
516,224
691,546 1,048,029
Project activities
3.2 Direct costs
5,982,020
3.5 Support costs in the Netherlands
888,561
6,870,581
Expenditure on behalf
of the objective
Surplus / (Deficit)

Realisation
2006
157,137
456,817
613,954		

343,684
427,215
770,899

7,132,771
906,944
8,039,715

5,957,539
875,569
6,833,108

8,333,280

9,867,814

8,217,961

996,603

(53,684)

(396,503)
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The destination of results is as follows:
2007
996,603

2006
(396,503)

(250,000)
(552,033)
(89,403)
(105,167)
-

250,000
146,721
(218)
-

2007

2006

996,603

(396,503)

71,372
1,067,975

34,904
(361,599)

58,628
1,077,257

(327,825)
329,507

2,203,860

(359,917)

(176,539)
(176,539)

(35,122)
(35,122)

-

-

Mutation cash and cash equivalents (A + B + C) 2,027,321

(395,039)

Result
(Addition) / Withdrawal:
Continuity reserve
Freely disposable on behalf of the objective
Earmarked funds project activities
Fund assets operational management
Balance at the end of the fiscal year

The cash flow overview is as follows:

Cash flow from operational activities
Result
Adaptions concerning:
• Debits tangible fixed assets
Gross cash flow from operational activities
Mutation in accounts receivable
Mutation short-term debts
Netto cash flow
from operational activities (A)
Cash flow from investment activities
Investments in tangible fixed assets
Cash flow from investment activities (B)
Cash flow from financing activities (C )

Cash and cash equivalents as per 1 january
Cash and cash equivalents as per 31 december
Mutation cash and cash equivalents

3,627,271
5,654,592
2,027,321

4,022,310
3,627,271
(395,039)
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Explanation of the Balance sheet and
the Statement of income and expenses
1. Principles of valuation and determination of results
1.1 General
The report is drawn up following the principles of the historical costs. Unless
indicated otherwise, assets and liabilities have been admitted against no-par
value. The report is arranged according to “Directive 650 Fundraising
Institutions”. The objective of this directive is to give insight into the costs
of the organisation and expenditure of the resources in relation to the objective
for which these funds were brought together.

1.2 Change in accounting policies
The War Child Foundation draws up the annual accounts according to the
so-called “accrual based” valuation principles. Until 2006, the programme
countries accounted for the expenditure on a cash basis. In the annual
accounts of 2007, for the first time, the programme countries have included
the overflowing posts, so as to maintain unambiguous systematics. The
comparative figures of 2006 have been adjusted.
Free disposable capital
2006 (old) 	Change in
2006 (new)
		
accounting
		
policies
	EUR 	EUR	EUR
Balance at the start
of the fiscal year
4,237,804
4,237,804
Addition/(withdrawal)
fiscal year
(471,677)
75,174
(396,503)
Withdrawal/(addition)
tied-up capital
(218)
(218)
Balance at the end
of the fiscal year
3,765,909
75,174
3,841,083

1.3 Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are valued by their purchased value by deduction of a
debit which is determined on the basis of estimations of the economic life span.
Tangible fixed assets which are applied as part of the objective are suddenly
written off of the result. In the explanation of the tangible fixed assets this is,
as far as relevant, additionally clarified. For the value of the assets on behalf of
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the operational management, a Fund assets operational management will be
retained at the end of the fiscal year at the expense of the Freely disposable
capital.

1.4 Equity
The capital of the foundation is applied as part of the foundation’s objective. As
far as the equity is not presented as Continuity reserve or as tied-up capital on
behalf of the objective, this is presented as Freely disposable capital on behalf
of the objective.

1.5 Tied-up capital
Under tied-up capital the part of the capital is presented which is earmarked by
third parties for the specific use on behalf of the objective. The expenditure is
further specified under projects.

1.6 Other assets and liabilities
The other assets and liabilities are valued against no-par value. The valuation of
accounts receivable is made by deduction of a provision because of irrecoverability based on the individual valuation of the accounts receivable.

1.7 Foreign currency
Transactions in foreign currency are converted to euro at the price of the
trans-action date. At the end of the fiscal year all accounts receivable and
debts in foreign currency are converted to euro on the basis of the price as
per balance date. Price results have been admitted into the statement of
assets and liabilities.

1.8 Contributions, donations and grants
The income consists of the proceeds from contributions, donations, grants, and
other income which are ascribed to the fiscal year concerned. Donations are
accounted for in the year in which these were attributed. Losses are taken into
account if they originate in the fiscal year in question and as soon as these are
anticipated. Grants are accounted for in the year of receipt.

1.9 On-charged expenses
Within the organisation four main activities can be distinguished: Fundraising,
Communication & Awareness raising, Preparation and Coordination and
Project activities. In support of these activities the organisation has support
costs. These costs are ascribed to the year concerned and are on-charged
to afore-mentioned activities according to a fixed distribution key per staff
member. Direct costs on behalf of Fundraising and Communication and
Awareness raising are also attributed to the year concerned.
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1.10 Costs Project activities/Project obligations
See 1.2 Change in accounting policies: As per 2007, the projects have
transferred to accrual based accounting. The comparative figures have been
adjusted. Attributed funds to local partners are accounted for as liabilities
in the year of attribution.
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2. Explanation of the Balance sheet as per 31 December 2007 (in euro)
2.1 Property, Plant and Equipment
Computer and office equipment are applied on behalf of operational management.
The value course of the property, plant and equipment is as follows:
	Capital assests
Project goods
Total
	EUR 	EUR 	EUR
Purchase value assets
44,822
7,940
52,762
Cumulative debits
(21,820)
- (21,820)
Value at start of fiscal year
Investments during the fiscal year
Debits during fiscal year
Directly charged to project
Value as per 31 December 2007

23,002
150,656
(45,957)
127,702

7,940
25,883
(25,415)
8,407

30,942
176,539
(45,957)
(25,415)
136,109

Cumulative purchase value assets
Cumulatieve debits
Directly charged to project

195,478
67,777
127,702

57,412
49,004
8,407

252,890
67,777
49,004
136,109

Debit percentages

33,33%

0,00%

The debit costs are accounted for in two places on the statement of profit and
loss. The debit costs for the Management Information System, as far as these
refer to the programmes, are accounted for under Preparation & Coordination
(s 29,000). Debit costs for the Headquarters under Support Costs (s 17,000).
The value of the project goods as per 31 december 2007 concerns purchased
laptops of which the costs are charged to the project after placing it at the
disposal of the project. Other goods on behalf of the projects are entirely
written off during the fiscal year (value s 203,337 in 2007, s 261,255 in 2006).
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2.2 Accounts receivable
The accounts receivable can be specified as follows:
31 Dec 07
31 Dec 06
	EUR 	EUR
Donations due
97,000
100,500
Subsidy Accounts Receivable (PSO)
344,730
466,562
Interest internet savings account
32,496
Advances
1,132
1,643
Deposits
12,639
12,639
Accounts receivable General
24,442
Prepayed in project countries
116,278
118,323
Other accounts receivable
149,853
88,647
754,128
812,756

2.3 Cash and cash equivalents
The cash and cash equivalents can be specified as follows:
31 Dec 07
31 Dec 06
	EUR 	EUR
ABN AMRO Savings account
4,650,000
3,200,000
ABN AMRO Payment account
109,554
24,284
ING Bank
297,958
126,492
Postbank
147,725
135,132
Cash
406
5,907
Cash/Bank projects
448,949
135,456
5,654,592
3,627,271

All cash and cash equivalents which are not directly necessary for operational
management are transferred to a savings account and are directly claimable.
Starting point is the preservation of the value of the principal money.
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2.4 Equity
The policy of the foundation is aimed at spending the capital in concordance
with the designated purpose. In view of a correct justification of the tied-up
capital, already at the receipt of gifts, donations and grants specific mention
of the projects of War Child are taken into account. To ensure that the foundation will also be able to fulfill her obligations in the future, the foundation finds
it desirable to reserve a part of the Freely disposable income as Continuity
reserve. For the determination of the size of the Continuity reserve, War Child
follows the guideline of the Dutch Fundraising Institutions Association (VFI).
The guideline allows a maximum reservation of 1,5 times the costs of the
operational organisation. The operational organisation is defined according
to the VFI-code as: “Costs own staff (for the recruitment as well as the
exe-cution of the objective), housing costs, office and administrative costs on
behalf of the own organisation, management costs, costs for fundraising, as
well as the costs of outsourced services concerning the above-mentioned posts”.
In 2005, the board decided on the basis of the strategic plan 2006-2010 to
establish the continuity reserve at a maximum of s 4,000,000 over the years to
come. For the calculation of this reserve, the following costs of the operational
organisation were taken into account:
		
Direct costs fundraising (100%)
s
Support costs (100%)
s
Costs of Project activities - execution own organisation (50%) s
Costs of Project activities - execution local partners (25%)
s
Costs Own Operational Organisation
s

2007
605,512
2,369,753
2,313,821
338,595
5,627,681

Thus, the current Continuity reserve of s 4,000,000 comes down to 0,71 times
the costs of the operational organisation.
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2.4.1 Freely disposable income
2007
2006
	EUR 	EUR
Balance at the start of the fiscal year
3,841,083
4,237,804
Addition/(withdrawal) fiscal year
907,200
(396,503)
Withdrawal/(addition) tied-up capital
(105,167)
(218)
Balance at the end of the fiscal year
4,643,116
3,841,083

The compilation of the Freely disposable income is as follows:
		
2007
		EUR
Continuity reserve:
Balance as per 1 january 		
3,750,000
Plus: of destination of result 		
250,000
Minus: of destination of result		
Balance as per 31 December 		
4,000,000
Freely disposable on behalf of the objective:
Balance as per 1 january 		
Minus: addition to Fund assets operational management		
Plus: of destination of result 		
Balance as per 31 december 		
Total freely disposable income:		

91,083
(105,167)
657,200
643,116
4,643,116

2.4.2 Tied-up capital
The tied-up capital increases per balance with s 194,570.
The course of the tied-up capital is as follows:
2007
2006
	EUR 	EUR
Balance at the start of the fiscal year
30,942
30,724
Addition/(withdrawal) fiscal year
89,403
Withdrawal/(addition) tied-up capital
105,167
218
Saldo bij einde van het boekjaar
225,512
30,942
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2.4.3 Earmarked funds of Project activities
The destination of the tied-up capital at the end of the fiscal year is as follows:
	Balance

1-1-2007

Income 	Expenditure 	Balance

31-12-2007

	EUR 	EUR 		EUR 	EUR
Afghanistan
9,254
9,254
Colombia
98,789
98,789
Democratic Republic of Congo
813
813
Israel / Occupied Palestinian areas
20,800
20,800
Sierra Leone
316,178
316,178
Sudan
3,306
3,306
Uganda
351,369
287,966 63,403
The Netherlands
32,596
6,596 26,000
833,105
743,702 89,403

2.4.4 Fund assets operational management
2007
2006
	EUR 	EUR
Balance as per 1 january
30,942
30,724
Plus: of Freely disposable income
105,167
218
Balance as per 31 december
136,109
30,942

2.5 Short-term debts
2.5.1 Project obligations
31-12-2007
31-12-2006
	EUR 	EUR
Project countries:
Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories
90,000
Afghanistan
18,241
Uganda
72,902
Colombia
12,170
37,385
12,170
218,528
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2.5.2 Taxes and social security payments
31-12-2007
31-12-2006
	EUR 	EUR
To be transferred income tax- HQ
42,036
34,919
To be transferred
National Insurance contributions - HQ
21,707
20,912
To be transferred gift tax - HQ
19,933
19,933
To be transferred income tax - Field
140,460
224,137
75,764

2.5.3 Other debts, accruals and deferred income
31-12-2007
31-12-2006
	EUR 	EUR
Provision holiday allowance and holidays
183,686
144,106
Transistoria Credit - HQ
1,030,377
23,826
Provisions staff - Field
39,488
Advances Projects
546
1,254,098
167,932
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2.6 Rights and obligations not included in the balance
2.6.1 Long-term financial obligations
In 2008 War Child will move to a new location. In 2007, a rental
obligation was engaged for five years for a total amount of s 999,000,
of which s 199,800 will expire within a year. With the board’s approval
of the budget of 2008, a full obligation has been entered into with local
partners for the amount of s 1,540,742 (2006: s 2,527,578). The contracts
were not signed until 2008.
In 2007, the obligations towards local partners in own projects were part
of this amount.
2.6.2 Long-term financial rights
In 2006, War Child was promised an amount of s 7,8 million for four years
in relation to the Co-Financing System. The remainder for 2008 until 2010
amounts to s 6,0 million.
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3. Explanation of the Statement of
income and expenses in 2007
3.1 Preparation & Coordination (in euro)
The costs for Preparation & Coordination are as follows:
2007
2006
	EUR 	EUR
Methodology development
49,232
13,825
Management & Methodology week
75,549
Recruitment, training and
preparation field staff
43,096
83,001
Management Information System
47,573
71,482
General costs Preparation & Coordination
50,038
99,827
189,939
343,684

3.2 Project activities (in euro)
The expenditure on the objective of the project activities is specified per country
as follows:
Own Projects*:
2007
2006
	EUR 	EUR
Afghanistan
769,218
802,191
Bosnia-Hercegovina
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
437,304
318,789
Colombia
121,220
91,687
Kosovo
15,295
Georgia
Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories
128,899
95,356
Sri Lanka
The Netherlands
Chechnya and Ingushetia
374
Sudan
747,840
1,081,584
Sierra Leone
860,534
923,922
Uganda
1,249,639
933,852
Projects General
297,317
104,350
4,627,641
4,351,731

* The part within Own Projects which is carried out by Local Partners is also accounted for under Local Partners. In 2006,
these were accounted for under Own Projects. The comparative figures have been adjusted.
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2007
2006
	EUR 	EUR
Local Partners:
Afghanistan
85,258
Bosnia-Hercegovina
68,202
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
61,036
46,202
Colombia
491,498
388,662
Kosovo
143,286
193,118
Georgia
139,820
Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories
262,573
370,268
Sri Lanka
21,600
The Netherlands
100,000
100,000
Chechnya and Ingushetia
103,087
33,401
Sudan
81,454
35,076
Sierra Leone
29,062
24,150
Uganda
82,383
100,049
Projects General
1,354,379
1,605,808
Total
5,982,020
5,957,539

3.3 Expenditure own fundraising (in euro)
The costs of own fundraising are as follows:
2007
2006
	EUR 	EUR
Recruitments Friends
594,851
394,236
Travel and accomodation costs
1,448
Adverts
202
Structural improvement of quality
20,508
Other recruitment costs
10,661
3,899
605,512
420,293
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3.4 Costs Communication & Awareness raising (in euro)
The costs Communication & Awareness raising are as follows:
2007
2006
	EUR 	EUR
General-interest education
39,803
30,861
News bulletin
107,114
71,716
Theme campaign
21,631
29,939
Advert
3,691
4,529
Photografiy
2,114
3,954
Translation
3,423
2,474
Field visits
20,989
9,718
Website
4,743
1,758
Material General
1,485
39
Other costs C&Ar
7,225
2,149
212,219
157,137

3.5 Distribution of support costs according to destination (in euro)
Fundraising

salaRIes anD naTIonal
InsURance conTRIbUTIon

Communication Preparation &
& Awareness
Coordination
raising

Projects
activities

Total

Budget 2007

Total 2006

339,779

432,112

387,790

686,943

1,846,623

1,822,000

1,620,807

35,160

44,715

40,128

71,085

191,088

198,000

199,920

758

963

865

1,532

4,119

8,000

8,313

HoUsInG cosTs

28,089

35,722

32,058

56,789

152,659

167,500

159.065

offIce cosTs

11,626

14,785

13,268

23,504

63,183

62,000

61,911

oTHeR GeneRal cosTs

24,092

30,636

27,498

48,707

130,933

110,500

64,888

439,503

558,934

501.607

888,561

2,388,605

2,368,000

2,114,904

409,664

535,168

516,224

906,944

oTHeR sTaff cosTs
boaRD/MT-cosTs

bUDGeT 2007

2,368,000
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3.6 Specification of the support costs (in euro)
2007
2006
	EUR 	EUR
Salaries and National Insurance contributions
Gross wages
1,549,100
1,363,532
Contribution Healthcare
National Insurance contributions
227,929
202,093
Provision Holiday allowance
69,594
55,182
1,846,623
1,620,807
Other staff costs
Pension Premiums
Educational costs
Health and Safety Executive
Canteen costs
Absence insurance
Recruitment and Selection Office staff
Travel Costs Living/Work
Contribution Child care
Other staff costs
Payment Health Law Insurance

114,183
8,756
5,246
5,024
13,637
6,713
29,075
8,454
191,088

92,982
6,989
2,137
8,592
20,294
6,812
31,795
12,677
17,642
199,920

2007
2006
	EUR 	EUR
Board/MT-costs
Lunch and diner costs management
65
455
Travel and accomodation costs management
115
454
Field visits MT & Board
3,939
7,404
4,119
8,313
Housing costs
Rent
138,712
135,549
Gas, water and electricity
6,984
8,060
Other housing costs
6,963
15,456
152,659
159,065
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2007
2006
	EUR 	EUR
Office costs
Office supplies
6,324
8,320
Communication costs
11,404
19,813
Porti
32,548
22,328
Computer costs
2,093
1,840
Travel and accomodation costs
2,699
2,050
Representation costs
561
1,013
Memberships/Subscription
7,555
6,547
63,183
61,911
Other general costs
Car costs
7,551
6,641
Administration costs
30,240
8,539
Advice costs
48,731
2,249
Assurance costs
8,507
6,498
Costs money transfers
24,189
24,236
Subsequent proceeds/costs
(5,433)
5,410
Debit costs
17,140
11,315
Differences accounts
8
130,933
64,888
2,388,605
2,114,904
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4. Other information
4.1 Employees
The number of fulltime positions (on average in 2007) at the Amsterdam
Headquarters amounted to 41,7 (budgeted was 40,85). In 2006 there
were 37,4 positions (budgeted was 39,7).
Reward Board members
No renumeration was offered to members of management and no loans,
advances or guarantees were given.
Reward managers
The reward of War Child’s managers in 2007 was as follows:
Gross Pension/National
	Annual
Insurance
Income	Contribution
Executive Director
until August
33,300
7,400
Executive Director
as from August
26,900
6,300
Director External Affairs
23,800
6,000

Total

Parttime
%

40,700

60%

33,200
29,800

100%
60%

4.2 Gifts in kind
For an important part, gifts in kind contribute to the non-personnel costs
remaining relatively low in 2007. In 2007, the gifts in kind -approximatelyamounted to s 1,188,000. This primarily concerns product and service
support for Headquarters and support of educational activities in the Netherlands
(without taking media activities into account). The costs of the organisation of
the Friends for War Child Concert were completely sustained by third parties.
In 2006, the gifts in kind amounted to approximately s 1,157,000, including
support of educational activities.
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4.3 War Child International
War Child is part of an international network of independent organisations with
the same name and logo which are all committed to improving of the well-being
of children affected by war. The organisations collaborate as equal partners with
the same objective, but they are independent in legal, financial and administrative
terms. In 2007 War Child International consisted of two independent foundations:
War Child Holland and War Child Canada. In 2007, the cooperation resulted
in a collective programme in Sudan (coordinated by War Child Holland:
costs of project activities s 69,870. In 2006, this was s 71,415. In Sri Lanka
in 2006, too, both organisations collaborated, whereby the costs amounted
to s 21,600). No financial transactions were carried out with War Child
International in 2007.
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5. Analyses of differences of annual accounts 2007
versus budget 2007
5.1 Development in income
In 2007, the income of ‘total available for the objective’ rose by s 1,5 million
(19%) with regard to 2006. With that, the budget of 2007 is almost accounted
for (5% under budget). The arrangement of the income, however, does show
a larger fluctuation.
Own fundraising
The income from own fundraising rose from s 5,3 million in 2006 to s 6,9 million
in 2007 (an increase of 22%). An amount of s 5,7 million was budgeted. Both
the income from Friends (regular donors), actions and corporate sponsoring
have risen (see section 6.8 of the annual report for a description of these
activities).
Government grants and others
The category ‘Government grants and others’ shows a growth of 10% with
regard to 2006, but remained 38% behind on budget. For all planned financing
proposals with institutional donors a too high success rate and too short a
decision path was considered. As a result, both the income ‘Government
grants and others’ and the costs of project activities are behind on budget
(s 1,5 million and s 1,1 million respectively), because the Country directors
knew that the expenditure was not acceptable without being assured of the
income. However, in 2007 many contacts were made with institutional donors
and already some contracts were closed that started in 2007, but for the larger
part will be continued in 2008. War Child received s 223,365 from the Dutch
umbrella organisation for building the capacity of civil society organisations in
developing countries (PSO), with which, among other things, the dispatching
of expats was financed. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ MFS has supported
War Child with s 7,8 million, to be distributed over the period 2007-2010. In
2007, War child received an MFS grant of s 1,868,400. From other institutions
and governments War Child received a total amount of s 333,200 (in particular
from UNICEF) in 2007.
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5.2 Development of expenditure
The expenditure on behalf of the objective slightly rose with regard to 2007 (1%)
to s 8,3 million. With regard to the budget there is an under spending of 16%.
Costs Own Fundraising
The percentage of costs own fundraising amounts to 15.2% and, thereby, is
according to budget.
Costs Communication & Awareness raising
The total costs of Communication & Awareness raising are according to the
expected growth with regard to 2006 (26%) and in line with the budget. The
growth mainly involves the postage charges of the news bulletin.
Costs Preparation & Coordination
The costs of Preparation & Coordination (s 691,546) are 34% under budget.
This under spending primarily concerns the direct costs as a result of activating
the software of the Management Information System, which means that
the costs will be debited in three years. Each year, War Child organises a
Management & Methodology week, a week in which Country directors come
to the Netherlands to exchange knowledge and methods of project activities.
The accompanying costs have been classified under ‘Costs of Project activities’
(and not under Preparation & Coordination, as in 2006). In 2006, the focus
was more on the location of the activity (the Netherlands), whereas in 2007
the contents of the activity (project activity) were modifying. This shift in focus
explains part of the under spending in the category Preparation & Coordination.
Costs Project activities
The costs of Project activities show an underspending of 15%. As stated before
under ‘Government grants and others’, this under spending mainly concerns
the not taking into account of the success rate of financing proposals with
institutional donors. In 2007, the cooperation with War Child Canada resulted
in a collective programme in Sudan (coordinated by War Child Holland) and
a cooperative programme in Sri Lanka (coordinated by War Child Canada).
Support costs
The support costs are 1% over budget. This is primarily caused by a rise in higher
advice costs for, among other things, the Management Information System and
for advice on the restructuring of the programme department.
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6. Budget 2008 (in euro)
Fundraising
	Budget
2008
Income from own fundraising
Donations, gifts and grants
8 ,002,800
Gifts in kind
8,002,800
Expenditure own fundraising
Direct costs
Support costs in the Netherlands

Realisation
2007
6 ,859,712
6,859,712

(699,105)
(527,340)
(1,226,445)
15%

(605,512)
(439,503)
(1,045,015)
15%

Netto income own fundraising

6,776,335

5,814,697

Share in activities of third parties
National Postal Code Lottery
Other actions
Available from fundraising

1,000,000
7,776,335

1,000,000
6,814,697

200,000
2,022,281
1,304,284
120,000
11,422,920

223,365
1,868,400
(14,897)
348,096
90,221
9,329,883

(in % of income from own fundraising)

Government grants and others
PSO
TMF / MFS
War Child Canada
Other
Other financial income and expenditure
Total available on behalf of the objective
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Expenditure on behalf of the objective
	Budget
2008
Communication & Awareness raising
Direct campaign costs
406,525
Support costs in the Netherlands
685,260
1,091,785
Preparation & Coordination from the Netherlands
Direct costs
382,459
Support costs in the Netherlands
648,600
1,031,059
Project activities
Direct costs
8,346,932
Support costs in the Netherlands
958,800
9,305,732
Expenditure on behalf of the objective
Surplus / (Deficit)

Realisation		
2007
212,219
558,934
771,153
189,939
501,607
691,546
5,982,020
888,561
6,870,581

11,428,576

8,333,280

(5,656)

996,603
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7. Long-term budget 2008 - 2010 (x 1 million s)
Fundraising
2008

2009

2010

8,00
8,00

8,80
8,80

9,68
9,68

(1,23)
15%

(1,41)
16%

(1,48)
15%

Netto income own fundraising

6,78

7,39

8,20

Share in activities of third parties

1,00

1,50

2,00

7,78
3,65
11,42

8,89
4,33
13,22

10,20
4,55
14,75

0,40
0,69
1,09

0,28
0,72
0,99

0,30
0,76
1,05

Preparation & Coordination from the Netherlands
Direct costs
0,38
Support costs in the Netherlands
0,65
1,03

0,38
0,68
1,06

0,40
0,72
1,11

8,35
0,96
9,31

10,25
1,01
11,26

10,96
1,06
12,02

Expenditure on behalve of the objective

11,43

13,31

14,18

Surplus / (Deficit)

(0,01)

(0,09)

0,56

Income own fundraising
Donations, gifts and grants
Gift tax

Expenditure own fundraising
(in % of income from own fundraising)

Available from fundraising
Government grants and others
Total available on behalf of the objective

Expenditure on behalf of the objective
Communication & Awareness raising
Direct campaign costs
Support costs in the Netherlands

Project activities
Direct costs
Support costs in the Netherlands
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To the board of Stichting War Child

Auditor’s report
Report on the financial statements
We have audited the accompanying financial statements 2007 of Stichting War Child, Amsterdam
as set out on pages 397 to 445 which comprise the balance sheet as at 31 December 2007, the
profit and loss account for the year then ended and the notes.

The board’s responsibility
The board of the foundation is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the
financial statements and for the preparation of the board report, both in accordance with the
Dutch reporting standard 650 Fundraising Organisations. This responsibility includes: designing,
implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation
of the financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error;
selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are
reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with Dutch law. This law requires that we comply with ethical
requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial
statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether
due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control
relevant to the foundation’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order
to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the foundation’s internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of accounting estimates made by the board, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of
the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of Stichting
War Child as at 31 December 2007, and of its result for the year then ended in accordance with
the Dutch reporting standard 650 Fundraising Organisations.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
We report, to the extent of our competence, that the board report is consistent
with the financial statements.

Amsterdam, 21 May 2008
PricewaterhouseCoopers Accountants N.V.

R. Goldstein RA
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Colophon
Text
War Child Holland
This report is realised with the support of 52 graden noorderbreedte
(concept and design), www.52graden.com

Paper and press
Ricoh, Document Services

All photos in the annual report are made during War Child activities, programmes,
of War Child employees or locations. We are very grateful to all photographers
who cooperated with the creation of this annual report. A special thanks goes
out to: Paul Bergen, Hans Duran, Marco van Hal, William Fernando Martínez,
Lotte Kemkens, Charlotte Marres, Carlos Mastenbroek, Ron Peetoom, Ed
Regeer, Oscar Seijkens, Carolien Sikkenk, Geert Snoeijer, Vincent van de
Wijngaard, Dirk-Jan Visser, Dick Vos, Donald Weber, Eddy van Wessel and
the photographers of Click Shots and De Twentsche Courant Tubantia.
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